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Summary 
 

The web is becoming more participatory and information is more easily shared. 

However, great potential for better informing over the web has not yet been realised 

because of the reluctance against creation of metadata and semantics which is needed for 

information structuring. 

   

This thesis discusses an experimental web 2.0 prototype named Fuzzzy. Fuzzzy is a 

socio-semantic bookmarking system. It introduces a practical case for the Socio-

Semantic Web approach which let users create semantics in a bottom-up approach. 

Fuzzzy lets users create a fuzzy ontology in a collaborative and open web environment. 

We discuss several issues related to Information Design by analyzing the construction the 

use of the system. In developing this application we have engaged several Socio-

Semantic Web challenges: collaborative metadata creation, ontology change, scalability, 

semantic search, social networks, collaborative work, interaction design, visual 

representation of semantic networks and more.  

 

Our study has shown that socio-semantic collaborative categorization as opposed to 

folksonomies increase the quality of categorization considerably. Our Fuzzzy folktology 

is less ambiguous and provides more semantics. On the other hand it is also shown that 

socio-semantic tagging is more time-consuming and few users are willing to sacrifice 

time for creating semantic metadata.  

 

The creation of semantic metadata requires highly committed users and a clearly defined 

domain. The lessons learned during this project will be used to develop several Topic 

Map based distributed knowledge bases. We have devised the first steps towards a 

general model for socio-semantic holistic knowledge information infrastructure. It 

consists of i) the democratic self governing online community and ii) the organic 

ontology and knowledge base. The socio-semantic model lets users both create the 

knowledge contained in the knowledge base but also the underlying ontology on which 

the knowledge is structured.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

With the recent emergence of blogs, wikis and other web2.0 sites the web has become 

more participatory. Information is more easily shared. However the underlying 

technologies of these systems do not solve the needs for better informing, they merely 

make information more accessible and lower the threshold for participation. We argue 

that there is a need for better informing and that semantic technologies are an important 

research direction for solving the more profound problem of informing. We believe that 

the Internet can provide a means for assimilating knowledge that can be used to leverage 

insight, revealing truth and helping the human race towards insight and understanding.  

 

Folksonomies has become widely popular. As part of many web2.0 applications they are 

tools to categorize resources and have proven to be effective for creation of loose 

metadata. Folksonomies have been widely adopted because of their easy of use. However 

the quality of metadata created by collaborative tagging is poor. In this thesis we focus on 

the creation of metadata and semantics which is a bottleneck in the development of the 

semantic web (Maedche & Staab, 2001). We present Fuzzzy a social bookmarking 

system with a socio-semantic collaborative tagging module. Fuzzzy provides several 

views in different dimensions for the user to browse and search for information in the 

system. With this thesis we hope to contribute to the methods and theory of developing 

Polyscopic and Socio-Semantic systems. We hope that our research will help to gain 

knowledge about how to reduce the effort required in the creation of metadata.  
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1.1 Target Group 

This thesis is intended for everyone with a background in computer science, information 

science or the like. Because of the highly multidisciplinary research of the thesis 

(reflected by the long bibliography) we will not be able to go into all the relevant 

research areas in detail, and so the thesis should be fairly easy to follow by most people. 

A large part of the thesis concerns the user aspect of Socio-Semantic Web applications. 

Practitioners within the field of Human Computer Interaction might benefit from reading 

this thesis. 

1.2 The need for better informing 

According to the 2001 UCLA World Internet Report1, the top reason why users started to 

use the Internet is to obtain information quickly. In 2003 about half of users (55.2 

percent) say that most or all the information online is reliable and accurate. 89.6 percent 

of users say that the Internet is a moderately to extremely important source of 

information (USC, 2004). We are becoming dependent on the Web as a crucial 

information source yet it is widely believed to be highly fallible. 

 

The Internet consists of vast amounts of information that can increase insight and 

knowledge needed for human, cultural and scientific development. Unfortunately, with 

the current information infrastructure, humans are not able to effectively tap the 

knowledge in the resources of the Internet. Search engines are continuously crawling and 

indexing resources on the web. When performing a search with Google, results are based 

on matching text strings and by popularity weighting2. These technologies are not subject 

centric and have no knowledge of the embedded semantics of the content and there is no 

understanding of context and relationships. Social sites such as del.icio.us contain 

knowledge ingrained in the network of users and resources. Knowledge is implicit and 

can only be understood by knowledgeable humans. It cannot be extracted and made use 

of by external systems. Other more knowledge intensive sites often develop around small 

                                                      

 

1 http://www.digitalcenter.org  
2 The Google PageRank™ system uses its vast link structure as an indicator of an individual 

page's value and importance. http://www.google.com/technology 
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communities or isolated domains. Few of these make knowledge available by open 

programmatic interfaces. Information systems for sharing and exchanging knowledge of 

the web are needed. Systems that can couple information sources and present information 

in a holistic manner. The dispersed information of the Internet needs to be structured in a 

way that will promote relevant, concise and important knowledge that can help 

businesses, institutions, individuals and the world as a whole. 

 

There is also a need for democracy on the web. The Internet remains fragmented with 

countless islands of discourse. Only 15% of webpages include links to opposing 

viewpoints (Barabási, 2002, p.170). With Web 2.0 social networking sites and the 

growing blogosphere the web is becoming more democratic, connecting people and 

ideas. Techniques for collaborative creation and sharing of information are being 

developed but we still lack systems for proof and trust. The anarchistic architecture of the 

web enabled an explosive adoption which we have benefited greatly from. This 

architecture has now outplayed its role and new systems are needed to bring order to the 

information chaos.  

 

In parallel with the growing Internet use, media conglomerates are tightening the grip on 

users, investing larger amounts of infrastructure in order to reach the masses3. The media 

are mostly controlled by capitalists and information is designed to suit the economic 

goals of businesses, often large multinational corporations, some with complex relations 

to the political agendas of power nations (Parenti, 1993). People are bombarded by 

advertising and contemporary news events, creating a distorted image of the world 

(Chomsky, 1989). People are distracted from the important issues because of technology, 

the media and all the distracting elements of modern society. We are seeing a shift in this 

power structure with the rise of the blogs, but we are still far away from having an 

information infrastructure that can bring a holistic, informed and trustworthy view to the 

masses. Throughout history this role was filled by wise men and religious leaders, but 

                                                      

 

3 Google Buys DoubleClick for $3.1 billion  http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/18097074/ 

Google buys YouTube for $1.6 billion. http://business.guardian.co.uk/story/0,,1891705,00.html  

e-Bay buys Shopping.com for $620 million  http://itvibe.com/news/3569/  

News Corp buys Myspace for $580 million http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/4695495.stm  
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traditional informing is not well suited for the modern culture of today. Today we live in 

a time of rapid change, technology progresses much faster than the human species can 

reflect on the consequences (Karabeg, 2003b). Because of rapid changes and higher 

complexity, humans can not perform analysis on the many simultaneous changes and 

make sound consolidated decisions about them (Hey, 1999; Ciborra, 2000). Research 

into distributed, collaborative systems for knowledge creation is needed. We need 

systems that can provide the most important and relevant information to citizens, 

provided as a clear and correct perspective of the whole, information that can raise 

awareness and enable direction change and action. We propose mechanisms to leverage 

wisdom by aggregating quality knowledge based on democratic principles.  

 

As a metaphor we introduce the creation of the house of knowledge. By using the 

available information on the Internet as building blocks we can create a house of 

knowledge that will serve a greater purpose than the individual pieces.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 Metaphorical representation of the information structuring process 
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In this building process we use Polyscopy, democracy and holism, which can be seen as 

guiding principles or methods in the building process. Among the tools available to us 

are the components of Web 2.0, Topic Maps, Semantic web, collaborative tagging etc. 

The actual work of building the house is done by the workers which are the users of the 

Internet and the Internet related organizations and companies. Engineers and architects 

use computer science to plan the structure and foundation of the house.  

 

The road towards this envisioned enlightened web is still unclear but the Semantic Web, 

Topic Maps and Knowledge Management research areas seem to have promising 

directions to pursue.  

 

We have identified three bottlenecks in the information structuring process; missing 

metadata, slow adoption and lack of agreed-upon knowledge representation languages 

and barriers in creation of ontologies and semantics. All are interrelated and constitute a 

vicious circle. Cimiano et al. (2004) had this to say about the situation; There is no 

Semantic Web because there is no metadata and there is no metadata, because there is no 

Semantic Web.  

1.2.1 Missing metadata  

“Once the web has been sufficiently ‘populated’ with rich metadata, what can we expect? 

First, searching on the web will become easier as search engines have more information 

available, and thus searching can be more focused. Doors will also be opened for 

automated software agents to roam the web, looking for information for us or transacting 

business on our behalf. The web of today, the vast unstructured mass of information, may 

in the future be transformed into something more manageable - and thus something far 

more useful.” (Lassila, 1997). Metadata, often characterized as “data about data” is 

information about resources that facilitate organization and access. Metadata can be 

characterized into administrative, structural, and descriptive metadata (Taylor, 2004). We 

will focus on descriptive metadata which is what the tags on Fuzzzy.com are.  

 

Studies have shown that there is an ongoing reluctance among both users and institutions 

to create metadata on new content because of i) disagreement on metadata standards and 

ii) cost of metadata creation and management (Casey, 2005). The disagreement on 

metadata vocabularies leads to discrepancy in how metadata is applied and therefore their 
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implementations become less valuable. Metadata also need maintenance. Old metadata 

must be updated with new vocabularies either through manual or automatic processes. 

Manual creation and updating is costly and has poor scalability. Automatic processing 

often leads to poor quality because they are still suboptimal compared to human 

reasoning (Marshall & Shipman, 2003). This reluctance towards metadata creation is 

leading to a situation where much of the Web is sinking in to a morass of information 

overload and becomes a source of frustration and waste of time for many users.  

 

We argue that metadata is essential to the structuring of information on the Internet. We 

use the term metadata to also encompass Topic Map constructs although there has been 

some debate about whether Topic Maps can be characterized as metadata. “By using 

Topic Maps to represent metadata and subject-based classification it is possible to reuse 

existing classifications and classification techniques, while at the same time describing 

the world more precisely where desired” (Garshol, 2004).  

 

The Internet is growing rapidly. As society and technology develop, diversity and 

complexity are added to the ever growing sea of information. The needs of the users have 

shifted from information access to the need for faster and more precise search and 

retrieval systems. Information is mostly available but because it is hard to retrieve 

relevant information, people are willing to sacrifice information quality for accessibility 

(Hirsh & Dinkleacker 2004). On a more profound level, Information overload directly 

effects human well-being (Toppinen, 1996). “Clinging tenaciously to all choices 

available to us contributes to bad decision, to anxiety, stress and dissatisfaction – even to 

clinical depression” (Schwartz, 2005). This suggests that we need a “top of the 

mountain”-view of information, a mechanism that can present to the big picture, what is 

most relevant information based on a solid foundation.   

1.2.2 Lack of agreed upon knowledge representation languages  

The web provides the platform to engage people as participants in the collaborative, 

productive enterprise of knowledge creation and dissemination. At the present time, the 

Web primarily contains content for human consumption and not for computer 

consumption. XML was the first step towards machine-readable data formats for the 
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Web. Within the last decade a range of technologies has evolved, aimed at information 

exchange. Two of these technology directions are; the Semantic Web4 and the Topic Map 

paradigm. Both have similarities and both technologies are in the process of developing 

higher level standards and protocols that will enable more knowledge intensive 

applications. It is unclear how these technologies will evolve and how they will influence 

the Web. In parallel with the work of the Topic Map ISO committee and the Semantic 

Web Activities of World Wide Web Consortium we are seeing a rapid adoption of 

lightweight standards such as RSS and Micro formats which are part of the Web 2.0 

grass root movement. Micro formats5 have become popular in the absence of agreement 

on formal standards and because of the need for lightweight solutions to practical cases.  

1.2.3 Barriers in creation of ontologies and semantics 

The semantic web will enable computers to make inferences and compare heterogeneous 

sources of information on the Web to provide knowledge to the user. For the vision of the 

Semantic Web to be realised several issues within the field of computer science and 

artificial intelligence have been addressed. One of the most challenging tasks has proven 

to be the development of ontologies. Some institutions are accumulating large datasets of 

RDF6 (Herman, 2007) and RDF based formats such as RSS are rapidly being adopted 

making data more available, but ontologies are needed to connect the data seamless 

between applications over the web. Two systems exchanging data must have an 

agreement as to what the data mean. These agreements are called ontologies and are 

needed to realise the Semantic Web vision.  

 

Ontology creation is a time-consuming process and most approaches require the 

involvement of both domain experts and ontology engineers. Various languages now 

                                                      

 

4 Several commentators have debated the specific details on the last pieces of the Semantic Web 

protocol stack  (Horrocks et al. 2005; Kifer at.al. 2005) 
5 Microformats: A set of simple open data format standards created bottom up by the Web 

developer communities. 
6 IngentaConnect bibliographic metadata storage: over 200 million triplets. RDF access to 

Wikipedia: more than 27 million triplets. Tracking the US Congress: data stored in RDF (around 

25 million triplets) 
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exist for computer mediated ontologies, but the creation and managing of these 

ontologies is time-consuming and difficult (Lewkowicz et al. 2004; Dicheva, Dichev, 

2005; Domingue, 2001; Haase & Stojanovic, 2005; Kotis et al. 2004; Stojanovic, 2002). 

Vouros (2003) points out the many usability issues encountered by end users of such 

systems. Because of the size of ontologies, their complexity, their formal underpinnings 

and the necessity to come towards a shared understanding within a group of people, 

ontologies are still far from being a commodity. In recent years we have seen diverse 

research targeting ontology development and management with approaches ranging from 

automatic inferencing, to ontology engineering methodologies and collaborative 

environments to achieve consensus on ontologies (Sure et al. 2002). None of these 

approaches have yet proven to be a silver bullet in the creation of ontologies in real life 

practical cases. Among the most widely researched approaches to ontology creation is the 

Self-annotating Web paradigm (Cimiano et al. 2004) with the principle idea of using the 

available data of the web to automatically create semantics. This work range from 

linguistic natural language processing to statistical calculations to data harvesting. 

Without ontologies there can be no semantic web. There are uncertainties regarding the 

role of Topic Maps in relation to ontologies as they are used in the Semantic Web 

(Vatant, 2004). Topic Maps are “ontology-agnostic”, they are able to represent any kind 

of knowledge in any kind of ontological context. This has attracted some criticism from 

experts in formal ontologies, and among the Semantic Web community. The current 

development of TMCL, based on Topic Map Data Model target this problem.  

1.3 Research goals 

Metadata creation, ontology development and lack of standards are bottlenecks in the 

development of the future web. Our main research goal is to uncover challenges of 

collaborative creation of semantic metadata. Are there any emerging patterns in how 

users are contributing? What is required for the user to contribute? How will users 

experience our socio-semantic tagging system in comparison to folksonomies? Can it 

also serve as a tool for learning? Is the use of Topic Maps successful as an underlying 

technology? These are some of the questions we ask. Our secondary goal is to use our 

findings to develop a model for an information infrastructure for better informing.  
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1.4 Research methodology 

We have developed a fully working system opening up for research in the 

multidisciplinary field of Information Design. An action research methodology has been 

adopted to give insight into the development of Socio-Semantic Web applications.  

Inductive qualitative research has been carried out in order to test the rapidly evolving 

system. Both the underlying system and the content created by the users were evolving 

throughout the study and therefore a dynamic and flexible qualitative method was used to 

gather data. Quantitative log data were also analyzed and added to the final results.  

 

We have compared Fuzzzy with the social bookmarking system del.icio.us on several 

occasions. We have been aware of the danger of bias when comparing our self built 

system with a commercial service. We have struggled to keep this in mind during the 

project time span. 

 

1.5 Organization of the thesis 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we explain the 

main concepts discussed in the thesis. We also list some projects and systems similar to 

our work. We then go on to the design the system we have devised in Chapter 3. We also 

describe in technical detail the actual system we have built and show how to use the 

system. Chapter 4 contains experiments and analysis of these. Chapter 5 contains a 

thorough discussion of the findings and an evaluation of our system. Chapter 6 presents a  

Chapter 7 preliminary general model for a socio-semantic holistic knowledge ecosystem. 

Chapter 7 is the conclusion where we sum up our findings.  
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Chapter 2 Background 

The Socio-Semantic Web is a relativity new term and little material exists. Instead we list 

various related fields. Our research is highly multidisciplinary and a complete coverage 

of all the areas is not possible. With the development of Fuzzzy we have designed 

information. Information Design is both the research area and motivation for our work. 

We start this chapter with the abstract and end up with related technical systems.   

 

2.1 Information design 

“The sheer abundance of information will not in itself create a more informed citizenry 

without a complementary cluster of abilities necessary to use information effectively” 

(American Literacy Association, 2000). Information Design is defined as the art and 

science of preparing information so that it can be used by human beings with efficiency 

and effectiveness (Jacobson, 2000). It comprises analysis, planning, presentation and 

understanding of a message- its content, language and form (Petterson, 1998). 

“Contemporary information designers seek to edify more than to persuade, to exchange 

more than to foist upon. With ever more powerful technologies of communication, we 

have learned that the issuer of designed information is as likely as the intended recipient 

to be changed by it, for better or worse.” (Wurman, 1999) 

 

In the age of information technology, digital information has become central to our lives. 

The Design of Information has become essential but we need to shift the focus from 

Information technology to information itself. Information design is about conscious 
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redesign of information with a clear sense of purpose (Karabeg, 2005). Information 

Design presents various methods and technologies for creative and meaningful creation 

of information. Information Design involves a holistic approach to informing. All aspects 

from socio-cultural, epistemic, cognitive, philosophical to political and economic aspects 

need to be examined. Information Design also raises awareness to important world 

issues. Sustainability and well-being are motivations for Information Design. In the 2003 

article; Designing Information Design, Karabeg advocates for the design of Information 

Design, to give information a new purpose. It begins with the question “what purposes 

does information need to fulfil within a larger whole?” and develops further by 

considering the question “What should information be like in order to fulfil those 

purposes better?”  

2.1.1 Polyscopic modelling and holism 

The Polyscopic Modelling methodology, proposed by Karabeg (2004) is a prototype 

illustrating the issues, ideas and possibilities of Information Design. Polyscopic 

modelling is a general purpose information design methodology. It may be understood as 

the creation of new ways of looking at things and the design of new kinds of information.  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Polyscopic Information Ideogram 

 

The Polyscopic Information ideogram (Figure 2-1) depicts the idea of information on 

which polyscopic modelling is based. The ideogram, the letter "i" (for information) 

inscribed in a triangle consists of a circle on top of a square. The triangle represents the 

polyscopic hierarchy of points of view. High-level views show the big picture as a 

summary of what is most important. The low-level views show the details. The circle 

symbolises holism and high-level information which is supported by a solid foundation 

(the rectangle). The ideogram is suggesting that its main purpose is to present a clear and 

concise idea of a whole based on precise, analytical and detailed facts. Polyscopic 
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Modelling encourage us to see everything from multiple angles and at different levels of 

detail. It is a departure from the common idea that the task of informing is to discover 

and communicate facts. The task of polyscopic modelling is to reconstruct the polyscopic 

hierarchy. With polyscopy and holism we can come out of the ‘information jungle’ by 

‘climbing to a mountain top’ and see what way needs to be followed. 

 

2.2 Knowledge 

In this subchapter we explain the concept of knowledge which is the common 

denominator of this thesis. A semantic network is a form of knowledge representation 

and knowledge is a social construct (Park, 2003 p.507). In our socio-semantic application 

knowledge becomes a central topic.   

2.2.1 The data, information, knowledge, wisdom chain 

The DIKW view, with origins from Sharma, Ackoff and Zeleny, represents an emergent 

continuum. One progress along the continuum as one's understanding develops. One can 

have partial understanding of the relations that represents information, partial 

understanding of the patterns that represent knowledge, and partial understanding of the 

principles, which are the foundation of our wisdom.  

 

 

Figure 2-2 The DIKW hierarchy 
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By building on the notion that structure contains more information than chaos it is often 

suggested that by "engineering" information or by "adding value" or by selecting, 

interpreting and updating information, it can be transformed into knowledge. (Sveiby, 

1998) 

 
Figure 2-3 The learning curve and the development of information systems 

 

The graph in Figure 2-3 shows how learning is progressively transformed into a more 

valuable form. It also raises the question about what kind of information systems we can 

expect in the years to come. 

2.2.1.1 Data 

Data is represented by symbols or collection of symbols. The alphabet consists of 

symbols. Data is purely raw and has no meaning by itself. It represents a fact or statement 

without relation to other tings. Data on computers are stored as binary states (0 and 1) on 

a computer hard disk. On a higher level, data can be stored as characters in a table in a 

database. Data streams and data packets are commonly used expressions. Other common 

ways of talking about data includes having sources of data or raw data. Data can pile up, 

be recorded, manipulated, captured and retrieved. It can be mined and extracted. The 

conceptual understanding of data then leads us to think of data as a physical manipulable 

resource or object.  
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2.2.1.2 Information 

Information is data that has been given meaning by way of rational connection. The data 

is processed to serve some intention. It provides answers to "who", "what", "where" and 

"when" questions and concerns some fact or circumstance. Communication is the bearer 

of information. Information has a tendency to be relatively static in time and linear in 

nature. In the 1960's computer scientists came up with the idea to process data into 

information. Payroll data can be put together with costs and sales data, to produce 

information about which products are most profitable. The data can be processed into 

reports, graphs and trends etc. that facilitate high level management decisions. 

Conceptually information can be seen as a quantifiable, commoditized, objective, 

transferable, transparent, autonomous and measurable. It has shape; it can be processed, 

accessed, created, transmitted, distributed, searched for, used, compressed and 

duplicated. It can have attributes such as being misinformation and sensitive information. 

We often speak about the reliability and quality of information. Water can be used as a 

metaphor for information. People often use phrases such as information flow, 

information overflow and unstoppable flow of information. Within our conceptualization 

of information it exists within an information landscape or info space. 

2.2.1.3 Knowledge 

Knowledge is the deterministic and useful collection of information. Information does 

not provide in itself integration such as would infer further knowledge. Information 

becomes individual knowledge when it is accepted and retained by an individual as being 

a proper understanding of what is true (Lehrer, 1990) and a valid interpretation of the 

reality. Knowledge compromises strategy, practice, method or approach. It is the 

application of information. It answers "how" questions. Beyond relation there is pattern, 

where pattern is more than simply a relation of relations. Patterns embody both 

consistency and completeness of relations, which, to an extent, creates its own context. 

When a pattern relation exists amidst the information, the pattern has the potential to 

represent knowledge. It only becomes knowledge, however, when one is able to realize 

and understand the patterns and their implications. The patterns representing knowledge 

has a tendency to be more self-contextualizing. That is, the pattern tends, to a great 

extent, to create its own context. Knowledge is internalized by the knower as an abstract 

entity. Ideas and thoughts are projected in the head constructed by knowledge. Within the 

field of knowledge management there exist two quite distinct and widely accepted types 

of knowledge: tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge as identified by Polanyi (1967) is 
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knowledge that is hard to encode and communicate. It is ephemeral and transitory. Tacit 

knowledge is personal, context-specific and hard to formalize (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 

1995). Towards the other end of the scale, explicit knowledge is the kind of knowledge 

that can be encoded and is transmittable in language. Explicit or focal knowledge is 

knowledge about an object or a phenomenon. It is explicit knowledge that most current 

knowledge management practices try to, and indeed are able to, capture, acquire, create, 

leverage, retain, codify, store, transfer and share.  

2.2.1.4 Wisdom 

Wisdom answers “why” questions. Wisdom is often referred to as eternal truths. It is an 

extrapolative and non-deterministic, non-probabilistic process. It calls upon previous 

levels of consciousness, and specifically upon special types of human programming such 

as moral principles and ethical codes. Wisdom is therefore, the process by which we 

discern, or judge, between right and wrong, good and bad. Wisdom is evaluated 

understanding. Accumulated knowledge gained through experience and the good sense 

needed to make sensible or responsible (wise) decisions. Wisdom is knowledge of what 

is true or right coupled with just judgement as to action; sagacity, prudence, or 

commonsense (Bellinger et al. 2004). Data, information and knowledge relate to the past 

and deal with what is known. Only the fifth category, wisdom, deals with the future 

because it incorporates vision and design. With wisdom, people can create the future.  

 

2.3 Semantics 

Semantics is the study of the meaning that is expressed in a language, code, or other form 

of representation. Semantics has its roots in philosophy, psychology, and linguistics. In 

the context of computing science, semantics means the use of domain knowledge. By 

using knowledge specific to applications, one can enhance their functionalities and 

optimize the performance. Often combined with reasoning capabilities, the use of domain 

knowledge enables software to do useful tasks such as finding hidden relationships in a 

complicated network of objects. From a users stand point, semantics provide context, 

multiple points of view, inferred relationships, causality, and granularity.  

 

There have been extensive studies on semantics related to natural language processing, 

information retrieval and in various areas of artificial intelligence, including knowledge 

representation, expert systems, logic, and classification. Recent developments in 
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semantics have been centred around ontologies. An ontology characterizes the intended 

meaning of terms by formally defining relations among terms in a domain.  

2.3.1 Collins & Quillian’s Semantic Network Model 

The term semantic network can be thought of as the name for a family of representational 

schemes. Most semantic technology today has its roots in Collins and Quillian’s 

Semantic Network Model which is an extensive theory of semantic memory, 

comprehension, and meaning within cognitive psychology (Collins & Quillian, 1970). At 

the heart of this model is a network of interrelated set of concepts. Each concept is 

represented as a node with pathways between the nodes. By analogy, any two cities are 

connected either by a direct route or by an indirect series of highways and roads 

(Reisberg, 1997). Collins and Quillian states that when a concept is activated in memory 

through its mental representation it begins an activation of interrelated concepts. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4 An example of a semantic network 

 

2.4 Semantic web 

“The web is probably the richest information repository in human history, but most of its 

information is passive and unstructured.” (Chislenko, 1997). Ten years later the web is 

not so much passive but still unstructured. The HTML - Hypertext Markup language, 

developed for conveying information on the web is used on millions of web sites and has 

changed the world as we know it. As the web grows ever bigger structure is needed. 

HTML with the simple hypertext links has out played its role. With hypertext links, there 

is no authority or agreed-upon catalogue system that constrains the linker’s associations 

(Drayfus, 2002). Everything can be linked to everything without regard for purpose or 
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meaning. New standards for the web are being developed. Figure 2-5 shows the Semantic 

Web protocol stack by Tim Berners Lee. Ontologies are located in the middle of this 

stack. The layers above the ontology layer handles logical reasoning which establishes 

consistency and correctness of data across the Web and makes possible inference of facts 

that are not already explicitly stated. 

 

Figure 2-5 Semantic Web Stack 

 

The goal of Semantic Web vision is to build a web of meaning. As a metaphor we can 

use the web as a large relational database where anyone can add tables and create 

mapping with existing tables. Automated processing of web-based information is still in 

its infancy. Different techniques are used for this task but the principle issue is 

scalability. The Web consists of independent heterogeneous systems bound together by a 

set of internet standards such as the TCP/IP and HTTP protocols. The fundamental issue 

that the Semantic Web promises to solve is the classical problem of information versus 

knowledge. Today the web mostly contains information or a large collection of facts that 

can not be made into knowledge without a human absorbing the information, 

internalizing it and building knowledge in a learning process of the user. To make use of 

the information, we need to apply it in a wider context of knowledge. A human uses the 

information by interpreting it based on our existing set of beliefs, perspectives, 

judgements, methodologies, and know-how. Arising from the Artificial Intelligence 

research, several methods have been developed that can make inferences much like the 

human mind if the information has a semantic component to it. Essential to the 

development of the semantic web is knowledge representation. For a computer to 

interpret knowledge, knowledge representation languages must exist. These languages 

represent specifications for a real world domain. Conceptualizations of the world, widely 
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referred to as ontologies, are the basis for semantic networks. Some of the languages 

developed for this purpose are RDFS, OWL, TMCL7. When these languages have been 

applied to the data of the Internet, the Internet becomes a pool of interconnected 

information that is the Semantic Web. Computers will be able to “make sense” of the 

information and induce knowledge by processing the meaning of the information. The 

end user or agent acting on behalf of the user can then extract knowledge to be applied in 

the real world and make wise decisions. 

  

Figure 2-6 The DIKW chain and the semantic web 

 

2.5 Ontologies 

An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization (Gruber, 1993). There are 

many definitions for the philosophical rooted term Ontology. Grubers definition is well 

suited in our context. The ontology is a formalization of what that exists and represents a 

universe of discourse. The term ontology has come to refer to a wide range of formal 

representations, including taxonomies, hierarchical terminology vocabularies or detailed 

logical theories describing a domain (Noy & Klein, 2004). The long-term objective of 

                                                      

 

7 Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is an extensible knowledge representation language.             

Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a W3C recommendation and successor of DAML+OIL. 

Topic Maps Constraints Language (TMCL) is a formal language for defining schemas and constraints on 

Topic Map models. 
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ontology research is to enable libraries of reusable knowledge components and 

knowledge-based services that can be invoked over networks (Gruber, 1995). 

 

Ontologies can be managed through an ontology management system or framework. 

Modern ontology technology enables one to specify useful domain knowledge and 

externalize it from software. The externalization of the ontology improves knowledge 

sharing and reuse, and makes software adaptable to the environment. In distributed 

settings ontologies establish a common vocabulary for community members to interlink, 

combine, and communicate knowledge. For community members to explicate, maintain 

and evaluate ontologies, powerful tools have been developed that allow users to edit, 

review, update and maintain formal ontologies. (Vouros, 2003) 

2.5.1 Ontology change 

Ontology change refers to the issues related to the modifications of ontologies in 

response to change requests, as well as the implementation of these modifications and the 

management of their effects. There are many reasons why an ontology may need to be 

changed. Change in the world around us or in the way we see the world are obvious cases 

and must be reflected in the ontology (Stojanovic, 2003). Changes in language, new 

knowledge that has previously been classified or otherwise unavailable are other reasons 

why an ontology needs to be updated (Smith, 2005). 

 

Several research areas that target problems related to ontology change have been 

identified; among these are ontology mapping, morphism, alignment, articulation, 

translation, evolution, versioning, integration and merging (Flouris et al. 2006). In our 

context, ontology evolution is the most relevant since Fuzzzy has an ontology that 

evolves gradually over time. Of the many issues regarding collaborative ontology 

evolution we mention;  

 

• Dynamic views – Should the user interface automatically be updated when other 

simultaneously users make changes?  

• Notifications – Should participants be notified when updates are done on items 

the participant has been involved with?  

• Documentation – How to document changes, use annotations or discussions of 

why a certain change was done.  
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• Transaction handling – Ensuring consistency during change is important.  

• Locking mechanisms – To ensure users are not updating the same items 

simultaneously.  

• Security levels – Who should have permissions to create, edit and delete what 

items?  

• Versioning – Should it be possible to restore previous ontology versions? 

• Reversibility – Should it be possible for undo or to rollback single changes, and if 

so, how many steps?  

• Logging and traceability – Users often want to see what changes have been done. 

If an item changes name, it can be difficult to locate it.  

• Transparency – Explanations to why a change is necessary.  

• Semantics of change – What happens to instance items when the parent class is 

deleted?  

• Graphical representation – How should the user interface be presented? An 

intricate semantic network constitutes a challenge when presented as an 

interactive user interface.  

 

These are some of the problems that must be taken into account when developing an 

ontology management system. The usage scenario and roles must also be carefully 

planned. Typical roles and groups are domain experts, ontology engineers, an ontology 

control board, and end users (Pinto et al. 2004). 

 

Change through ontology evolution has proven especially difficult. Ontology building 

currently requires a high level of dedication and expertise, and consequently ontologies 

tend to be built in small communities, by domain experts who often will resist change. 

Ontology building is time-consuming and expensive. Often leading to substantial 

logistics problems. There are often social, political or organizational obstacles when 

introducing an alternative ontology in a domain where an ontology is already in use. 

Coming towards a consensus can often be difficult in domains with different interests and 

different world views. The job of encoding changes for large volumes of legacy data is 

also difficult (Catton & Shotton, 2004). 
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2.5.2 Upper Level Ontologies 

Gahleitner et al (2005) makes the distinction between two types of ontologies; Upper 

Level Ontologies (ULO’s) and Domain Ontologies. Domain ontologies conceptualize a 

single domain such as for example terrorism, biology, tourism. Upper level ontologies 

describe domain independent concepts such as time, space, inheritance, instantiation, 

identities, processes, events, attributes and other general concepts. ULO’s serve as a 

foundation or a way to connect domain ontologies. Among the most influential of ULO’s 

are SUMO, Basic Formal Ontology (BFO), General Formal Ontology (GFO), DOLCE, 

WordNet and Cyc.  

 

ULO’s are socio-cultural artifacts with roots in philosophy. Questions such as “what 

hierarchical representation of concepts best captures the universal relationships among 

general ideas?” are highly debated (Degen & Herre, 2001) and to some extend abandoned 

(Smith 2003). More pragmatic questions have been formulated such as “What specific 

purpose do we have in mind for this conceptual map of entities and what practical 

difference will this ontology make?” Wittgensteins thesis of Tractatus Logico-

Philosophicus (1922) states, “The world is everything that is the case”. As there is no 

single agreed model for metaphysics, there can be no universal ontology and we 

recognize that the development or the standardization of a consensus upper level 

ontology is particularly problematic. 

 

2.6 Topic Maps 

Topic Maps are an ISO standard8 for the representation and interchange of knowledge, 

with an emphasis on the findability of information. Topic Maps were originally designed 

to handle the construction of indexes, glossaries, thesauri, and tables of contents, but their 

applicability extends far beyond that domain. Topic Maps can be used as an information 

overlay above the information resources as a conceptual map pointing to relevant 

information resources. Because the Topic Map is an information overlay, resources do 

not have to be modified to hold metadata. Instead any number of descriptive metadata 

sets can be used on top of the data. 

                                                      

 

8 The Topic Maps standard is formally known as ISO/IEC 13250:2003. 
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A Topic Map is similar to a semantic network and consists of topics that represent 

subjects. A topic should have one or more topic types. Topic types are class-instance 

relations which themselves also are topics. Topic types make it possible to group together 

ontological same Topics and provide intuitive user interfaces (Pepper, 2000). Topics are 

connected by associations. An association asserts a relationship between two topics to 

indicate a semantic relationship. Topics in an association have role types. Topics can 

have several names and the names can be scoped which is a way to distinguish names for 

different domains or contexts such as for different languages etc. Occurrences are used to 

connect topics to relevant information sources via URI’s. Occurrences can also be simple 

properties such as telephone number and date of birth. Occurrences and associations can 

also be scoped. Scopes makes Topic Maps suitable for polyscopic modelling.  

 

The Topic Maps paradigm enables Global Federated Knowledge Interchange. Part of the 

Topic Map standard is the Published Subject Indicators (PSI) that allows a community to 

come to an agreement about the definition of terms, and to post those definitions on the 

Web in a known and stable format. 

2.6.1 Topic Maps and the Semantic Web 

Topic Maps can play an important role in the future web along side with the Semantic 

Web technologies. Below is a listing of roles Topic Maps can play: 

 

• Integrator of information – Topic Maps can refer to information distributed across 

the web. They can also be used to connect standardized ontologies.  

• Shared Ontologies – Ontologies on Topic Maps and Topic Maps Constraint 

Language to be reused in different applications.  

• Navigation – Topic Maps can be used to navigate the collections of information. 

• Distributed metadata – Topic Maps store metadata outside of the resources and 

can be used as distributed metadata stores. 
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The two specifications RDF and Topic Maps have evolved in parallel, they have several 

similarities and attempts have been done to unify the two approaches. Unification has not 

been successful and attempts have instead been made to uncover the synergies between 

the two and to solve interoperability issues9.  

 

Topic Maps have more built in constructs to more easily create richer semantics. Topic 

Maps have been viewed as better suited for collocation, navigation, and integration of 

concepts and addressable resources. RDF is more suited for logical reasoning over large 

datasets (Passin, 2004). Regardless of the development of the web, Topic Maps and the 

Semantic Web initiatives will provide insights into many aspects relevant for both camps. 

 

2.7 Web 2.0 

In the last few years we have seen a push towards the participatory web (Decrem, 2006), 

a more democratic, collaborative and sharing web. Web 2.0, coined by Tim O'Reilly in 

2004, refers to a perceived second generation web.  

 

"Web 2.0 is the business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move to the 

internet as platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on that new 

platform. Chief among those rules is this: Build applications that harness network effects 

to get better the more people use them." (O'Reilly, 2006) 

 

With web 2.0 and the programmable web we are bringing the web back to the way Tim 

Berners-Lee, intended to be, dynamic, peer to peer and as an online storage of 

knowledge. Characteristics of Web 2.0 web-sites include:  

 

• Network as platform — applications running entirely through a browser. 

• Participation and democracy that encourages users to add value to the application 

as they use it (Graham, 2003).  

                                                      

 

9 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/RDFTM/  
http://www.idealliance.org/papers/extreme/Proceedings/xslfo-pdf/2006/Pepper01/EML2006Pepper01.pdf  
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• User experience — Interactive and user-friendly interfaces often implemented 

by AJAX technology10.  

• Social-networking aspects. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Web2.0 mind-map constructed by Markus Angermeier 

 

Typical web 2.0 sites are wikipedia, blogs, Flickr, del.icio.us, MySpace, YouTube, 

NetVibes, Odeo and Writely.  

 

2.8 Collaborative tagging  

Collaborative tagging, often referred to as social tagging, tagsonomies, folksonomies, 

ethno classification or distributed classification and cooperative classification have 

gained popularity as they have been introduced in popular web2.0 websites such as 

del.icio.us and Flickr in recent years. We hereby use the term collaborative tagging to 

encompass several terms although there has been some discussion about their distinctions 

                                                      

 

10 AJAX denotes a number of technologies: DOM, HTTP, CSS and Javascript  
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(Gruber, 2005). Collaborative tagging is the process by which many users add metadata 

in the form of keywords (Tags) to shared resources. It is an extreme form of user-

oriented, social and democratic method of indexing. The use of tags engenders a 

collective classification scheme and provides a snapshot of the current mindset of the 

users. Collaborative tagging does not impose a rigid classification scheme. Users are 

allowed to create any tag they choose. The purpose is primarily fast personal 

categorization for later information retrieval. Secondly the collective use of Tags makes 

possible inference about related resources and tags. A resource can be tagged with an 

unlimited number of tags. Another characteristic of collaborative tagging is that tags need 

not be arranged in any particular way. Users do not have to spend time on choosing 

where a new tag should be placed within a classification scheme. This approach to 

organizing information is often contrasted with formal taxonomies that are imposed by 

experts instead of by users. In comparison we can take a look at the Yahoo! directory 

which is a taxonomy defined by the Yahoo! staff. Users who want to add content to this 

structure must use the structure to find the appropriate category. A fixed taxonomy11 

poses several usability problems. A) If the user is not familiar with the classification 

scheme it will take time to find the appropriate category. B) If there is no appropriate 

category the staff must decide if and where to create it. C) In most directories, if the 

resource fits in two or more categories it must be decided, what the main category. 

2.8.1 Collaborative tagging advantages 

• Low threshold for participation – is probably the single most influential factor to 

why folksonomies have become popular (Kroski, 2005). The shift from 

professional categorization to ad-hoc tagging enables novice users to participate 

immediately.  

• Time and effort – Users do not have to comply with a complex hierarchal 

classification system. The user only has to enter the keyword that first comes to 

mind. 

• No authority – No single authority or “librarian” role is needed. This makes the 

method cost effective.  

                                                      

 

11 A taxonomy is a hierarchal classification system 
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• The wisdom of crowds – The most political aspect of collaborative tagging is that it 

can be harnessed to create a bottom-up consensus view of the world, which is 

more valid than any one view imposed from the top down (Shirky, 2005). James 

Surowiecki in his book ‘The wisdom of crowds’ suggests that there are four steps 

needed to harness the wisdom of crowds: diverse opinions, independent decision-

making, decentralisation of power, and a way of aggregating opinions 

(Surowiecki, 2004). These are all supported by collaborative tagging systems.  

• Vocabulary adaptability – Cultural information is context dependent and 

terminologies regularly change. These changes will rapidly be reflected in 

collaborative tagging systems (Hammond, et al., 2005; Kroski, 2005; Shirky, 

2005).  

• Inference of synonyms – Multiple tags on resources can be used to determine 

synonyms or related tags (Shirky, 2005). 

2.8.2 Collaborative tagging disadvantages 

Some of the advantages with collaborative tagging also become its drawbacks.  

 

• Synonyms and homonyms – Collaborative tagging usually makes no allowance for 

formal identification of synonyms, which leads to the fracturing of collections 

and reduced recall when searching the system (Kroski, 2005). Because tags are 

without semantics the system can not separate between homonyms (Weinberger, 

2006). A search for the term ‘Flash’ the multimedia player might well return 

resources about the photo camera lighting device or compact flash memory.  

• Term variation – Unguided syntactic term variations lead to inaccuracy. There is 

no standard for the structure of tags (singular/plural, capitalization, etc.), 

mistagging due to spelling errors occur often. Spacing is not allowed in most 

collaborative tagging systems and therefore both underscore and punctuation are 

typically used to separate words in a single tag. Multilingual user groups also 

cause noise.  

• Personalized tags – Unorthodox, personalized tag schemas and tags that convey 

no meaning by natural language that only make sense to an individual user are 

often seen.  

• No hierarchy – Tags can not easily be structured. (E.g. a resource might be 

labelled both with cheese and cheddar, with no mechanism that might indicate 
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that cheddar is a refinement or sub-class of cheese). The lack of hierarchy often 

results in highly repetitive tags. The distribution of tags for a bookmark follows a 

power law distribution where a small number of tags are used with a high 

frequency and large number of tags that are used to a small extent. Tags that have 

been used on large amounts of resources make information retrieval less 

effective. We often see redundant tagging when a tag and a more narrow tag 

have been used on the same resource.  

• Tag relationships – Tags have no intrinsic relationship with each other and the 

relationships created by automatic inference often create noise. An example of 

this is bookmarks on del.icio.us that are tagged with ‘blog’ and ‘art’ which most 

likely indicates that the bookmark is a blog about art. When clicking a tag ‘blog’ 

you will get the tag ‘art’ as a related tag. The topics ‘blog’ and ‘art‘ are not 

closely related in an ontological sense and therefore leads to invalid relations.  

 

2.9 Socio-Semantic Web  

The Socio-Semantic Web (S2W) aims to complement the Semantic Web vision by 

adding a pragmatic approach, relying on flexible and evolving description languages for 

semantic browsing using heuristic classification and semiotic ontologies. A socio-

semantic system has a continuous process of eliciting crucial knowledge of a domain 

through semi-formal ontologies, taxonomies or folksonomies. S2W emphasizes the 

importance of humanly created loose semantics as a means to fulfil the vision of the 

Semantic Web. Instead of relying entirely on formal ontologies and automated 

inferencing, humans are collaboratively building semantics aided by socio-semantic 

information systems (Cahier & Zacklad, 2004). While the Semantic Web enables 

integration of business processing with precise automatic logic inferencing a cross 

domains, the Socio-Semantic Web opens up for a more social doorway to the semantics 

of communities, allowing interoperability between objects, actions and their users.  

 

Socio-Semantic Web was coined by Manuel Zacklad and Jean-Pierre Cahier in 2003 and 

used in the field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). It recently gained 

wider recognition after the release of Peter Morville’s book ‘Ambient Findability’ 

(Morville, 2005). In Chapter 6 he defines the Socio-Semantic Web as; relying on "the 

pace-layering of ontologies, taxonomies, and folksonomies to learn and adapt as well as 
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teach and remember." We are seeing an increasing use of folksonomies on the web, and a 

corresponding decrease in the use of hierarchical taxonomies. There is undoubtedly 

scepticism towards the widespread and bushfire like adoption of folksonomies (Morville, 

2005, p.139).  

 

 

Figure 2-8 Metaweb by Nova Spivack 

 

Spivack (2003) uses the term Metaweb to describe a future Collective Intelligence on the 

Web. We see the Socio-Semantic Web as the crossing between the Semantic Web and 

Social Software.   

 

2.10 Related work 

We now show the state of the art in areas related to Fuzzzy. The aim of the survey was 

discover similar projects to draw insight from.  

2.10.1 Ontology development tools  

There exist many ontology development tools. We present KAON OI-modeller, one of 

the ontology development tools that support collaborative creation. Among others are 
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Apecks (Tennison et al. 2002) which also foster debating the ontology. It also allows for 

different conceptualizations to exist. Apecks does not enforce correctness or consistency. 

Protégé (Noy, Fergerson, Musen, 2000) is an ontology-design and knowledge-acquisition 

environment developed by Stanford Medical Informatics group. 

2.10.1.1 KAON 

KAON OI-modeller, previously ontoEdit is a collaborative ontology development tool 

that integrates numerous aspects of ontology engineering (Erdmann et al. 2002). It uses a 

client server model with the KAON server (previously Ontobroker server) as knowledge 

base with inferencing capabilities and for semantic validation. The system supports 

modelling in the different phases of the ontology engineering cycle. KAON is an open-

source ontology management infrastructure targeted for business applications. It includes 

a comprehensive tool suite allowing ontology creation and management and provides a 

framework for building ontology-based applications.  

 

 

Figure 2-9 Screenshot of KAON OI-modeller 
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OI-Modeler is KAON’s tool for ontology creation and ontology maintenance. The OI-

Modeler’s main goal is to allow scalability for editing large ontologies and to incorporate 

some basic usability issues related to ontology management and evolution.  

 

The OI-modeller and other ontology development tools are highly expressive and are 

used to model formal ontologies. Therefore there is not much room for simplifying the 

user interface and reducing the time required to develop ontologies. The many nuances 

and semantic constructs of a formal description logic-based language as can be seen in 

Figure 2-9 are advanced even for users acquainted with the Semantic Web (Kalyanpur et 

al. 2004). The complexity of these systems is one of the key reasons for the slow 

adoption of the Semantic Web. 

2.10.2 Semantic Wikis and Blogs 

Blogs and Wikis are prominent exponents of Social Software and allow users to more 

easily publish content than before. A Semantic Wiki is a Wiki using semantic 

technologies to provide a machine readable interface to the knowledge contained in the 

Wiki. Unlike ordinary Wikis that use hyperlinks to connect concepts, Semantic Wikis 

store metadata about the relations between pages which themselves are concepts.  

 

The emerging field of semblogging combines blogs with semantics to enrich blogs with 

machine readable metadata. Mechanisms like blogrolls, trackbacks or pingbacks, and 

tagging can lead to highly internetworked and interactive communities (Sigel et al. 2007). 

To improve findability users attach tags to their blog entries. To our knowledge all of the 

current semantic blog systems are still in an early development phase and have not yet 

reached a wide dissemination.    

2.10.2.1 TMwiki 

TMwiki is one of the Semantic Wikis being developed. It has standard collaborative 

Wiki-functionality along with Topic Map tools. It comprises a web-based user interface 

which provides topic search as well as editing. In order to edit the underlying Topic Map 

in TMwiki the user must edit it as XTM. XTM editing requires that users have in-depth 

knowledge about the Topic Map standard and the XTM protocol and therefore use of 

TMwiki is highly restricted.  
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2.10.3 Topic Maps authoring tools 

2.10.3.1 Ontopia Knowledge Suite 

Ontopia Knowledge Suite (OKS) is a suite of Java tools for building Topic Map-driven 

knowledge applications. It consists of interrelated components that address all aspects of 

a Topic Map project life cycle, including creation, validation, maintenance, storage, 

querying, and end-user delivery. The OKS has an API and a Web Services interface for 

integration with legacy systems.  

 

On top of the Topic Map engine is the Topic Map navigator; Omnigator which is a 

general purpose Topic Map application that works with several ontolgy language formats 

including RDF documents.  

 

 

Figure 2-10 Omnigator screenshot 

 

Omnigator let users load and browse Topic Maps. It was primarily designed for learning 

and demonstration purposes. 
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2.10.3.2 Topincs 

Topincs is a collaborative Topic Map authoring tool. It consists of a client, for editing 

Topic Maps and a server for storing them. It allows groups of users to collaboratively 

create Topic Maps over the Internet with one of the clients acting as the server. It uses a 

database with a schema according to the Topic Maps Data Model for storage and uses 

Ajax and JTM (JSON12 Topic Maps). Topincs is based on HTTP/REST architecture13 and 

is a general tool much like Omnigator also exposing web-based interfaces. Topincs is a 

general tool that can be used in several cases such as in Wikis, Content Management 

Systems or for personal or group Knowledge Management. The Topic Map data can be 

retrieved in different representations including XTM 1.1, JTM 1.0 and XHTML. 

2.10.4 Social bookmarking 

Social bookmarking sites are websites that let users store, categorize and share links for 

sites they find useful, among the most commonly known are del.icio.us, backflip, digg 

and blinklist. Bookmarks are placeholders that points to a web resource and has 

additional metadata about the resource. Social bookmarking sites help users discover 

popular information and also find other users with similar interests. Adding bookmarks to 

a social bookmarking service typically follow these steps: 1) User visits a webpage. 2) 

User decides to bookmark the page and clicks a bookmarklet14 or using another 

bookmark add-feature. 3) The user adds additional metadata such as tags.  

 

Most of these social bookmarking sites utilize collaborative tagging. Many social 

bookmarking services such as del.icio.us have also implemented algorithms to draw 

inferences from tag and bookmark patterns to display related tags etc. Rating, 

commenting, import/export, feed subscription, annotations, and social networking are 

features that often can be found. Another helpful feature is popularity ranking; popularity 

is simply a number displaying the number of users who share the bookmark. 

 

                                                      

 

12 JSON microformat http://json.org  
13 Representational State Transfer (REST) is a light software architecture for the web. 
14 Bookmarklet: a small JavaScript snippet that can be stored as a URL within a bookmark in most 

popular web browsers, or within hyperlinks on a web page.  
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Figure 2-11 Social bookmarking site del.icio.us 

 

Social bookmarking sites grew out of the users need for fast access to resources. A 

personalized bookmark store is often more effective then using search engines for the 

Web. As these collections of bookmarks grew, a need to categorize emerged and 

folksonomies was born.  

2.10.4.1 Tagomizer 

Tagomizer is a social bookmarking system and knowledge organizer. It is an 

experimental small scale spin-off project of the DARPA funded multinational CALO 

project.  
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Figure 2-12 Tagomizer screenshot 

 

Tagomizer is written as an application of the TopicSpaces Subject Map Provider. A 

subject map is a set of subject proxies, each of which represents a single subject. Subject 

proxies have expressions. A subject proxy expression consists of properties (key/value 

pairs), and it has identity. The tags in Tagomizer are subjects in the Subject Map. We 

mention Subject Maps in this regard as a possible alternative to Topic Maps. Subject 

Maps is a standard currently being developed as part of the Topic Maps Reference Model 

(TMRM) by many of the same people involved in developing Topic Maps. TMRM 

provides a mechanism for explaining the relationships between different knowledge 

representations, such as Topic Maps and RDF. The aim of the TMRM work is to study 

how Topic Maps can better interoperate with other knowledge representation languages 

(Newcomb, Durusau, Barta, 2007). 
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2.10.5 Topic Maps end e-learning 

2.10.5.1 BrainBank Learning 

BrainBank Learning (BBL) is an e-learning suite tested with children in primary school 

(Lavik et al. 2004). BBL is a web-based Topic Map editor where pupils enter topics they 

encounter during their education. Pupils can create relations between topics, describe the 

topics, and attach digital resources such as documents, pictures, movie clips etc. to topics. 

BBL stimulates the learning process as the student continuously reflects on, and changes 

the knowledge represented by the Topic Map. Studies have shown that pupils using BBL 

are more motivated in the learning process. 
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Chapter 3 Fuzzzy 

As part of this thesis we have developed the Fuzzzy prototype. Fuzzzy can be tested at 

www.fuzzzy.com. We start this chapter with a description of requirements and a design 

rationale. In the last part of this chapter we describe the technical solution and introduce 

the resulting system.  

3.1 System requirements 

It was early decided that a social bookmarking solution should be developed. This 

application area was chosen to set a well defined scope for the project. Collaborative 

tagging was also decided to be implemented with the bookmarking system. Web 2.0 

applications with folksonomies are a growing trend and also a debated theme. Whether 

taxonomic classification, folksonomies, formal ontological or other classification systems 

are more advantageous in the long run is unclear and needs more research.  

3.1.1 Topic Maps based categorization system 

It was decided that Topic Maps was to be implemented because of its promising 

characteristics within the field of Knowledge Representation (Siegel, 2000). Recent 

studies on Polyscopy have been carried out by using Topic Maps (Nordeng et al. 2006), 

we continue this direction. By developing a Topic Maps based framework for users to 

create associations between tags (topics in a Topic Map) we would have a semantic 

collaborative tagging system with the usability and sociability of a folksonomy, the 
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semantics of an ontology and the interoperability of Topic Maps. We call this synthesized 

categorization system a folktology. 

 

This had never been done before and we assumed this new method of classification 

would provide new insight in how users contribute to create metadata and also whether 

Topic Maps are suitable in socio-semantic settings. The use of Topic Maps also serves 

the purpose of contributing to the testing of Topic Maps as a technology for the 

development of the Semantic Web and for exploring new potential application areas for 

Topic Maps.  

 

“Chunks of information that lack structure or have too rigid a structure tend to live in 

isolation, unable to discover and bond with others to create new information. What’s 

required is a data-structure that provides unmistakable identity for every chunk of 

information but also facilitates flow and fusion.“ (Harbor, 2005). A socio-semantic 

approach using Topic Maps would allow users to create tags that could bond both on an 

intra and extra-domain level which would enable flow and fusion.  

3.1.2 Online solution 

As we have seen, ontologies are required for the Semantic Web, and the creation of these 

has proven to be difficult. By providing an openly available solution for users to create 

tags and relations between tags, a fuzzy semantic tag ontology could evolve. An online 

solution would lower the threshold of user participation. 

3.1.3 Priority on usability  

By developing a useful and user friendly system, users could benefit from it and the 

potential for volumous user sign up would be larger resulting in more data to study with 

less effort in recruiting subjects for the study. For users to continue using the system over 

time, it was decided to put a lot of effort into graphics, interaction design, usability and 

development of useful features. Our objectives were to minimize effort and maximize 

quality of output on behalf of the user. 
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3.1.4 Production ready system  

A fully working production ready system would reduce the risk of negativity towards the 

study which can often be the case when a lot of time is required from the participants. 

The study would require users to collaborate on building knowledge which is relatively 

time consuming and a lot of resources would be needed for observations. The 

observations of this kind of activity can also pose problems because some users are afraid 

that they will be perceived as naive. We believe that the data will be more realistic when 

users feel comfortable in their own environment adding content of their own choosing. 

Therefore we decided to develop a complete system rather than a lab prototype and use 

lab observations, cognitive walkthroughs or other usability engineering techniques. 

Think-a-loud informal usability tests were conducted only to gather data for development 

purposes. The system was developed with the intention that users should be able to use 

the system at home or any other place without supervision or help. Users encountering 

bugs, a non user friendly and non esthetical prototype will have a poorer user experience 

that will bias the study (Schrammel & Tscheligi, 2006; Banati et al. 2006). 

3.1.5 Development platform 

The Microsoft platform was chosen because of existing expertise with .Net development. 

There was also a stable Topic Maps engine developed for .Net. Fast system start up time 

and low response time are crucial (Davies et al. 2004, p.63) and we therefore decided to 

develop the system as a dynamic web solution rather than a desktop version. Standard 

HTML 4.01 was to be used without Flash or Java applets to make ensure accessibility for 

all users. Plain web solutions do not provide a rich user interface. By using Ajax we 

could provide enhanced user experience by letting the system do behind the scenes 

communication with the server. Using Ajax techniques the web page does not have to be 

reloaded each time the user requests a change. When updating only small parts of the 

screen with Ajax, the cognitive load for the user will be less because the attention is not 

taken away from the actual task. 
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3.2 Design of the system 

In this section we list design considerations that was done to develop features that could 

be used to test possible solutions to our identified problems. 

3.2.1 Conceptual overview 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Bookmark-tag-user model 

 

The main concepts of the system are bookmarks, tags and users. Bookmarks are tagged 

by the users. Bookmarks are created by users and the tags are contained in a semantic 

network created by the users. Users are also connected. Individuals can choose to vote 

other users as important or add them as friends.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Fuzzzy conceptual overview 
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The diagram above show how users interact with the system. The system can be viewed 

as having three layers. The top layer handles all user interaction, rendering the correct 

view, based on the access rights defined for the user on the current page and current 

action. Users can vote on bookmarks, vote on relations between tags, vote on tags used 

on bookmarks and vote on users. Users can create tags and their relationships and most 

importantly add bookmarks either by manually entering a URL with additional metadata 

on the create Bookmark page or by importing a set of bookmarks using the import 

feature. The middle layer handles the logics involved in the evolving ontology. The 

bottom layer is the core system consisting of the Topic Maps engine with the current 

folktology. 

3.2.2 Information retrieval 

Finding previously encountered information is important (Dumais, 2003). We also know 

that accessibility is the single most important variable governing the use of information 

(Morville, 2005). Therefore information must be made easily available in an effective 

way that fits the user. We provide different ways of getting to that information. We 

designed four main features for fast access and presentation of relevant information.  

i) search, ii) filtering, iii) a tag-space navigator and iv) a bookmark-tag-user navigation 

framework.  

3.2.2.1 Search 

By using semantic search algorithms users would be able to get results that match their 

preferences or personal interests. The semantic search does not know anything about the 

current context of the user, and the search becomes a static long term contextual aware 

findability aid. By reading the tags previously used by a user, the system can create a user 

profile that will be used in search. The distance between tags of the users profile and tags 

found in the search will decide the relevance of the hits. If a programmer searches for 

‘web’, related topics like ‘web-developer’ should be presented to the user because a web-

developer and a programmer have a short semantic distance. The topic ‘spider web’ 

should be ranked low, to the user because there is no contextual closeness between a 

programmer and the field of zoology. If the user is a fan of the Spiderman comic books, 

there would be a closer match. 
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3.2.2.2 Filtering 

Browsing lists of bookmarks should be made available by various parameters based on 

the current context of the user. We introduce a short term temporal contextual aware 

view selection. In the previous section we described semantic search that would aid the 

system in presenting relevant information based on the user’s personality. To further 

narrow down the scope of a search we introduce a set of fixed general categories that can 

be applied for all users. The system can never know the exact intent of the user. The 

purpose of the fixed categories is to provide context to the system. We have defined 5 

general categories: 

 

• Mood – The current users’ mood (Business, fun, facts or compassion). We have 

chosen only 4 categories to simplify user interaction. 

• Knowledge level – What kind of epistemic level of the information is the user 

seeking? This is derived from the DIKW chain in chapter 2.2.1. The user can 

choose to view bookmarks containing low level (data) or choose higher level 

information where wisdom is at the top. 

• Level of detail – What kind of details on content is the user looking for? A “top of 

the mountain” overview or a detailed “in the jungle”-view. 

• Location relevance – In what country is the information relevant.  

• Resource type – What kind of format of the resource is the user looking for. 

 

The 5 categories of our filtering are very different from for example the Dublin Core 

Metadata Element Set (DCMES) which consist of: Title, Creator, Subject, Description, 

Publisher, Contributor, Date, Type, Format, Identifier, Source, Language, Relation, 

Coverage and Rights. The DCMES is fairly technical and formal, especially suitable for 

libraries. The aim of our 5 categories is to make the process of adding metadata more 

interesting to the user and to investigate the efficiency and users experience with these 

radically different metadata dimensions.  

3.2.3 Navigation 

3.2.3.1 Tag-space navigator 

The tag-space navigator is designed as a way to jump between related tags. When 

clicking a tag the user should be presented with information about the tag and with links 
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to related information. All related tags are shown with an indication of what type of 

relation exist between the tags. Tag relations are divided into two groups; i) vertical 

associations and ii) horizontal relations.  

 

 

Figure 3-3 Placement of related tags on the tag-page 

 

Vertical related tags are displayed above or underneath the current tag and are used for 

tags that can be structured hierarchal. All horizontally related tags are displayed to the 

right of the current tag and are used for tag relations that have a sequential or similar 

characteristic. “Relational thinking is based on the principle that, to understand any 

network of entities, we need to understand the relationship between the nodes in that 

network” (Park, 2005) Therefore lists of related tags also contain textual descriptions of 

the relations.   

3.2.3.2 Bookmark-tag-user navigation 

The system also has tripartite faceted page navigation. Users can view the system from 

either the tag, user or bookmark as the entry point and from there access related items. 

These pages represent a single bookmark, tag or user. On a Tag page one should find 

links to the user who created the tag. On the user page links to bookmarks and tags by the 

user should be listed. On the bookmark page links to the person who have created it and 

links to tags used to categorize the item is shown.  

3.2.4 Collaboration 

The collaborative creation of tags in Fuzzzy is central to our study. Below we describe 

the design considerations related to the collaborative aspects of the solution.  

3.2.4.1 Socio-semantic collaborative categorization 

We have identified three possible social approaches for loose ontology evolution in a 

collaborative tagging system.  
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1. Users build a folksonomy through collaborative tagging. By comparing the 

folksonomy against the WordNet ontology using probability matching algorithms 

in conjunction with Natural Language Processing and parsing of tagged 

resources, an output ontology could be created from the tags.  

2. A set of administrators or trained ontology engineers could manually analyze the 

tags of a folksonomy and create a more sound ontology.  

3. Create a system for self governance where the users themselves create the 

ontology over time in an organic fashion.  

 

The end result of these approaches is a semi-formal ontology. We have chosen approach 

number 3. This required less development than the first approach and fewer project 

members than approach 2.   

3.2.4.2 Collaborative categorization with Topic Maps 

We designed the system to use only one Topic Map instance rather than one Topic Map 

per user or domain. Having only one Topic Map would reduce the cognitive load for the 

users because bridging Topic Maps would complicate the user interface. Using only one 

Topic Map would also increase the collaborativity by having a clearly shared tag space. 

By using only one Topic Map the evolving folktology could more easily be compared to 

a folksonomy or other ontology. 

3.2.4.3 Consistent tag ontology framework 

For users to be able to browse information stored in the system in an appropriate way, 

metadata must exist. We have designed two mechanisms for adding metadata to 

bookmarks, i) a collaborative tagging module and ii) a bookmark metadata store. This 

was an attempt to support a cleaner and more consistent ontology for collaborative 

tagging. We decided that the tag ontology should only be used for describing what a 

resource is about. Previous studies show that metadata created by collaborative tagging 

systems is heterogeneous and inconsistent. Using the categorization scheme identified by 

Golder & Huberman (2006) we tried to isolate aboutness in the ontology and separate 

other characteristics of the resource outside of the ontology as metadata stored on a 

bookmark. Bookmarks could then be found by the tags or by the characteristics that can 

be selected with the filtering described in 3.2.2.2. 
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Figure 3-4 Example separation between “aboutness” and characteristics of a bookmark 

 

An ontology is a conceptualization of the world. The tags ‘my books’, ‘to read’, ‘new’ 

and ‘interesting’ are not compatible from a classification point of view, and result in 

noise. In linguistics, the role of a topic is to specify the entity a sentence is about and 

hence a characterization of this entity (Peregrin, 1994). The separation of aboutness was 

seen as important to obtain a clean ontology that could be reused or shared with other 

systems or user groups outside of the Fuzzzy application.  

 

 Tag category Separation 
a) What (or Who) it is About Tag ontology 
b) What it Is (e.g. ‘news’,’blog’) Bookmark metadata 
c) Who Owns It Tag ontology 
d) Refining Categories Tag ontology 
e) Qualities Bookmark metadata 
f) Self Reference (e.g. ‘my books’) Bookmark metadata 
g) Task organizing (e.g. ‘to read’) Bookmark metadata 

Table 3-1 Golder & Huberman categorization separation 

 

3.2.4.4 Voting 

For the network of tags to evolve we decided to implement voting in our collaborative 

environment. This would also support democratic principles. Voting would allow users to 

efficiently contribute without the need to debate changes. It would also leave out the need 
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for users to delete items. We argue that deleting tags created by others can potentially 

create confusion and hostility when there is little communication. Instead of deleting 

items users can vote items down. Items that are voted down below a lower threshold will 

not be shown.  

 

3.3 System architecture 

  

 

Figure 3-5 Fuzzzy system architecture 

3.3.1 Client 

The client, any modern web browser, is implemented with standard HTML with CSS and 

Ajax using the built in XMLHttpRequest Object. The client is tested on Internet Explorer 

6.0, Internet Explorer 7.0, Opera 8, FireFox 1.5, FireFox 2.0 and Safari 1.0. The system 

does not follow WAI/WCAG recommendations and are not developed with support for 

disabled users. 
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3.3.2 Server 

The server software consists of a precompiled Asp.Net C# web application running on 

Internet Information Server 6.0 and .Net framework 1.1. The Fuzzzy backend is tested 

with Windows XP and Windows server 2003. We have used the TMCore Topic Map 

engine. We decided to use a Topic Map engine to save development time and also to get 

hands on experience with the TMAPI (TMAPI project 2005). As data store, SQL server 

desktop engine is used, this contains both Topic Map data and other Fuzzzy data. We 

connect to a remote webservice that creates web page thumbnail images for new 

bookmarks added by users.  

3.3.2.1 Bluga webthumb API  

To submit a thumbnail request we send this XML message in this format: 

 

Code listing 3-1 webthumb request format 

 

Code listing 3-2 webthumb response format 

 

 

<webthumb> 

 <jobs> 

<job estimate='20' time='2006-08-30 09:39:30' 

url='http://webthumb.bluga.net'>wt44f5bf42a0e4a</job> 

<job estimate='30' time='2006-08-30 09:39:30' 

url='http://webthumb.bluga.net'>wt44f5bf42a202f</job> 

 </jobs> 

</webthumb> 

<webthumb> 

 <apikey>apikey here</apikey> 

 <request> 

  <url>webthumb.bluga.net</url> 

 </request> 

</webthumb> 
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3.3.3 Data model  

3.3.3.1 Tag ontology 

To simplify the act of creating semantics, a core tag ontology has been designed. The tag 

ontology consists mainly of the tag topic and 22 predefined associations each with a role 

player pair. The predefined tag ontology schema simplifies the process of creating tag 

relations by letting the user choose from a set of associations. 

 

Association type Association 
direction type 

Role Types 

Affect Horizontal A is affected by B || B affect A 
Categorization Vertical A is a B || B is the parent category of A 
Cause Horizontal A is caused by B || B causes A 
Contains Vertical A is contained in/by B || B contains A 
Controls Horizontal A is controlled by B || B controls A 
Created by Horizontal A is created by B || B has created A 
Deals with Horizontal A deals with B ||  B dealt with by A 
Description Vertical A is described in/by B || B describes A 
Has Vertical A is part of B || B has a A 
Influence Horizontal A is influenced by B || B influences A 
Inheritance Vertical A is the successor of B || B is the predecessor of A 
Involves Vertical A is involved by B || B involves A 
Is Horizontal A is B || B is A 
Location Vertical A is located in B || B is the location of A 
Membership Vertical A is member of B || B has member A 
Mention Horizontal A is mentioned by B || B mention A 
Related to Horizontal A is related to B || B Is related to A 
Result Horizontal A is the result of B || B resulted in A 
Runs on Vertical A runs under B || B runs on A 
Similarity Horizontal A is similar to B || B is similar to A 
Support Vertical A supports B || B is supported by A 
Usage Vertical A is used by B || B uses A 

Table 3-2 folktology tag ontology base types 

 

Figure 3-6 Fuzzzy Folktology architectureFigure 3-6 show the layered architecture of the 

folktology data model. The folktology consist of any words that users choose to tag 

bookmarks with. All tags are instances of a Tag class that are part of the Tag ontology. 

All relations created by users are an instance of an association from the table above.  
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Figure 3-6 Fuzzzy Folktology architecture 

 

The tag ontology is itself constructed from topic base classes of the Topic Map.  

3.3.3.2 Hybrid Topic Map  

 

 

Figure 3-7 Fuzzzy data model 

 

Fuzzzy is built as a hybrid Topic Map solution. The folktology is stored in the Topic 

Map. Users, bookmarks, votes and metadata other then the tags semantics are stored as 

tables within the same database but not part of the Topics Map. This model was chosen 
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because it would reduce development time but still provide the necessary resulting 

system needed for our study. Scalability issues were also considered during the design of 

the hybrid solution. A preliminary calculation showed that votes could potentially make 

up a large amount of data. Similar findings have been done by (Strychowski, 2005). To 

store votes as part of the Topic Map would also reduce readability of any interchangeable 

output such as an XTM file and would require development of filtering mechanism. 

XTM files can grow exponentially15 (Libretto, 2004). Votes were also considered data 

and not knowledge so including this kind of data would contradict the Topic Map 

paradigm. The sum of votes could be interpreted as knowledge and this aggregated value 

could have been stored in the Topic Map. Having bookmarks and users as part of the 

Topic Map would allow for richer modeling by the users. For instance the bookmark 

‘The Boston museum of science’ could be modeled as is-a ‘museum’. With the current 

tag ontology the user is only able to tag the bookmark with for example ‘museum’ and 

implicitly state that the bookmark is about a museum. The users would also be able to 

create relationships similar to ‘Yannis Miaoulis’ is-the-president-of ‘The Boston museum 

of science’. Such a rich tagging model would present a radical shift from the current 

collaborative tagging systems and any comparison would be difficult. It would also result 

in more overhead leaving the user with a more time-consuming tagging process that is 

not likely to be effective in bookmarking process.  

 

 

 

 

                                                      

 

15 An auto generated XTM file from Fuzzzy at April 15.th 2007 had a size of 360Kb with 

approximately 100 registered users and 264 tags.  
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3.3.3.3 Fuzzzy XTM  

 

Code listing 3-3 XTM for the tag ’search engine optimization’ 

 

The code listing above shows a sample XML excerpt for a tag taken from a Fuzzzy XTM 

output. The description text can be seen as an occurrence with the base type t-207.   

The alias or synonyms are stored as an occurrence with base type t-578. 

 

<topic id="t-3251"> 

<instanceOf> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-444" />  

</instanceOf> 

<baseName> 

<baseNameString>search engine optimization</baseNameString>  

</baseName> 

<occurrence> 

<instanceOf> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-207" />  

</instanceOf> 

<resourceData>a term used to describe a process of improving the 

volume or quality of traffic to a web site from search engines. 

</resourceData>  

</occurrence> 

<occurrence> 

<instanceOf> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-578" />  

</instanceOf> 

<resourceData>SEO</resourceData>  

</occurrence> 

</topic> 
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Code listing 3-4 XTM for the tag ’Web’ 

 

 

 

 

<topic id="t-894"> 

<instanceOf> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-444" />  

</instanceOf> 

<baseName> 

<baseNameString>Web</baseNameString>  

</baseName> 

<occurrence> 

<instanceOf> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-578" />  

</instanceOf> 

<resourceData>World Wide Web</resourceData>  

</occurrence> 

<occurrence> 

<instanceOf> 

    <topicRef xlink:href="#t-207" />  

   </instanceOf> 

   <resourceData>a hypertext system that operates over the Internet, 

used for serving Web pages and transferring files 

</resourceData>  

 </occurrence> 

 </topic> 
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Code listing 3-5 XTM for association ’search engine optimization’ to ’Web’ 

 

The code listing above shows the XML fragment for the association between the tag 

‘Web’ and ‘search engine optimization’. The association can be seen having the type t-

1807 which is defined in the XTM as the ‘Involves’-association type. The role types t-

1809 and t-1811 are also defined in the XTM and are part of the core tag ontology. 

 

3.4 Development methodology  

The methodology used in the development process has been a soft systems Rapid 

Application Development approach partially based on Microsoft Solution Framework 

(Microsoft, 2003) and Agile approaches. The current system is built with the Microsoft 

Visual Studio development environment. The solution consists of 199 source code files 

and 509 images used on the website (See Appendix C.2 for complete source). Analysis 

and redesign of Fuzzzy was done throughout the project in iterative stages. 

 

<association id="a-3255"> 

<instanceOf> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-1807" />  

</instanceOf> 

<member> 

<roleSpec> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-1811" />  

</roleSpec> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-3251" />  

</member> 

<member> 

<roleSpec> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-1809" />  

</roleSpec> 

<topicRef xlink:href="#t-894" />  

</member> 

</association> 
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3.5 Deployment 

The deployment of the system was done in a 4 step process.  

 

• Phase 1 was to get feedback on usability issues for development. We used 

usability heuristics to assure a user friendly system and we tested the prototype 

on pilot users while observing and interviewing them. The pilot users were 

mostly chosen from colleagues, friends and relatives.  

• Phase 2 was to get theoretical feedback from professionals. In this phase we had 

brainstorming sessions with usability specialists, we presented the system to the 

Topic Map group of the Norwegian computer society. The system and 

underlying theories was presented to experts within the community (See 

preface). 

• Phase 3 was to test the system in a real world setting with actual users. At this 

point the system was officially launched. We added links to Fuzzzy on different 

sites such as del.icio.us, Furl, Blinklist, several blogs etc. to get attention. 

• Phase 4 consisted of further developing the system based on continuous user 

feedback.  

 

Import, RSS feeds, feed aggregation and external bookmark “add-link” support was 

added in the fourth phase to further motivate users to start using Fuzzzy. The bookmark 

import feature was designed to discard tags. We claim that bookmarks from other 

collaborative tagging systems are often poorly categorized so these were to be stripped 

when importing bookmarks.  

 

Seeding was done throughout the project. By adding content our self using 5 fictive user 

accounts the site would look more updated. A lot of tags with tag relations were also 

added. The purpose of this was to provide some dummy data so that users would be 

helped in understanding how the system worked. It would also provide the users with 

guidelines that would influence future etiquette and informal rules that emerge in online 

communities. 
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3.6 Using the system 

Fuzzzy exploits a variety of visualization and multidimensional representations that are 

designed to make the use of the system intuitive. Below we list the most essential web 

pages and features of Fuzzzy. 

3.6.1 The Fuzzzy.com start-page 

 

Figure 3-8 Fuzzzy start-page 

 

Navigating to www.fuzzzy.com you are met with a start-page (Figure 3-8) showing the 

latest added bookmarks, the most important bookmarks as voted on by users and the must 

used bookmarks. The start-page also shows news, a short introduction text, and new uses, 

new tags, popular tags etc. All pages and sub pages include the search field and the 

global navigation menu shown in the top right corner.  
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3.6.2 The tag-page  

 

Figure 3-9 Fuzzzy tag-view 

 

When clicking a tag, a screen similar to that of Figure 3-9 will show details about the 

selected tag. Bookmarks that are categorized with this tag are listed on the right side. The 

yellow box show the tag itself with details such as description, aliases/synonyms, who 

created it and when. In the top right corner of the yellow box is a toolbar where the 

logged in user can click the buttons to edit the tag, save it as a favorite or delete it. 

Related tags are listed above the yellow box, underneath it and to the right.  

 

 

Figure 3-10 Related tags listing 

 

In the ‘Related Tags’ list, the user will be presented with other tags that are connected in 

the semantic network. The roles in the Topic Map association are also shown; revealing 

how the two tags are connected. To the right in the list the user can click the hand-icons 
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to vote on the relation between the tags. The ‘thumb up’ icon represents a positive vote 

which signifies that the user agree with the relation. The ‘thumb down’ represents a 

negative vote. The list is sorted by the sum of votes. The wrench icon is used to open the 

relation for editing. 

3.6.3 Creating a tag 

 

Figure 3-11 Creating a new tag 

 

The “Create New Tag” form is a two step process. Tag name and synonyms are entered 

in step one. If a similar tag is found the user is presented with the existing item and can 

choose to abort the process. If a tag with the same name or aliases is not found, the user 

is sent to step 2, and is prompted for a description of the tag. The description field is 

stored so that other users can tell tags with similar names apart and also to help users to 

understand the contents of a term that is new to them. 
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3.6.4 The bookmark page 

 

Figure 3-12 Viewing a bookmark in Fuzzzy 

 

The blue box represents the bookmark and contains information about the bookmark 

itself. In the top right corner of the blue box is the toolbar which holds buttons for editing 

the bookmark, uploading a thumbnail image and setting the bookmark as a favorite. It 

also has a button for recommending the bookmark if the user thinks it is of good quality. 

It can also be voted as important by clicking the banner icon. By clicking this icon the 

bookmark is flagged as important to human development. Further down in the blue box 

you will find the content categorization section which is metadata separated from the tags 

which can be seen in the middle column.  

 

Tags assigned to the bookmark, the middle column, can be voted on by all users. If a user 

disagrees that the bookmark is about the topic represented by the tag, he or she can click 

the ‘thumb down’ icon and the tag will be ranked lower in the list. The right column is 

used for tagging the bookmark.  
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3.6.5 Tagging a bookmark 

 

Figure 3-13 Adding tags to a bookmark 

 

A logged in user can add tags to a bookmark. Using the “Add Tag by Search” form, the 

user can start typing a tag name and the system will automatically list tags names where 

the name or synonym starts with the typed word. If no suggested tags where found the 

user can press the search button and all tags containing the typed word in name, 

description or synonyms are listed. If no matching categories were found a simple form 

for creating a new tag will appear.  

 

The “Add Tags on the fly” let users add tag directly without searching and adding 

description etc. for the new tag. The user simply enters tags separated with commas that 

he or she wants to assign to the bookmark. If a typed word exists as a tag, the tag will be 

reused. If it does not exist, a new tag will be created. Fuzzzy allows users to create tags 

having the same names. In the case of duplicates, an algorithm for selecting the best 

matching tag will be used. For testing purposes we have added two tags to the system 

having the same name (‘Flash‘). One represents the Adobe Flash multimedia Player, the 

other represents the photography device that produces an instant light burst. The term that 

match closest to the user profile and history will be used in the “Add Tags on the fly” 

feature when encountering tag homonyms. 
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3.6.5.1 Add tags on the fly algorithm  

 

Code listing 3-6 ‘add tags on the fly’ algorithm pseudo-code 

 

The algorithm shows how the best matching tag will be used if multiple tags were found 

from the ‘add tags on the fly’ form. By comparing the tags found against the user profile 

and the content of the resource that is to be tagged the system can pick the closest 

matching tag to be used in the tagging. 

Procedure tagBookmark(bookmark, tag_names){ 

For each tag_name in tag_names separated by comma { 

HITS1 = SELECT tags WHERE name = tag_name 

For each hit in HITS1 set hit.relevanceScore = 3 

HITS2 = SELECT tags WHERE synonym = tag_name 

For each hit in HITS2 set hit.relevanceScore = 2 

HITS_ALL = mergeCollections(HITS1, HITS2) 

For each hit in HITS_ALL{ 

if(hit.tag.createdByMe)  

hit.relevanceScore += 7 

if(hit.tag.previouslyUsedByMe)  

hit.relevanceScore += 6 

if(hit.tag.isAfavouriteOfMine)  

hit.relevanceScore += 5 

For each relatedTag in hit.tag.relatedtags 

If(relatedTag.previouslyUsedByMe) 

hit.relevanceScore += 3 

While(hit.tag.foundOnRemotePage(bookmark))  

hit.relevanceScore += 2 

} 

If (HITS.count > 0)  

 tag = HITS.getTopItem() 

Else 

 tag = createNewTagWithName(tag_name) 

Bookmark.addTag(tag) 

}  

}  
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3.6.6 The user-page 

 

Figure 3-14 The user-page 

 

To the left of in the user-page is a presentation of a user’s profile. User settings control 

the level of anonymity. A user can choose not to display personal information such as e-

mail and webpage address. The most used tags of the user are listed in the middle column 

of the page. The right column has a list of bookmarks created by the user.  
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3.6.7 The Tag Mapper 

 

Figure 3-15 The tag mapper tool 

 

The Tag Mapper tool the sub page for creating associations between tags. The user 

selects two tags; tag A and tag B by searching or by selecting from the lists. When two 

tags have been selected he or she can create an association. When creating the association 

the user must first choose what type of association to use and what direction the roles of 

the bi-directional association should play. See Figure 3-16.    
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Figure 3-16 The tagmapper with association preview 
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3.6.8 Listing bookmarks 

Bookmarks listings can be found on several pages such as the Tag page (bookmarks that 

have been categorized with a particular tag), User page (Bookmarks that have been 

created by a particular user), my favorite bookmarks page and the shared bookmarks 

page. These pages have the Bookmark Listing View Selector (view selector). 

 

 

Figure 3-17 Bookmarks listing view selector 

 

The view selector is a set of dropdown lists controls that provide several views for the 

bookmark listing. The views are;  

 

• List direction (Order by) – used for sorting the list by bookmark importance (by 

important-votes received by users), added date, quality (by recommended votes 

received by users), usage (number of users who have followed the hyperlink) or 

popularity (how many users have saved the bookmark as a favorite). 

• Recommended by – for listing bookmarks recommended by a certain group of 

users (editors, crowd, logged in user, voted users)  

• Resource type – Only list bookmarks where the destination resource is of a certain 

type (webpage, website, webshop/auction, database/collection, portal/search 

engine, document/file, news service and video) 
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• Mood – Only list bookmarks that relates to a certain type of temporal user mood 

or current contextual setting. (Fact: cold, static, fixed, scientific, factual, reliable 

information. Fun: All things; warm, fun, art, stories, recreation, hobbies, leisure, 

gossip. Business: Commercial, shopping, trade, profession. Compassion:   

humanity, sustainability, care, religion, medicine, spiritual, help, aid.)  

• Knowledge – Only list bookmarks that are of a certain knowledge type. 

(what/when/who, how and why) 

• Level of detail – Only list bookmarks where content is of a certain level of detail. 

(Overview or detailed) 

• Location Relevance – Only list bookmarks that are relevant within a certain 

country. 

3.6.9 Search 

 

Figure 3-18 The search results page 
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The search form can be found in the top right corner. When clicking the search button the 

results page will display bookmarks in the left column and tags in the right column. Both 

bookmarks and tags are listed by relevance. The tag algorithm rank hits by relevance 

based on user profile and history. Bookmarks that are recommended or voted as 

important are automatically ranked higher. 

 

 

Code listing 3-7 Tag search algorithm pseudo-code 

 

 

 

 

 

HITS1 = SELECT tags WHERE name = searchText 

For each hit in HITS1 set hit.relevanceScore = 4 

  

For each word in searchText{   

HITS2 = SELECT tags WHERE name = word 

For each hit in HITS2 set hit.relevanceScore += 3 

 

HITS3 = SELECT tags WHERE synonym = word 

For each hit in HITS3 set hit.relevanceScore += 2 

} 

 

HITS_ALL = mergeCollections(HITS1,HITS2,HITS3) 

For each hit in HITS_ALL{ 

if(hit.tag.createdByMe) hit.relevanceScore += 7 

if(hit.tag.previouslyUsedByMe) hit.relevanceScore += 6 

if(hit.tag.isAfavouriteOfMine) hit.relevanceScore += 5 

For each relatedTag in hit.tag.relatedtags{ 

 If(relatedTag.previouslyUsedByMe) hit.relevanceScore += 3 

} 

} 

 

sortCollection(HITS_ALL) 
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Chapter 4 Experiments and results 

In the introductory chapter we stated that reluctance against creation of metadata and the 

complexity of ontology creation are bottlenecks in the development of the web and better 

informing. We have performed two studies; first, an evaluation of tag semantics on 

Fuzzzy with the purpose of analyzing the potential to use collaborative tagging as a 

means to develop ontologies for the semantic web. Secondly we analyze user 

participation with the intention of giving insight about metadata creation. 

 

4.1 Tag analysis 

We have performed a study of the tags on Fuzzzy in which an evaluation of the semantic 

level of tags was carried out. We extracted 206 random tags from del.icio.us and 222 

from Fuzzzy at March 15th 2007. We started by manually assigning all tags to the most 

appropriate categories of a predefined categorization scheme. Tags from Fuzzzy created 

by us for demo, testing or for seeding purposes were excluded from the experiment. 

4.1.1 Ontological differences in tag descriptors 

We have tested the level of semantics of tag descriptors by using Golder & Huberman’s 

categorization scheme for tags. Golder & Huberman’s categorization scheme (2006) 

consist of the 7 following categories: 
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• Category A - Identifying what (or who) a resource is about. These items include 

common nouns of many levels of specificity, as well as many proper nouns, in the 

case of content discussing people or organizations. 

• Category B - Identifying what it is. Tags can identify what kind of thing a 

bookmarked item is, in addition to what it is about. For example, article, blog or 

book.  

• Category C - Identifying who owns it. Some bookmarks are tagged according to who 

owns or created the bookmarked content. Given the apparent popularity of weblogs 

among del.icio.us users, identifying content ownership can be particularly important.  

• Category D - Refining categories. Some tags do not seem to stand alone and, rather 

than establish categories themselves, refine or qualify existing categories. Numbers, 

especially round numbers (e.g. 25, 100), can perform this function. 

• Category E - Identifying qualities or characteristics. Adjectives such as scary, funny, 

stupid, inspirational categorize bookmarks according to the tagger’s opinion of the 

content.  

• Category F - Self reference. ‘mystuff’, ’wishlist’ and ‘mycomments’ identify content 

in terms of its relation to the tagger.  

• Category G - Task organizing. When collecting information related to performing a 

task, that information might be tagged according to that task, in order to group that 

information together. Examples include ‘toread’, ‘jobsearch’. Grouping task-related 

information can be an important part of organizing while performing a task (Jones et 

al. 2005). 

4.1.1.1 Results and discussion of tag comparison 

 

 del.icio.us Fuzzzy 
category n % n % 

A 135 65.5 190 85.6
B 20 9.7 11 5.0
C 1 0.5 8 3.6
D 16 7.8 4 1.8
E 23 11.2 8 3.6
F 8 3.9 1 0.5
G 3 1.5 0 0

Table 4-1 Tag distribution 
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In chapter 3.2.4.3 we explained the reasons for designing a categorization system that 

would capture “aboutness”. Categories a, c and d should be used for the tag ontology and 

the remaining categories should be stored separately. Our study show that Fuzzzy has a 

20 % higher percentage of tags that describe what the tag is about (category a) in 

comparison with del.icio.us. Further we see that Fuzzzy has a 49.5 % less use of tags for 

identifying the resource type (Category B). The use of refinement tags (Category d) has 

dropped by 76.8 %. Quality and characteristics tags (Category e) have dropped by 67.7 

%. Self referencing tags (Category f) have dropped by 88.4 %. This shows that Fuzzzy is 

successful in lowering the number of unwanted tags in the folktology. 

4.1.2 Ambiguous tags 

Most collaborative tagging systems do not allow space separation in tags. This often 

leads to incomplete tagging. The tags ‘weight’ and ‘loss‘ makes little sense by 

themselves but used together they present a contemporary relevant topic. For analyzing 

ambiguity we counted all tags that could have several meanings. Ambiguity cause 

information overload by presenting the user with resources of other categories than what 

was originally sought after. A typical example is where users have created two tags 

‘credit’ and ‘card’ for bookmarks that is about credit cards. Clicking the ‘card’ tag will 

list bookmarks about graphic cards, valentine cards, credit cards and more. 

 

 del.icio.us Fuzzzy 
 n % n % 
Ambiguous 

tags  
135 65.54

3 0.14
Total 206 100 222 100

Table 4-2 Tag ambiguity 

 

Our data show that Fuzzzy is close to eliminating ambiguous tags. This can be explained 

by the fact that Fuzzzy let users create compound word tags containing space. 

4.1.3 Duplicate tags 

In this experiment we have counted the number of directly overlapping tags such as in 

the singular-plural problem where users might use both ‘blog’ and ‘blogs’. Some 
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collaborative tagging systems are also case sensitive where ‘blogs’ and ‘Blogs’ both 

represent the same thing but are separate categories. Our duplicate tags count do not 

include synonyms which as a separate issue.  

 

 del.icio.us Fuzzzy 
 n % n % 
Duplicate tags  14 6.8 1 0.5
Total 206 100 222 100

Table 4-3 Tag duplicates 

 

We see that duplicate tags have fallen by 93 % when comparing del.icio.us to Fuzzzy. 

This might be explained by Fuzzzy having few users.16 The low user count increases the 

possibility of cases where a tag has only been used by a single person. Different users are 

more likely to use different naming conventions and therefore duplicate tags, except from 

the cases where a user wants to increase findability for others.  

4.1.4 Semantic relationships 

In this experiment we have extracted 153 tags from del.icio.us and Fuzzzy. We have 

evaluated the semantics of the relationships between tags and related tags presented by 

the system. Fuzzzy has a lower average number of related tags for each tag and therefore 

9 random tags from del.icio.us and 26 tags from Fuzzzy were used. To evaluate semantic 

relationships we have revisited the semantic memory network model (Collins & Quillian, 

1970). The evaluation has been done manually by articulating a relation between a tag A 

and the related tag B. If we can not clearly picture a relationship and specifically describe 

it we assume the relationship is either faulty or the semantic distance is to long and 

should not be presented as a direct related tag. As an example we use ‘footwear and 

‘sandal’. English speaking persons with an average knowledge about shoes knows that 

there exits an ‘is-a’ relation between footwear and sandals. Another example is 

‘footwear’ and ‘shopping’17 which not as loosely related because of the generality of the 

                                                      

 

16 Fuzzzy.com reached 100 users on April 2.nd 2007 
17 ‘shopping’ could be seen as related tag of ‘footware’ on del.icio.us. April 2.nd 2007 

http://del.icio.us/popular/footwear 
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term ‘shopping’. ‘footwear’ and ‘footwear shopping’ can easily be connected mentally. 

‘shopping’ on the other hand is the parent node of ‘shoe shopping’ in an ontological 

tradition of what exists. ‘shopping’ and ‘shoes’ could be directly related in a narrow 

shoe-centric world view, but expanding the domain we find that ‘footwear’ is at least 2 

hops away from ‘shopping’ and therefore not directly related.  

 

 

Figure 4-1 Sample semantic relations of shopping and sandals 

 

Footwear is not related to shopping but it makes sense to combine the two in a search. 

Our experiment shows that del.icio.us has a high degree of compound tags that are used 

together to categorize resources. The intersection of ‘hotel’ and ‘france’ gives hotels in 

France18. The category ‘Hotels in France’ becomes a virtual category but could very well 

exist in Fuzzzy with ‘Hotel’ and ‘France’ as related parent nodes. 

 

 del.icio.us Fuzzzy 

 n % n % 
Valid 37 39 53 93

Total 96 100 57 100

Table 4-4 semantically valid tag relations 

 

Table 4-4 show that under half of the related tags on del.icio.us make any meaning, in 

Fuzzzy this number is 93%. 

                                                      

 

18 See the intersection result of ‘hotel’ and ‘france’ on del.icio.us:  

http://del.icio.us/tag/hotel%2Bfrance  
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The high number of invalid related tags can be explained by how users create ambiguous 

tags and use the intersection of tags to narrow down search. For example ‘hotel’ and 

‘italy’ is a typical use and will most likely retrieve hotels in Italy. 

4.1.5 Class instance analysis 

In this experiment we have done a class instance separation of 213 tags (Appendix A.3) 

to evaluate the evolving ontology. An ontology is a conceptualization and tells us what 

categories exist. The purpose of this experiment is to see if the folktology can be 

regarded as an ontology by looking at the categories that have been added to Fuzzzy. 

 

Because we have no domain of discourse it is often difficult to categorize a tag as being a 

class or an instance. Some terms may be an instance in one context but a class in another 

context. For example the tag ‘apple’ might be an instance in a cooking or nutrition 

discourse but a class in the discourse of botany or fruit market. Another problematic 

example is the tag ‘Graham Moore’ which can be found on Fuzzzy and has no parent 

class. It could have been an instance of the class ‘person’, but the class ‘person’ does not 

exist. The analysis is based on the assumption that the discourse is consisting of common 

Internet users with an average world view.  

.   

Category n % 
Instances 56 26.3
Classes 85 39.9
Both instance and class 45 21.1
Not applicable 27 12.7

Table 4-5 class instance separation 

 

As can be seen in the table above, more than a quarter of tags is instances and should not 

be contained in an ontology. One in eight tags could not be categorized as being either 

class or instance because of missing context.   

 

We conclude that Fuzzzy presents more intuitive tag names and relations in comparison 

to del.icio.us. Further the del.icio.us tag cloud can not directly be transformed into an 

ontology with high level of semantics using the current inference methods for displaying 

related tags. 
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4.2 User participation 

In this part of the study we have collected data on user participation. The data presented 

was collected between February 1st and the 15th of April 2007 by extracting data from 

data generated by a logging module and by integrating Google Analytics. We 

implemented a report generator that creates a detailed list of the use of tags and also 

logging of search and bookmarks listing view selector filtering selections (See Appendix 

B). The start date of the diagram below is the date of the deployment of the logging 

module. The logging module was completed about one month after the site was launched.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 Fuzzzy data over time 

 

3 distinct steep raises in bookmarks can be seen in the graph above. This is the result of 

users using the batch bookmark import function. The 9th of April there is a sudden raise 

in user count which drops again the next day. This is because some user accounts had to 

be deleted after a couple of students from a high school in the U.S. decided to play with 

the system, creating 15 fictious user accounts and using these account to increase 

importance and recommendations for content and dummy users. The last few weeks there 

is a lower growth rate. This can be explained by the fact that very few users had started to 

use the system regularly and no activities was carried out to market and recruit new users 

in this period.  
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4.2.1 User generated metadata 

We have done queries against the database to get a picture of the participation level of 

users. Data extraction and analysis was performed on 20 April 2007. The total number of 

users was 109. 

 

Table 4-6 User participations 

 

Table 4-6 show that about half of the users that signed up did not add any data to the 

system (A,D). Based on Google Analytics tracking data it seems that many of these users 

did sign up mostly out of curiosity to see what other features was available to signed-up 

users. About one percent of users added tags for bookmarks created by other users (G,H). 

99 percent of users created bookmarks and used the bookmarks content categorization 

feature (I).   

4.2.2 User interaction patterns and search 

An interaction logging module was developed to track user interactions against the search 

mechanism and the bookmarks listing view selector. The interaction logging module was 

introduced 17.th of March 2007. The values presented above were accumulated from the 

                                                      

 

19 No content categorization datafields not set (contentStyle, relevantIn, detailsLevel, 

knowledgeType) 

 Category n % 

A Users that have tagged one or more bookmarks 53 48.6 

B Users that have tagged more than one bookmark 40 36.7 

C Users that have created new tags 38 34.9 

D Users that have added bookmarks 58 53.2 

F Users that have added tags on their bookmarks 37 33.9 

G Users that have added tags on bookmarks not created 
by themselves 3 2.8 

H Users that have added more than one tag on 
bookmarks not created by themselves 1 0.9 

I Users that have created bookmarks without content 
metadata 19 1 0.9 
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introduction of the module until the 20th of April 2007. By analyzing the data gathered 

we have estimated the number of individual sessions. A session in this context is a single 

or a series of natural user interactions against the search or view selector without breaks.  

 

 n 
Logged 
 in users 

Search sessions 123 12
View selector 
sessions 24 

9

Table 4-7 Search and view selector entries 

 

As can be seen above search is used more than 5 times more frequent than the view 

selector. We believe that these interaction patterns will change over time as users get 

more acquainted with the system. 

4.2.3 Collaborative creation of semantics 

 

 n total % 

Tags having relations  
(Relation not created by admins) 

79 270 29.3% 

Tag relations not created by admins  92  405 22.7% 

Number of users that added tag relations 23 109 21.1% 

Table 4-8 Fuzzzy tag relations 

 

Average number of relations for a tag 
including admins 1.5

Average number of relations for a tag 
excluding admins 0.3

Table 4-9 Fuzzzy tag relations average 

 

Our data show that less than one third of tags have relations to other tags. Our informal 

interviews revealed that most users found the tag mapper feature interesting, but did not 

see an immediate benefit and therefore did not use it. 22.7 percent of the existing tag 

relations was created by users other then our self. About one fifth of all users did create 

one or more relations between tags. Some of these relations were created upon request 
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from us. When removing users that created only one tag relation the percentage is down 

to 12 percent. 

4.2.4 Website visitor tracking 

We have integrated Google Analytics and our visitor tracking show we have had a good 

coverage from over the world. The yellow dots represent visitor locations. 

 

 

Figure 4-3Fuzzzy visitor geographical locations 

  

 

Figure 4-4 Fuzzzy daily visits  

Our data show we have had more than 2000 visitors and over 22,000 page views. Fuzzzy 

was posted on del.icio.us, Furl, Blinklist and other sites around the 5th of March. The 

graph above clearly shows an increase around that same date.  
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When comparing visitor statistics with the number of tags and bookmarks created we can 

conclude that many visitors have looked at Fuzzzy but very few started using it. From 

informal interviews we know that this is the case because of similar existing solutions 

like del.icio.us with a much larger user mass and because users are afraid they will lose 

their data when using a system that is a student research project. There have also been 

several reports regarding usability issues that might have influenced adoption of the 

system. Several users have mentioned they miss browser plugins or similar modules for 

swift bookmarking. 
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Chapter 5 Evaluation and 
discussion 

The system we have developed, a fully featured Socio-Semantic Web application with a 

collaborative classification system, has presented us with new challenges both technical 

and theoretical. In this chapter we evaluate our solution against our goals and discuss 

some of the most intriguing findings. We start by discussing findings related to socio-

semantics, we then go on to evaluating our socio-semantic tagging system against 

folksonomies and last we evaluate Topic Maps as technology for socio-semantics 

applications.    

 

5.1 Socio semantics 

5.1.1 Scopes in a socio-semantic setting  

Making visible points of view is a corner stone of the Polyscopic methodology. The 

Topic Maps standard has a built in feature for this purpose. With Scopes, different views 

can be expressed. Dividing information into specific views reduce the cognitive load for 

the user by making visible less information on the screen.  
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In the example below we have three persons that are involved in the development of a 

website. The programmer, the owner and the designer of a site. Each person has their 

own vocabulary for dealing with the information relevant to his or her tasks.  

 

 

Figure 5-1 Different users have different vocabularies 

 

In the widest sense of an open socio-semantic setting there is no fixed grouping, no 

clearly defined roles and no precise division of users. When presenting viewpoints of all 

users to everyone else in an information system, the danger of information overload 

becomes apparent as different levels of discourses are blended. Without scopes or any 

other mechanism to lower the amount of information available at once, the user runs the 

risk of being overwhelmed by the many new terms that he or she is not familiar with in 

addition to a shared vocabulary that may be contradicting or partially overlapping.  

 

In Fuzzzy there is no defined target group. Diverse and unique persons from all over the 

world can use the system. No two persons share identical world views (Fodor & Lepore, 

1992). Therefore no Topic Map scope can depict an accurate point of view for multiple 

users. In socio-semantic setting users continuously build semantics and the world views 

reflected by the users actions are constantly changing. Topic Map scopes have not been 

used in our socio-semantic general purpose bookmarking application Fuzzzy. Inforcing 

world views by predefining domains in a top-down approach would most likely bias both 

the evolving composition of users and the tag ontology. Automatically generating groups, 

domains, sub community or other form of scoping candidate would be experienced as 

unnatural and confusing. Applying scopes manually by the users of Fuzzzy would require 

a system for group management and for defining the vocabulary (tags) of the groups. 

Users must then be placed within groups and the groups must agree on the evolving 
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vocabulary. In an open and large scale setting this would require high level of 

governance and an advanced underlying technical solution.  

 

We have to some extent countered information overflow by using collaborative filtering 

techniques, by hiding information that others have voted down and by having shortcuts to 

favorite topics (tags) etc. All these measures leave the user with additional maintenance 

or information retrieval tasks that reduce efficiency. 

5.1.2 Socio-semantics, holism and unity 

"Bodies of knowledge in general are associative systems. Associations are not only aids 

to understanding, they are also proven mnemonic devices: The richer the associative 

network, the higher the probability that the item will be stored and retrieved" (Dubai, 

2002). Based on holistic conceptual-role semantics (Rapaport, 2002) holism requires a 

semantic network. Isolated information without any context has no meaning. When 

placed within a semantic network the meaning will grow as the network grows and the 

meaning is expressed by the location within the network (Collins & Quillian, 1970). In 

an interrelated promiscuous network of nodes, such as Fuzzzy, a path between two topics 

is more likely to exist than in a formal rigid network. In this way socio-semantics serves 

as a promising method for supporting holism. A user centric view leads us to the same 

conclusion. In a global social setting with a non specified domain, users will have diverse 

personal points of view. In the introductory chapter we stressed the importance of 

viewing of the whole. In this context we interpret this as making visible all users’ points 

of view. By meshing these views, different perspectives will be provided that can help in 

viewing of the whole.  

 

Fuzzzy lets users create knowledge and a shared language through the collaborative 

creation of a semantic network. A shared language enables communication which is 

required for economic, social and cultural development. In a community with a shared 

world view, people find like minded and together they have a stronger voice. With socio-

semantic applications voices and knowledge of the people can be federated. We 

hypothesize that federating heterogeneous world views will increase awareness and 

understanding. 
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Figure 5-2 Screenshot of partial Fuzzzy ontology 

 

In the nature of semantic networks lies the ability to grow organically. As in the nature of 

ecosystems, everything is connected to everything else (Lovelock, 1979). In the image 

above20 we can see that the Tag “George W. Bush” in the bottom right corner is 

connected to the tag ‘Topic Maps’, the yellow box through multiple paths. The shortest 

path is 6 hops. The semantic distance will most likely increase as users collaboratively 

build more structure and more fine grained categories. The organic character of the socio-

semantic network supports holism by revealing how the world is connected.    

5.1.3 User detachment 

We have observed several cases where users do not agree with the relations that have 

been created between tags but they take no action to correct it. Users very seldom take 

                                                      

 

20 Image created by loading the Fuzzzy XTM with Ontopia Knowledge Suite Vizigator.  
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notice of the tag relations or the ontology as a whole. We believe users are detached from 

the ontology and have no interest in seeing to that the ontology evolves into something 

they support their views. 

5.1.4 Collaborative ontology construction  

Instead of a well defined formal ontology we have a fuzzy and possible overlapping 

folktology. The removal of an item or an association is not as critical to the semantics 

because of its fuzzy nature. An alternative path in the semantic network might already 

exist, users can easily reinstate a node or create a replacement quickly without the 

complexity associated with formal ontology engineering. The informal ontology requires 

less cognitive effort by users and there is no need for a dedicated skilled ontology 

engineer. Users do not have to assess the deep implications of a change, change 

validation is not required and users do not have to relate to such issues as atomicity, 

consistency, isolation, durability of change propagation which is key issues in formal 

ontology change (Haase & Sure, 2004). Other features often seen in ontology 

management tools such as versioning become inadequate because of the continuously 

and smoothly evolving character of the ontology. 

5.1.5 Creating semantic links 

Fuzzzy let users create relations between tags. To make this as intuitive and easy to use 

as possible and at the same time leaving the expressive power to describe the relation we 

decided to have a set of predefined association types for users to choose from.  
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5.1.5.1 The problem of hierarchal structuring of tags 

 

Figure 5-3 Tag relations in Fuzzzy 

 

To allow users to create hierarchies of tags we have defined three bidirectional 

association types; vertical parent, vertical child and horizontal. The combination of 

predefined associations and the three direction types have shown to cause some 

confusion because it is often difficult to picture the direction. The association types 

‘involves’, ‘controls’, ‘created by’, ‘deals with’, ‘is’, ‘mention’, ‘use’, ‘support’ and  

‘successor/predecessor’ are associations where the direction might be debated. Others 

have proposed the horizontal direction only to be used for temporal relations (Park, 2003. 

p.481). ‘before/after’, ‘cause’, ’follow’, ‘transformation’ have a natural left to right 

direction but this leaves us with the problem of where to assign bidirectional equivalent 

relations such as ‘mention’, ‘is’, ‘related to’ and ‘similar to’. These are relations where 

the role players have equal roles and both topics can be used on either side of the 

association. 

5.1.5.2 Creating propositions and subjective statements  

Some association types in Fuzzzy let users create subjective and ethically loaded 

statements. Two of these are the ‘is’ and ‘is-a’ association. By using these associations a 

user can create a subject tag and an adverb tag, and use the associations to build a 

proposition such as ‘Tom’ is-a ‘genius’ or ‘Company X’ is ‘bad’. We have not yet seen 

this use in Fuzzzy and we have not analyzed the implications for this.  
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5.1.5.3 Context and the problem of deixis 

Davidson’s (1976) conditional truth theory concerning deictic elements is very relevant 

in socio-semantic applications as users are often casual and create loose semantics. A 

deictic element is one whose semantic interpretation varies with context of utterance. For 

example ‘George Bush’ is-a ‘president’ can easily be composed in Fuzzzy but it is true 

only between January 2001 and up until the end of his final term in the presidency. The 

truth-value of deictic elements is time and space dependent. This naturally raises 

managerial problems. Our voting system helps to degrade deprecated information but 

there is no way to automatically find such statements without using a higher level 

knowledge representation language. Meaningless statements must be voted down 

manually and with the organic behavior of the system, the statement will eventually fade 

away and disappear. 

5.1.6 Applicability of the evolving ontology 

Monolithic universal ontologies covering all knowledge have been regarded as 

impossible within the field of information science because of different ontological world 

views. Commentators have seen Fuzzzy as an attempt to create a universal ontology. 

Others have debated it in terms of an omniscious knowledge base with similarities to the 

Freebase project21. We see the Fuzzzy tag ontology as a fuzzy common people’s ontology 

“folktology”.  

 

From an Artificial Intelligence point of view, an ontology is a formal explicit description 

of concepts in a domain of discourse. An ontology together with a set of individual 

instances of classes constitutes a knowledge base. There is a fine line between the 

ontology and the knowledge base (Noy, McGuinness, 2001). From our analysis of tags 

(chapter 4.1.5) we found that the ontology contains both classes and instances. This leads 

us to the conclusion that Fuzzzy is both a lightweight general loose ontology and 

knowledge base. This might explain the low adoption of the system. It is not clear to the 

user what the system is and the purpose becomes unclear. 

 

                                                      

 

21 http://www.freebase.com – A global knowledge base. 
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Regardless of how users view the ontology it can serve several purposes, some directly 

and others by a few additions to the core tag ontology:  

 

i) As an alternative bridge between ontologies. Formal Upper level ontologies 

are important to connect domain specific ontologies but in settings where 

Description Logics and strict ontological mappings are not required a fuzzy 

ontology can provide a connection.  

ii) Probabilistic reasoning. Capturing knowledge in an uncertain domain and to 

help machines to make inferences from human slang language.  

iii) Reasoning on contemporary terms. Formal ontologies are less often updated, 

a fuzzy ontology on the other hand will be more updated reflecting what 

users are concerned with. The Fuzzzy ontology can provide richer and more 

contemporary relevant results when used in for example information retrieval 

where users seek news or popular information. 

iv) As an alternative ontology when machines fail to reason from formal 

ontologies. In the promiscuous fuzzy tag ontology, tags and associations are 

often overlapping, creating alternative paths between nodes in the semantic 

network.  

5.1.7 Socio-semantic collaborative environments and information 
overload  

We have found that the complexity of socio-semantic systems can increase information 

overload and is a great hindrance to the development of such systems.   

5.1.7.1 Displaying user views 

According to the polyscopic methodology, the perspective criterion postulates that 

information needs to provide a clear and correct perspective of the whole (Karabeg, 

2003). This is to some extent contradictory with our goals to suppress information 

overload. In a socio-semantic application the consensus view is constantly evolving and 

the viewpoints will often be contradicting, temporal and imprecise. As culture and 

language evolves so does the consensus view of what is correct. In a democratic process, 

all viewpoints must be heard. We know that large Topic Maps quickly becomes over-

complex and unpredictable in use if there are no restrictions on the implementation of 
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associative relations (Pharo, 2004). This is the danger of displaying several users’ points 

of views. 

5.1.7.2 Multiple search and retrieval methods 

We have shown that metadata can be used to present information in a multitude of ways. 

We present information in lists that can be sorted and filtered. We present information 

using the Topic Map paradigm showing a tag and all its related tags and bookmarks. We 

also provide search and different navigation paths to information. All these information 

retrieval methods increase findability and have proven effective but at the same time they 

increase complexity for novice users. Users are presented with more user interface 

elements increasing the cognitive load. Our observations showed that users did not know 

where to start and often failed to choose the correct links or buttons to perform his or her 

tasks.  

 

Our logging of user interaction show that users prefer to use search features rather than 

filtering mechanisms. This can be explained by the cognitive load required. Search does 

only require the user to formulate a query string and then evaluate the search results. 

Filtering on the other hand requires that the user comprehend each filtering selection. In 

Fuzzzy the users has to decide what dropdown boxes to use and then understand and 

select the appropriate item from the dropdown box. Because the user is not familiar with 

the filtering mechanisms he or she will rather use the familiar search form. This is also 

supported by the preliminary findings of Back (2001). 

5.1.7.3 Fuzziness of bottom-up created data 

In the process towards a consensus view, the potential for overlapping, faulty, imprecise 

information is large. In a socio-semantic setting some information will create noise and 

therefore increase the level of information overload not only because users have different 

views but because users makes mistakes that contribute to noise. Casual users can not be 

expected to create precise and accurate information. 

5.1.8 Lessons learned from developing a socio-semantic system  

The development of a Socio-Semantic Web application with Topic Maps has not been 

without problems. Several issues have stood out as particularly problematic. We now 

present some of the key issues for others who plan to develop similar systems or want to 

build on our socio-semantic model.  
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5.1.8.1 Writing SQL queries against a Topic Map is difficult 

TMCore uses the TMRQL query language (Ahmed, Moore 2005) which is a SQL based 

query languages for Topic Maps. TMRQL defines a set of database tables and stored 

procedures. Given such a setup, a Topic Map stored in these tables can then be queried 

using standard SQL. The notation of the tables of TMRQL is not intuitive and because 

Topic Maps itself has an abstract model, writing advanced queries requires a lot of effort.  

5.1.8.2 Design of Topic Maps solutions is difficult  

Because Topic Maps are abstract and general, solutions can be designed in different ways 

using the building blocks of Topic Maps. For system developers not familiar with Topic  

Maps it takes some time to learn the best practices. An example of this is how we in 

Fuzzzy modelled tags that represent the same things. Using Topic Maps this can be 

accomplished by; 

i) Using a topic with several basename elements.  

ii) Having a topic with a basename and synonyms stored using occurrences.  

iii) By having several topics connected with a ‘synonym’ association.  

5.1.8.3 Balancing flexibility versus overview is problematic 

Design of a socio-semantic collaborative solution with Topic Maps requires much effort.  

For our application, efficiency is of utmost importance. The main goal of the user is to 

retrieve bookmarks in the shortest time. Therefore functionality must be easily available, 

but this also makes the user interface more advanced. When using semantic technologies 

in a collaborative environment, the user interface design becomes a formidable challenge. 

Systems that cause high cognitive load, for example by presenting an unconventional or 

an advanced user interface, will increase the threshold for user participation. 

5.1.8.4 Browser support 

We introduced Ajax technology in the middle of the development phase to provide a 

better user experience. Feedback from users in both informal interviews and usability 

tests confirmed that the user experience had improved during the last 2 months of 

development. Adjusting the system for support of the most popular browsers was time 

consuming because of: 

i) Ajax technology.  

ii) High requirements on flexibility of the user interface.   

iii) High level of esthetical design with extensive use of cascading style sheets.  
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5.1.8.5 Bootstrapping the system 

For our application area there already exist many bookmarking systems and users are not 

easily persuaded to move away from current habits in personal bookmarking unless there 

are obvious benefits. Our preliminary studies show that users do not see any great 

benefits from the features presented on Fuzzzy.com. As with other social software, the 

benefit of the system grows with the number of users. Getting a large user mass becomes 

imperative to the development of the system. The theories of critical mass and network 

externalities help to explain the problems with the adoption of the system (Markus, 1990;  

Liebowitz & Margolis, 1995) 

 

To have a set of dedicated test users from the start is important. People from within an 

existing community of practice or for example students can be set to the job of testing the 

early versions of the system. Similar to the findings of Davies et al. (2004) we learned 

that the nature of the community must be taken into account. A majority of users are 

passive. As a result the experience of the majority is determined by the actions of the 

minority.  

 

In the deployment phase of the project we soon found our self in the dilemma of whether 

to allow for batch imports. This would allow users to move all their bookmarks to Fuzzzy 

and start using Fuzzzy as their bookmarking tool. This would provide us with large 

amounts of data for the study. On the other hand it would also reduce the level of data 

quality and leave us with an obligation to further maintain the system and provide quality 

assurance on the storage of user data.  

 

Online communities evolve over time. The relatively few users on Fuzzzy.com at the end 

of the study do not accurately reflect a large scale online community. The development 

of such systems is a lengthy process. The community of users must be involved in the 

development of the system (Preece, 2000). 

 

5.2 Polyscopic socio-semantic bookmarking 

In this section we discuss issues related to the bookmarking system. 
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5.2.1 Goals and motivation  

Most users tagged resources but only a small minority of users created relations between 

tags. Users did not know that there was such a feature, they did not have the motivation 

to learn how to do it or they did not see any benefits of doing it. Users already have a 

picture of the world in their mind and they have no need to externalize this view. 

Interviews also suggest that users did not perceive knowledge creation through the 

creation of tag relations as supportive of his or her personal goals. This is inline with 

Preece, (2000 p.80) which states that online communities must have a clearly stated goal. 

Goal setting will help to gather users who are more in tune with each other and will better 

function as a whole. There is no shared common goal in Fuzzzy. An example of a 

successful community that let users collaboratively create knowledge is Wikipedia which 

has a clearly stated goal. The goal of Wikipedia (and the core goal of the Wikimedia 

Foundation) is to create and provide a free encyclopaedia. In Fuzzzy there is no 

community with a common goal to gather around. Creating semantics does neither 

support collective or personal goals. 

5.2.2 Time consuming tasks require dedicated users 

We have seen that our bookmarking system is too general for users to be motivated to 

share knowledge through the creation of semantics. Users of a bookmarking system 

require fast submission of bookmarks and fast access to them. Users often prefer to save 

bookmarks instantaneously without going through the process of adding metadata. The 

creation of knowledge is a time-consuming process which requires comprehension, 

analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Dedicated users are needed for such activities. 

 

However users did provide extra metadata on the “add bookmark”-form by selecting 

appropriate metadata from dropdown boxes and check boxes even though they were not 

required input fields. Informal interviews revealed that users felt an obligation or 

curiosity to add the extra metadata but they were unsatisfied with the time required for 

adding these metadata. Most users soon stopped using the system. We believe that in a 

well defined community, users will have the incentives and motives to add valuable 

metadata although there is some effort included.    
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5.2.3 Bookmarks are personal 

Informal interviews suggest that users do not want to have their bookmarks or tags 

changed by others. In our open no-community scenario the system looses its 

collaborative value because there is little trust, there is no shared goal and there are no 

obvious reasons for users to collaborate. A clearly defined community would provide a 

more dedicated user group.  

 

Golder & Huberman (2006) show that a significant amount of tagging, if not all, is done 

for personal use. This is supported by the low number of tags that users have placed on 

others’ bookmarks and the low number of tag relations that have been created.  

5.2.4 Social aspect of bookmarking 

The ability to add friends and vote others users as important was welcomed by users in 

interviews. Some users also wished for a stronger social aspect such as more advanced 

user profiles with more image support. This suggests that social awareness is important. 

5.2.5 Displaying importance 

Our study suggests that the important links on the first page of Fuzzzy.com have little 

impact. Users are only interested in bookmarks that are relevant to their specific needs 

and beliefs, as described by bounded irrationality. The views of the users on Fuzzzy are 

seldom shared and the list of important links is out of context and never becomes 

interesting for the reader. 

 

5.3 Folktology vs. folksonomy 

5.3.1 The long tail of personalised categorization 

The phrase The Long Tail is the colloquial name for a long-known feature of statistical 

distributions. Different humans may have different knowledge of the same concepts. In 

folksonomies the long tail emerges when users over time apply tags to a resource.  
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Figure 5-4 The long tail of folksonomy and folktology tagging 

 

The most popular tags used to categorize a resource will be at the left side of the graph. 

The tags that appear in the tail will show how a resource means different things to 

different people. The long tail becomes a valuable feature because it increases findability.  

We hypothesize that folktology tagging provides a more linear graph and a longer tail. 

The folktology tagged resource will still contain rare tags but also tags that are sub 

categories of tags that would otherwise be reused and found in the left side of the graph. 

In a folktology, users are encouraged to build tag hierarchies and therefore language used 

will become richer. Several folksonomy implementations like del.icio.us will 

automatically suggest tags in the tagging process based on the previously used tags of the 

tagger. This will amplify the popular tag spike. Folksonomies have no way to suggest 

more narrow terms and therefore the system have a tendency to be dominated by a few 

frequently used tags. The rapid decrease in tag popularity on del.icio.us was confirmed in 

a study by Guy & Tonkin (2006). However there is a possibility that the language of the 

users of a folktology will converge towards a common jargon as users collaborate on 

building the ontology. This might reduce the multitude of tags. 

5.3.2 Functionality 

Folksonomies has the potential to exacerbate the problems associated with the fuzziness 

of linguistic and cognitive boundaries (Golder & Huberman, 2006). Our folktology does 

to some extent reduce these problems by introducing the tag-synonyms property and the 

semantic network. The tag merging function also showed to be very helpful. About 7 tag 

pairs have been merged on Fuzzzy in the trial period. One of these pairs was the ‘Web 

2.0’ and ‘Web2’ tags. The user Janos Haits had about 200 bookmarks pointing to 
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websites with content about Web 2.0. Around 60 percent of these bookmarks were 

tagged with ‘Web 2.0’ and about 90 percent were tagged with ‘web2’. The ‘web2’ tag 

was used because of legacy reasons. The user started with the tag ‘web2’ but at some 

point in time found out that ‘web2.0’ was a more appropriate name. In folksonomies 

there is no way to rename a tag. The tag is not an object but instead a free text property 

on the bookmark. In order to change the tag from ‘web2’ to ‘Web 2.0’ the user would 

have to modify every single bookmark. In the Fuzzzy folktology the tag is a standalone 

object that can be renamed, synonyms can be added and the tag itself can be merged. In 

this case the two tags were merged. In the merge process ‘web2’ was added to the 

primary tag’s list of synonyms. Instead of having bookmarks categorized with both ‘Web 

2.0’ and ‘web2’ these bookmarks are now tagged with the updated tag ‘Web 2.0’. This 

has lead to increased consistency and more accurate findability. 

5.3.3 Quality of tags 

Our data show that the tags used on Fuzzzy.com has a higher semantic value in 

comparison with del.icio.us. Ambiguous tags names are less frequent, duplicated tags 

(which have syntactic difference but is semantic equal) are less frequent. Tag 

relationships that are explicitly presented by the system are more easily apprehended and 

naturally understood by the reader.  

 

Golder and Huberman (2006) give the example of an average person naturally tagging a 

photo as ‘bird’ when a birdwatcher would have naturally tagged it ‘robin’. This 

difference means that the two users may find each other's tags next-to-useless because 

they are at the wrong level of specificity for their needs. This problem is not solved with 

our socio-semantic collaborative tagging system but there is some indication that the 

problem is less influential with a folktology. If someone has created an explicit semantic 

relationship between ‘robin’ and ‘bird’ and the bird photo is tagged with ‘robin’ there is 

no need for the average person to tag it with ‘bird’ because it is already implicit tagged 

with bird through the semantic relation. In the case where the photo has been tagged with 

‘bird’, the bird watcher can add the ‘robin’ tag and give a negative vote to the bookmark 

tag relation ‘bird’. 

 

Duplicate tags are less frequent. The tags ‘clothing’ and ‘clothes’ on the same bookmark 

is not unusual on del.icio.us. This is avoided in Fuzzzy because tags have the alias data 
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field. Users can add synonyms, abbreviations, acronyms or typical spelling errors for the 

tag.  

5.3.4 Isolating aboutness 

In an attempt to create a more clean ontology we isolated certain characteristics. Some of 

these were resource type, country relevance, content knowledge level etc. The purpose 

was to evolve a highly semantic and uniform tag ontology for categorization with the 

potential to be reused across applications. This was to some extent successful because the 

separated metadata enabled optional views. However it became apparent that it was 

difficult to contain only “aboutness” in the ontology. When tagging a resource, users 

enter the first words that get their attention irrespective of the semantics. User often want 

to use tags to not only describe what a bookmark is about but also who it was written by, 

where it was written, who it was created for etc. some users also did not want to follow 

the predefined classification scheme. Users are encouraged to add the resource type: 

’collection/database’ for websites that has a database of for example source code that can 

be downloaded by the visitors. Instead of using the recommended metadata entry, some 

users created their own tag ‘downloads’. Our version of Fuzzzy did not have a separation 

between public and personal tags. Some tags created in Fuzzzy were personal. 

Bookmarks tagged with ‘friends’ will, as in del.icio.us create noise for other users who 

are not considered a friend of the originator. 

 

A way to increase the semantics in this regards could be to have bookmarks stored as 

Topics in the Topic Map and allow users to specify the relation to the Tag. The default 

association would be ‘about’ and for other circumstances, users could select other 

relations such as ‘created by’. This would increase the effort by the user. This direction 

would require an evaluation of other standards such as the Dublin Core metadata element 

set. 

5.3.5 Accuracy and recall 

Folksonomies provide good tools for serendipitous browsing and discovery of popular 

information as they reveal the digital equivalence of “desire lines” (Merholz, 2004). In 

folksonomies the poor semantic value of tags and their relations often result in a 

presentation of popular information as replacements for relevant information. The system 

can not know if the homonym ‘bank’ means a ‘river bank’ or a ‘savings bank’. Items 
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related to both are shown when searching for ‘bank’. Bookmarks shown on del.icio.us 

generally have high perceived quality through the indirect recommendations that can be 

inferred from the number of users who share a bookmark. Because of the high quality of 

bookmarks users experience the ambiguity as a “nice to have” feature rather than a 

limitation. Socio-semantic systems could potentially also show this kind of ambiguous 

information. Folksonomies on the other hand can not distinguish homonyms and will not 

be as precise is search and retrieval.   

 

Folksonomies also lack recall. Recall reflects the ability of a system to return all 

resources related to a topic. Because of the lack of synonym control, a folksonomy search 

will not retrieve a complete listing if similar tag names have been used to categorize the 

items. A search for ‘cat’ for example will not retrieve resources which have been tagged 

with kitten, feline, tabby, or even cats.  

5.3.6 Learning 

Creating semantics in Fuzzzy helps the user in the learning process. Similar to Brain 

Bank Learning (chapter 2.10.5.1) users interactively build explicit knowledge. The 

process of creating tags and their relationships in Fuzzzy fits well with Bloom’s 

Taxonomy of Learning (Bloom, 1965). All the skills listed below are more or less needed 

in the process of creating tags and their relations.   

 

1 Knowledge: ability to recall and remember 

2 Comprehension: ability to rephrase, interpret, grasp and predict 

3 Application: ability to apply rephrased knowledge 

4 Analysis: breaking down into parts and seeing relationships 

5 Synthesis: ability to combine elements into a whole 

6 Evaluation: ability to judge value for purpose 

Table 5-1 Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning 

 

In addition to learning through the modelling of the semantic network users will be able 

to see others’ points of view, getting a larger perspective which can spark new ideas and 

give new insight (Fischer, 1999). Learning through the creation of tag relations is also 

supported by the constructivist paradigm of learning which holds that individuals must 
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actively construct his or her own knowledge by connecting new ideas to known ideas 

(LeFoe, 1998). Passive lurkers22 can also learn when browsing the tag ontology. Users 

who are not familiar with a topic can click the topic and see what relations exist, and by 

this learn how it relates to other topics. Folksonomies do not posses these features and 

will not be able to support learning through the tags.  

5.3.7 Value over time  

We have seen that in our socio-semantic system only a few users are needed to do the 

“gardening” on behalf of the community. In a commercial setting, the role of creating 

semantics could be carried out by the staff. We believe that the number of tags and 

relations will stabilize itself. The WordNet ontology contains about 150.000 words.  

 

                                                      

 

22 A lurker is a person who reads forums, wikis, mailinglists, use file sharing etc. but rarely participates. 
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Chapter 6 Towards a model for 
holistic knowledge exchange 

We started our thesis introduction claiming there is a need for better informing. With 

Fuzzzy we have tested various issues related to the creation of semantic metadata which 

we believe is crucial for better informing. In this chapter we take a closer look at 

informing in a holistic manner to define what constitutes better informing. We then go on 

to present a model that emerged during our testing of Fuzzzy. The model is a draft that 

can be seen as an invitation for further research. It is based on the ideas of the 

Information Design group at the University of Oslo, our thesis literature review and 

continuous feedback and experiences with the development of Fuzzzy.  

6.1 Holistic web 

Before we set out to design an information infrastructure for the web we take a step back 

and look at our problem in a wider context to decide what we want of the future web. We 

start with the following maxim. The development of the web, and technological 

advancements in general, should support human development and sustainability.  

 

The status quo of technological advancements is contrasted by Langdon Winner; 

“Choices that affect the distribution of wealth and power in society are intricately woven 

into the very substance of technical design, right down to the last pipe fitting, circuit 

breaker and computer chip. In the early decades of this century, for example, urban 
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trolleys abruptly vanished as Detroit companies bought and dismantled the lines, making 

way for the empire of the automobile.” (Winner, 1997) 

 

"Human development" denotes the process of widening people's choices and the level of 

their achieved well-being (UNDP 1990, p.10). We extend the United Nations 

Development Programme’s definition to include health, well-being, quality of life, 

knowledge, freedom, happiness, art, standard of living, innovation as well as 

advancements in social, cultural and environmental issues.  

 

On a personal level, development is achieved through knowledge, self actualization, 

transcendence and other means which can be found in the Alan Chapman version of 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (Huitt, 2004).  

   

 

Figure 6-1 Additions to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

 

The interaction between the collective and the personal becomes an upward rising spiral 

as people progress towards the upper parts of the Maslow pyramid. People at the top of 

the pyramid are able to help others to also progress towards the top of the pyramid.  
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6.1.1 What constitutes good information?  

It now becomes natural to ask, how can the web be used to support human development 

and sustainability? We see three ways of using the web for this greater cause: 

 

i) Users can be helped to progress in the Maslow pyramid. Communication is 

required on all levels to acquire what is needed. Users must be able to seek out 

peers, to communicate and find information that is needed. Today this is often 

achieved forums, blogs, wikis, by national public service websites etc. 

ii) Users who wish to engage in voluntary work, and users already at the top of the 

pyramid must have information available that can entice engagement and civic 

action across boundaries. For these users, guiding information must be made 

visible, and awareness to social, political, cultural and environmental issues must 

be raised. This is today provided by communities of action. Most of these use a 

webpage, blog or a social networking service. Articles on the website contain 

information about topics related to their common goal. Calendars are often used 

to coordinate meetings in the real world.   

iii) Knowledge needs to advance. Discovering reality should not be let to the science 

communities alone. With online distributed holistic knowledge bases, large 

number of users can participate on building knowledge. The socio-semantic 

systems become the collective intelligence. In an interactive and iterative process 

new knowledge is induced by letting humans collaboratively build a pyramid of 

knowledge. The amount of knowledge that already exists in the world also needs 

to be connected at a higher level. Aristotle wrote in his Metaphysica, "the whole 

is more than the sum of its parts..." We now need to put the pieces of knowledge 

from the vast areas of research disciplines together. Özbekhan (1970) and The 

Club of Rome came to the conclusion in the 1970’ that our global problems 

cannot be solved in isolation. Today there are no holistic systems available to the 

general public. Knowledge Management Systems have flourished in the last 

decade but these systems are mostly reserved for managing of knowledge as 

intellectual capital to increase competitive advantages in the business sector.  

 

In chapter 2.2 we saw that information is the result of processing, manipulating and 

organizing data in a way that adds to the knowledge of the receiver. Information is what 

can lead to knowledge that eventually can result in actions that support overarching 
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goals. Tim Berners-Lee's vision of the Web is a universal medium for data, information, 

and knowledge exchange. As the web is all about exchange of information it becomes 

apparent that the web can be used for communication of information for both short term 

personal benefits and for global long term benefits. What is needed is a single tool that 

can serve all the above mentioned purposes at once. An infrastructure that can connect 

standalone wikis, blogs, forums and other resources into a system for the democratic 

management and structuring of holistic knowledge.   

 

The Polyscopic Modelling Definition postulates that Information needs to be relevant. 

Relevant and useful information must be given priority over less relevant information. 

Information also needs to be correct and have a broad and solid foundation (Karabeg, 

2004). We use the term important instead of relevant to make room for a wider 

interpretation of the term relevance. What is relevant for a user at any given moment 

exists in parallel with what is relevant for the community that he or she is a member of.   

 

 

Figure 6-2 UML model of Information relevance 

 

We argue that relevant information is what is important, has high quality and high 

credibility in the given the context. Quality here denotes both aesthetic and functional 

quality, what is good, useful and valuable. 
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Figure 6-3 Example of information relevance on different levels 

 

Figure 6-3 shows an example of how different information sources are relevant on 

different levels from the personal level to the community and global level.  

Through voting mechanisms the importance, credibility and quality emerge as the user 

and community as a whole prioritize and rank both information resources and other users 

in the system. 

 

We now have a basic model for valuing and codifying information. With this underlying 

framework we can design the system to be used for creating, exchanging and aggregating 

global knowledge. 

  

6.2 Socio-semantic model 

Our conceptual model is two fold. It is divided into the user environment and the organic 

knowledge base. Both systems are partially self governed, living in symbiosis. The two 

systems should be regarded as reciprocal influencing networks. This modular separation 

will simplify the development of interfaces for future interoperability.  
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Figure 6-4 Socio-semantic user ontology interaction 

 

Similar to the knowledge exchange approach described by Maicher (2005) we propose a 

network of socio-semantic sub networks. These networks store and exchange information 

fragments. The set of peer knowledge bases act as portals. The knowledge base has its 

own knowledge and is connected to other knowledge bases through webservices or other 

protocols. Users can browse all connected knowledge bases through one of the portals. 

This approach is similar to the Topic Map grid by Korthaus et al. (2006). The user can 

browse and get graph visualizations of the knowledge contained in the interconnected 

semantic networks. If a piece of information in a peer is relevant to the originator, it can 

be copied and internalized in the semantic network of the querying node.  

 

To allow for both knowledge exchange and ontology evolution a master ontology may be 

needed. This ontology will nearly act as an upper level ontology but will be designed 

specially for our purpose.  

6.2.1 User environment 

The Socio-Semantic Web support communities that need to collectively elicit, in a 

continuous manner, a semantic structure. Socio-Semantic Web applications typically 

hold fuzzy knowledge, knowledge that might be overlapping and not precise. In domain 

areas that are less defined and knowledge is conflicting and evolving, a socio-semantic 

approach can be suitable. In such an environment coordination of users and their tasks 

becomes crucial as semantics is collectively and continuously constructed. The 

organization of users and their activities of semantic co-construction must be catered for 

by the system (Bourguin et al. 2001).  
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We have found that socio-semantic applications increase information overload. This can 

be tackled by personalized views. Users not logged in are most often new visitors and 

should only be presented with the current consensus view stripped down to the most 

essential.    

6.2.1.1 Self governing democratic user environment 

Democracy, as a form of government is premised on the notion that citizen participation 

in decision making leads to better results than lack of participation (Frohlich, 

Oppenheimer, 1994). Lack of information leads to bad decision making. It is apparent 

that for any institution, be it society as a whole, the government, the closest family or an 

online community, knowledge is important for the well-being or success of that 

institution. As in any community there will be a difference in the level of knowledge 

contained by the members of the community. For a collective knowledge corpus to thrive 

in a socio-semantic setting there must exist mechanisms for correcting erroneous 

knowledge and for enhancing and collaboratively building on the existing knowledge. In 

such a system, roles must be defined. Morville (2005) points out there is a fine line 

between wisdom of the crowds and ignorance of the mob. This brings us to the question 

of whether a knowledgeable elite or the crowd is most fit to make collective decisions on 

behalf of the community.  

 

 “Epistemically significant questions are systematically undervalued because the majority 

of members of society have no appreciation of the factors that make these questions 

significant” (Kitcher, 2001). Our position on democratic principles within online 

communities is similar to that of philosopher of science Philip Kitcher’s realist views in 

his book “Science, truth and democracy.” According to Kitcher, science is able to 

discover important truths about the world, but the key question is; important to whom 

and for what purpose? This can never be answered objectively and therefore he holds that 

scientific truths are important if their fruits are beneficial. Science should not be carried 

out just for the sake of discovery. In line with our holistic views; the purpose should be 

the guiding factor rather than popular views. Kitcher concludes that ideally the decisions 

that set the agenda of science would be made democratically, with the informed 

collaboration of every segment of society. The status quo is elitism, in which scientists 

set the agenda, often steered by funding institutions or corporations. At the opposite 

extreme is vulgar democracy, in which the majority of the citizens set the agenda — an 

approach with the obvious deficiency that it could result in "a tyranny of the ignorant" 
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because people are generally impulsive and tend to favour short-term benefits. Kitcher 

proposes enlightened democracy, in which decisions is made by groups representing 

every segment of society and informed by scientists.  

 

Figure 6-5 Simplified view of enlightened democracy 

 

Based on enlightened democracy we have designed a democratic election model for 

online communities. The system is based on the premises that the user population should 

be self organizing. In this system elected users should be given extra rights to govern the 

system. Users vote on other users they believe are important, wise, knowledgeable, doing 

a good job or in any way beneficial to the community. In this way the user mass will 

evolve into a community of users with different levels of trust. The more trust a user has 

earned, the more privileges will be granted to him or her. Users can decide if they want to 

take part in the voluntary community work. If they have volunteered they will receive 

information about what needs to be fixed of items they have created or are closely related 

to. An example from Fuzzzy could be that several users have noted that the Tag ‘Web 

2.0’ should be merged with the Tag named ‘web2’. The users who created the tags are 

encouraged to merge the tags. Other users with high level of trust might also carry out 

this “gardening” job. The user who carries out the job receives extra points for the 

voluntary work. 

 

 

Figure 6-6 Online democratic election model 
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To guide the continuous election process the most contributing users are displayed 

similar to a candidate campaign with their competence, academic degree, achievements, 

contributions etc. All users can debate and comment other users in the hierarchy of top 

voted users. This process is an enhancement to the election process which is used by 

Wikipedia. In Wikipedia, highly contributing users are given roles and permissions by 

other administrators23 of the inner community (Lakhani, 2007). Comparing Wikipedia 

with our election method, Wikipedia has a more anarchistic approach. All users, 

including those not signed in, can change all content, with a few exceptions. The role of 

the administrators is to a large extent to do household chores, for example to repair acts 

of vandalism. Our model of an enlightened democracy resembles a more transparent 

democratic election system where users are rewarded with reputation and trust based on 

the perceived importance within the online community. Our model supports the vertical 

structuring of information by letting all users vote on content they believe is important. 

Users with more votes will have higher influence and thus aggregation of quality 

knowledge can be assured. 

 

Knowledge alone will not provide good decision making. The theory of Bounded 

Irrationality provides a good account for why decision making should not solely be led 

by knowledge and intuition. Hammond, Keeney & Raiffa (1998) describe common traps 

in decision making:  

 

• Anchoring - When considering a decision, our minds are unduly influenced by 

the first information we find. Initial impressions and data anchor subsequent 

judgement.  

• Confirmation - Through selective search and perception, we subconsciously seek 

data that supports our existing point of view, and avoid contradictory evidence. 

• Memorability - We are overly influenced by recent or dramatic events. Repetition 

from one or multiple sources can also influence belief, memory, and judgement. 

                                                      

 

23 Users with "bureaucrat" status within Wikipedia can turn other users into sysops (but not 

remove sysop status). Users with "Steward" status can change the access of any user on any 

Wikimedia project. 
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• Status quo - Decision makers exhibit a strong bias toward conservatism, inertia, 

and alternatives that perpetuate the status quo. We look for reasons to do nothing. 

• Sunk cost - We make decisions in a way that justifies past choices.  

 

Web 2.0 sites of today are overly represented with popular information. Content is often 

ranked by recommendations, by the number of users who have a relation to the item or 

by the number of times it has been used. Here we use our relevance ranking model. 

Rather than displaying only popular items we can also show items that are most relevant, 

that is; important, has high quality and is trustworthy. These items are less affected by 

contemporary events or hype. A balance between relevant and popular information will 

reduce the memorability problem of bounded irrationality. The anchoring problem can be 

used in a positive way by consciously designing a user interface that will provide a view 

of what is important. Minimizing bounded irrationality is also achieved by making room 

for a wider and more dynamic spectrum of knowledgeable users. This will reduce the risk 

of a small self elected elite making subjective irrational decisions.  

 

 

Figure 6-7 User votes and influentiality model 

 

By letting all users vote on any other user, the influentiality of users will be a more linear 

curve with users on the left having no votes to users with the most votes on the right. All 

users have the right to create new information (the right for free speech). Users with 

censorship rights can vote other users down. They can hide inappropriate information and 

spam. Users on the next level have delete rights. These users can delete or reopen what 

users from the previous level have hidden. Users at the top level have policing rights and 

can suspend other low level users. 
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6.2.1.2 Motivation of online collaboration 

Motivating contribution to a communal good is a general problem not particular to our 

area of research. Beenen et al. (2004) showed that users were more likely to contribute if 

users think their contribution is unique (not duplicated by others). Other factors that 

motivate contribution are information about the value of the contribution (Rashid, 2006). 

 

We hypothesize that our election system will encourage users to contribute. When a user 

has been voted important by a large number of other users, this is made visible to the 

community. We believe that the user will have more incentives and be more committed 

to participate in the collective development of the community. The introducing of 

hierarchical memberships often motivates users. Active users can also be rewarded with 

better quality of services which have been successful elsewhere (Cheng, Vassileva, 

2005).  

 

E-mail notifications and newsletters are common across communities, and are found to 

act as catalysts in motivating users to visit the community. If more users are visiting the 

site, there is a higher likelihood they will contribute. Users should be reminded of their 

uniqueness and how beneficial their contributions are (Millen, Patterson, 2002). Other 

ways to eliciting contributions is by setting specific goals for the community. Social 

navigation is also important in online communities. Users are often interested in the other 

members of the community. Providing user profiles and displaying activities of the users 

is often beneficial. Attributing and recognizing users is also important to encourage 

others to contribute. Members should have the possibility for both quick engagement as 

well as more lengthy engagements. Some users have little time others have much time to 

spare in online communities (Girgensohn, Lee, 2002). 

6.2.2 Organic knowledge 

The ontology is the second half of our symbiotic system which is also partially self 

organizing. Organic objects differ from inorganic objects by the ability to grow, 

reproduce and adapt. Growth is supported by letting users evolve the ontology. 

Reproduction is not supported, but using upcoming standards for example the Topic 

Maps Fragments (Ahmed, 2003), reproduction could be mimicked in the sense that 

fragments or the core of the ontology could be explicated and introduced in a new socio-

semantic system. Adaptation is supported through the ability of the system to react to 
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changes. Spam is typical a case where the system should automatically react, similar to 

the innate immune system of plants.  

 

 

Figure 6-8 Semantic and information layer 

 

In the holistic knowledge base it is not only the information and knowledge contained in 

the knowledge base that evolves but also the overlaying ontology. The holistic 

knowledge base is a system for discovering the truth about a domain. Conceptualizations 

may need to be modified as new knowledge is gained and the world view of users 

change. 

6.2.2.1 Living Organic Ontology 

We introduce the notion of organic ontology as a metaphor to describe how the evolving 

ontology works. Topics are nurtured through their use. Topics that are not cared for will 

die. Topic relations grow stronger as they are used. Relations that people find 

inappropriate in a certain context will be put aside by voting. In a Darwinian sense the 

best Topics and relations survive while other less fit (less popular or with negative votes) 

will go extinct. Topics and relations do not actually get deleted from the system but are 

ranked lower in lists and when reaching a lower threshold they will not be visible to users 

except from in certain management or administrator views. Trusted user will have a list 

of items that should be deleted because they are outdated. Over time this interactive 

process becomes an organic lifecycle.   
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Figure 6-9 Metaphoric representation of the organic ontology model 

 

When an ontology reaches a certain size and complexity, the task of removing outdated 

parts and adapting valid parts becomes huge. Our organic ontology helps the user in this 

gardening job by automatically marking items for removal. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

The development and introduction of new technical systems is a complex undertaking 

and often involves many socio-technical, organizational, political and legal issues. Our 

multi-disciplinary experiment has consisted of considerable work but also provided us 

with many insights. Because of the broad scope of this thesis we still lack data to present 

strong evidence to support some of our claims. The results should be regarded as 

preliminary. 

 

We started this thesis claiming there is a need for metadata and semantics to enable 

Information Systems to provide better information on the Web. We have seen that social 

approaches to ontology evolution are possible in open online environments without 

dedicated resources such as ontology engineers. Our Fuzzzy application has proved that 

the Socio-Semantic Web approach can be used to create loose semantic data organically 

from a relatively small core without a single authority.  

 

Socio-semantic collaborative classification system shows great promise. Our Fuzzzy 

folktology has tags that are less ambiguous in comparison to folksonomies. Tag names 

are more intuitive, fewer duplicate tags occur, related tags are more understandable, 

search and retrieval is more precise, and socio-semantic applications in general support 

learning. However our attempt to evolve a clean ontological valid classification system 

containing only categories failed because there is no defined domain and humans are 

generally unpredictable and use systems in unpredictable ways. As in folksonomies the 

folktology contain all types of words and variants of those.  
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The experimental feature of voting bookmarks as important failed because there was no 

community of interest.  

 

We found that Topic Maps serves as a good underlying technology for semantic 

networks. They allow to define knowledge structures independent of the resources they 

map, they support formal definitions, and they are well suited for collaborative work. The 

Topic Merge facility is especially helpful in this regard. The social aspects on the other 

hand is not catered for by the Topic Map standard and hybrid solutions, proprietary or 

service oriented architectures etc. must be implemented in Topic Map based socio-

semantic applications. Data associated with the social aspects of Fuzzzy is relative large 

in comparison to the core ontology and is not suited for a Topic Map because of 

scalability. Further it is unclear what role Topic Map based ontologies will play along 

with the Semantic Web and the more social approaches of Web 2.0. It is therefore 

difficult to predict the future applicability of our findings. 

 

The most prominent finding of our study is that the socio-semantic approach is not 

compatible with a general purpose open social bookmarking system. Users must be 

highly motivated to collaboratively build a semantic network. The process of creating 

explicit knowledge is time consuming, and dedicated users are required, users must share 

a common goal. Narrowing in a domain creating a well defined community will also 

make it easier to implement purposeful Topic Maps scopes. Socio-semantic applications 

have the ability to support holism by providing different perspectives, but as we have 

seen, several views may quickly lead to information overload. This brings us to the next 

section. 

 

7.1 Future work  

Research in this direction should be focused on how to provide holism and at the same 

time avoid information overload. The work of Pepper (2001) on scopes and filtering 

should be further developed for mass collaboration settings.  

 

There are also several aspects of our solution that should be investigated more closely. 

The bookmarks listing view selector has showed to be an interesting feature. The 

efficiency and implications for this module should be further studied. 
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Other functionality that would be beneficial to test is negotiation features. Similar to 

Wikipedia user should have the possibility to discuss proposed changes to the tag 

ontology. Rollback, introspection and notification features should be added. The wording 

of tags is an important part of any classification. A feature for voting on tag name 

changes should be considered. Private tags support should be added to avoid sharing such 

tags as ‘to do’ and ‘my friends’.  

 

New experimental features that make use of our metadata in new innovative ways should 

be added. We believe that by adding new useful features that make use of the metadata, 

users will be more motivated to add the metadata.  

 

As noted by Gruber (2005) folksonomies do not allow tagging across applications. A tag 

commons initiative with this purpose has been initiated24 but has had little progress. The 

Fuzzzy folktology could be made available by RESTful interfaces, TMRAP or other 

webservices. This would have required using the built in Public Subject Indicator (PSI) 

of the Topic Map standard which have not been. 

 

Different languages cause noise in folksonomies because there is no way to differentiate 

between them. Fuzzzy is only designed for one language. Multi language support could 

be implemented using scopes. Multiple languages will help in supporting cultural 

awareness (Arnold, 2006). The implication of introducing multiple language support is 

still to be explored.  

Fuzzzy.com may be used for other studies within the field of information and computer 

science. Because of time constraints we did, at the submission of this thesis, not have as 

much data as hoped for. We will continue developing the system and collect data. These 

data and a revised analysis are planned for in upcoming scientific publications.  

                                                      

 

24 http://tagcommons.org/ 
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7.2 Recommendation 

Collaborative tagging has great potential for improvements. Our research has helped to 

shed light on several issues related to socio-semantic tagging. We hope that our work will 

help in the development of the next generation of classification systems. 

 

Our goal to come towards better informing on the Web is still far away, but our research 

has given new insight and strengthened prior findings important to the development of 

information infrastructures supporting better informing. We recommend further research 

into the Socio-Semantic Web, and to explore how Topic Maps can be used with the 

Semantic Web. We believe in synergy effects from using both the human oriented 

technology of Topic Maps and the computer oriented Semantic Web technologies.  

7.3 Towards holistic collective intelligence 

The research carried out in this thesis is part of a long term Information Design project 

with the goal of providing a web based information infrastructure for holistic knowledge 

federation. In this thesis we have gained insight into online collaborative socio-semantic 

systems. The experiences and the general models developed in this thesis will be further 

developed in several projects. One of these is the NaCuHeal25 knowledge base which is a 

system for the collaborative creation of knowledge about Nature and Culture important to 

Health promoting communities. Another project is om.niscio.us with the aim of 

providing a system for both scientists and the general public to capture complex 

interrelated issues within the social sciences. The purpose of this system is to reveal how 

events and decisions affected the past and possibly to predict future path dependencies. 

With these and other projects we start our journey towards collective intelligence. 

 

 

                                                      

 

25 http://heim.ifi.uio.no/~dino/ID/Articles/NCH-IDinMichael.pdf  
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Appendix A.1: Tag comparison chart  

Evaluation was performed 3 April 2007 based on random selections from del.icio.us. 

Because of low data on Fuzzzy all tags have been used as is from Fuzzzy. Tags created 

by our self have been removed from the Fuzzzy tag set. 

 

del.icio.us category comment  fuzzzy category comment 
art a   .Net Framework a  
illustration a   ABAP a  
portfolio b   Academics a  
painting a   Accessibility   
gallery a   Activism a  
digital d   Adobe a  
interaction d   Ajax a  
80's d ambiguous  Al Gore c  
4ad f   American Football   
photo b   answers a ambiguous  
indies a   Apple   
css a   Apple Inc. a  
design a   Art   
web a   Art gallery   
tutorial b   article b  
javascript a   Artificial Intelligence   
inspiration e   ASP   
web2.0 a   Asp.Net a  
reference b   bars a  
tools a   Berkeley University a  
tutorials b   Bible   
webdev a   bizarre e  
webdesign a   Blog b  
css a   Blog software a  
design a   Bodhidharma   
rubyonrails a   book a  
ajax a   Boston c location 
javascript a   Bricoleur a  
programming a   BROG a  
howto f   Buddhism   
free f   business a spam 
firefox a   C# a  
music a   cafes a  
classical d   Cancer a  
journal b   cartoons a  
money_making a   cellphone a  
pt f   Cerpus AS c  
research a   Character entity reference a  
education a   Christianity a  
contemporary e ambiguous  cibera c  
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social a ambiguous  Climate change a  
web_reference a ambiguous  climate neutralisation a  
finale a ambiguous  climbing   
games a   clubbing a  
humor e   clubs a  
cool e   collaborate a  
flash a   comic b  
funny e   comic strip b  
kids e for kids not about Commercial law   
video b   communications a  
illusion a   company   
game a duplicate  Computer   
fun e   computer parts a  
science a   consulting a  
reading f   Content management system a  
math a   content structurering   
antonella b   Continent   
books a   control f  
myspace a   Corporate blog   
shopping a   Corporation   
activities a ambiguous  Corruption a  
health a   Country   
austin c ambiguous  Crime a  
holidays a   CSC a  
nursery a   css a  
teaching, a   css2   
outdoors d ambiguous  Cult   
resources b ambiguous  CXTM a  
chemistry a   cybernetics a  
rhymes a   Dalai Lama  a  
local f   dark e  
snowshoe    Data corruption   
snowshoes    data mining a  
camping a   David Soul c  
gear f ambiguous  dbms   
hiking a   del.icio.us   
review b   Democrat   
club a   Democratic Party   
outreach a ambiguous  Design a  
travel a   Diagnosis   
survival a   Dick Cheney a  
blog b   digg a  
literature a   dinner a  
blogs b duplicate  Dino Karabeg   
english e   directories a  
culture a   directory a  
grammar a   DNS a  
study f ambiguous  ducati a  
mac a   Earth   
software a ambiguous  economics a  
apple a   edblogger a  
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apps a   edtech a  
tools a ambiguous  edtech edblogger   
application a ambiguous  education a  
macintosh a duplicate for mac e-learning a  
macosx a duplicate for mac electronics a  

utilities a 
ambiguous and 
duplicate Elliott_Masie a  

freeware e   email a  
article b   energy efficiency a  
artsjournal b   Ethernet   
ask.com a   Extension d ambiguous  
aquarium a   FaceTag a  
fish a   fææst (alias for party)   
tips e   Fair Trade   
interesting e   Famous people   
book b duplicate for books Fashion a general 
daily d   File sharing   
toread g   Findability   
business a   Firefox   
history a   Firewall   
links b ambiguous  Flash a  
simplicity a ambiguous  Flash a  
development a ambiguous  Flash Remoting   
toprint g   Flex   
methodology a ambiguous  flickr a  
software-development a   FOAF   
"unittesting" a   Folksonomy a  
scrum a   Food a  
groovy a   Football   
java a   Forum b  
work f   Free software   
source a ambiguous  Friendship a  
number    Fuzzzy a  
discover    game a  
penis a   games for children a  
sex a   Geopolitics a  
enlargement a   George W. Bush a  
pill a   Global Health a  
pills a duplicate for pill Global Warming a  
male a ambiguous  Google a  
number f   gossip e  
discover    Government a  
average d ambiguous  Graham Moore   
woman a   Graphics   
matter a   Greenhouse effect   
normal d ambiguous  Greenhouse gas a  
toilet a   GTM a  
deal e   Gun control a  
approaching  no data  hCalendar a  
message a ambiguous  hCard a  
gift a ambiguous  Health   
personalized e ambiguous  Himalayas   
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girlfriend a   history a  
gifts a duplicate for gift Holy a  
love a   Hosting a  
online d ambiguous  house music a  
national e   Hpricot a  
cheats a   HTML a  
credit d ambiguous  HTTP a  
card d ambiguous  Human Rights a  
casino a   Hypocrisy a  
score  ambiguous  iCalendar a  
shuffle  ambiguous  icon b  
cards a duplicate for card Idealism   
babies a   identity d ambiguous  
debt a   Illegal aliens a  
baby a duplicate for babies image d  
siding a   INF3210 projects 07 a  
dallas e location  informal_learning a  
spears a ambiguous  Information architecture a  
home a ambiguous  Information Design a  
manuel b typing error Information Design Background  
barba a ambiguous , person Information Design Course at UIO a  
ebay a   Information Design Issues  
vinyl b ambiguous  Information Design Methodology  
furniture a   Information Design Tools   
wishlist a   innovation a  
beautiful e ambiguous  instant messenging a  
chair a   Interaction design   
house a ambiguous  Internet a general 
table a   internet dmoz a  
dining a   Internet service providers   
shopping a   Iraq   
desk a   Iraq war a  
juice a ambiguous  ISO   
tahiti a   ISO standard   
exercise a   Israel   
noni a   iTunes   
weight e ambiguous  Ixquick.com a  
loss e ambiguous  James Bond a  
plan e ambiguous  Java a  
40 e ambiguous  Javascript a  
menopause a   Jay_Cross a  
nonial a   Jesus Christ   
nonisa a   Jihad   
recipes a ambiguous  JSP   
cooking a   Knowledge a  
recipe b duplicate of recipes Knowledge engineering   
nutrition a   Knowledge Management  a  
diet a   Knowledge Management a  
toronto d location  Knowledge organization a is-a 
dessert a   Knowledge Visualization  a  
organic a   konsert a  
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vegetarian d ambiguous  Language a  
vegan d duplicate for vegetarian lars marius c  
hilltownfamilies a ???  latinamerica a  
efron a person  learn a duplicate 
websites e ambiguous  learning a  
tomatoes a   librarian a  
sms e   Life.com a unknown meaning 
phone e   linguistics a  
development d   Linux a  
news    macintosh a  
windows    martial arts   
marketing    mashups a  
nokia    Materialism a  
advertising    math a  
linux    Medicine e  
home    Meditation   
bluetooth    meta a duplicate 
    Metadata   
    microformat a  
    Mixed Martial Arts a  
    mofo a  
    Movie a  
    MSN a  
     multi d  
    multimedia a  
    museum a is-a 
    Music b  
    MySQL   
    Nation   
    Natural environment a  
    NetWeaver   
    Networked Planet Ltd   
    NetworkedPlanet   
    News b  
    Newspaper b  
    Nicholas G. Carr c  
    Nordlys a  
    North America   
    North Carolina   
    Norway   
    norwegian e  
    Novell a  
    OKS a  
    online community a  
    Ontology a  
    Ontopia c  
    Open Source a  
    Open-source software a  
    Oslo a location 
    oss  duplicate 
    osx a  
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    Parser a is-a 
    Party a  
    party  duplicate 
    PC tools a  
    Peer-to-peer a  
    photo a  
    Photography a  
    PHP a  
    Planet   
    policy a  
    political party   
    Politics a  
    polyscopy a  
    portugal a  
    Poverty a  
    Presidential Election 2004 a  
    Pride Fighting Championships a  
    programming a  
    Programming Language a  
    Psychology a  
    Public transport a  
    publication b  
    publish a ??? 
    radio a  
    Religion a  
    Representational State Transfer a  
    research e  
    Research Funding   
    resource b  
    restaurant a  
    restaurants a  
    restaurants cafes clubs bars a  
    robot a  
    romance a  
    RSS a  
    Ruby a  
    Ruby on Rails a  
    RubyForge a  
    SAP a  
    sarcasm e  
    science e  
    search a  
    search engine a  
    search engine optimization a  
    security a  
    semantic a duplicate 
    Semantic network a  
    Semantic Web a  
    Semantics a  
    September 11th 2001 a  
    SOA a  
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    social computing a  
    social media a  
    social networking website a  
    Social Tagging a  
    sociosemantic web a  
    software a ambiguous  
    solvind a  
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Appendix A.2: Tag relations evaluation chart 

Evaluation was performed 3 April 2007 based on random selections from del.icio.us. 

Because of low data on Fuzzzy all tags from Fuzzzy was as is. Tags created by our self 

have been removed from the Fuzzzy tag set. 

Rel: relation validity, a: ambiguous tag, d: duplicate tag, ass: association type.  

 

Del.icio.us tag rel a d ass Fuzzzy.com tag rel a d ass 
kitchen     microformat     

home 1   part-of hCard  1   is-a 

appliance 0 1   hCalendar  1   is-a 

appliances 0 1   XFN  1   is-a 

faucet 1   part-of      

shopping 0 1   Friendship     

discount 0 1   XFN 1   standard-for 

ceramic 0 1   friends 1    

faucets 1  1 part-of      

electric 0 1   Polyscopic Modelling     

portable 0 1   Information Design Methodology 1   has-a 

tile 0 1  part-of Topic Maps 1   tool-for 

          

security     Mofo     

sex  1   Hpricot Is used by mofo     1   used-by 

alarm 1   is-a Ruby Is used by mofo  1   used-by 

home 1   contains tails Related to mofo 0   indirect 

software 1   mention      

alarms 0  1  Sport     

car 0 1   Mixed Martial Arts 1   is-a 

systems 0 1   American Football 1   is-a 

wireless 0 1   Football 1   is-a 

linux 1   has      

system 0  1       

networking 1   has Earth     

     North America     1   Is-located-in 

fashion     South America 1   Is-located-in 

shopping 1   is-part-of Europe 1   Is-located-in 

clothing 1   is-part-of Asia 1   Is-located-in 

design 1   affected-by Africa 1   Is-located-in 

clothes 1   is-part-of Antarctica 1   Is-located-in 

shop 0 1   Australia (Continent) 1   Is-located-in 

blogs 0 1        

inspiration 0 1   Continent      

weddingdresses 0   affected-by North America 1   is-a 

historical 0 1   South America 1   is-a 
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with 0 1   Europe 1   is-a 

     Asia 1   is-a 

music     Africa 1   is-a 

mp3 1 1  
is-a-format-
of Antarctica 1   is-a 

audio 1 1  parent-cat Australia (Continent) 1   is-a 

video 0 1        

radio 1   plays cybernetics     

youtube 1 1  contains control      0 1  Dealt with by 

blog 0 1   viable system model 1   
a-model-
used-in 

imported 0 1   stafford beer 1   involved-in 

web2.0 0 1   communication 0 1  involved-in 

free 0 1        

design 0 1   RubyForge     

guitar 1   creates Ruby 1   dealt-with-by 

     software 1 1  Dealt-with-by

hotel     SourceForge 1   Influences 

vacation 0 1  

what-you-
are-doing-if-
you-need SourceForge 1   Is similar to  

paris 0 1        

national 0 1   science      

park 0 1   Meteorology 1   is-a 

travel 1 1  
need-when-
you linguistics 1   is-a 

yellowstone 0 1        

parks 0 1   SAP     

ferien 0    NetWeaver 1   created-by 

italy 0    SOA 1   part-of 

hotels 0         

p-b 0    crime      

     gun control 1   influence 

vacation          

park 0 1   MLHTTPRequest object      

national 0 1   Ajax  1   Runs-on 

glacier 0         

camping 1    anatomy     

kai 0    physical therapy      1   Involves 

maine 0    Anatomy Trains  1   Involves 

yellowstone 0         

travel 0    comic strip     
vacationdestination
s 1    comic 1   contains 

parks 0         

     Library     

flash     Library 2.0 1   
Is-the-
successor-of 

design 0   is-involved-by     

actionscript 1   is-used-in svada     

inspiration 0 1   nyheter 0   Dealt-with-by

games 1 1  can-be-created-with     

webdesign 1   often-use Movie     
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fun 0 1  is trailer  1   
Is-described-
in/by 

cool 0   is      

video 1 1  
can-be-
used-in Meteorology     

game 1  1  Weather forecasting 1   Deals-with 

portfolio 0 1        

animation 1   is-used-in NetworkedPlanet     

     Graham Moore 1   founded-by 

politics          

news 0 1   Nordlys     

activism 1   is-result-of solvind 1   Is-caused-by 

election2008 1 1  involves      

newyork 0 1   North Carolina     

dec 0    Winston-Salem 1   
Is-the-
location-of 

grannis 0         

media 1   is-used-in massage     

liberal 1 1  term-in Kinesis Myofascial Integration 1   Is-a  

cuttings020407 0   
is-debated-
in physical therapy 1   

often-
involves 

hillaryclinton 1 1  is-a      

hillaryclinton.ca 0    XFN     

     FOAF   1   Is similar to 

fitness     Friendship  1   
microformat-
for 

xerox 0         

health 1   result-of Famous people     

training 1   involved-in gossip 1   follows 

workout 1   involved-in      

exercise 1   involved-in indexing     

bodybuilding 1   similar-to depth indexing 1   is-a 

track 0 1        

guide 0 1        

running 1   way-to-get-fit     

calculators 0 1        

home 0         

          

  %     %   

valid 37
3
9    53 93   

invalid 59
6
1    4 7   

total 96

1
0
0    57 

10
0   
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Appendix A.3: Tag class instance separation 

Evaluation was performed 24 April 2007 based on first 213 alphabetically ordered tags 

from Fuzzzy. i: instance, c:class, ci: both lass and instance, na: not applicable. 

 

""M.E.R.D.E"" i  
ABAP na  
Academics na  
Accessibility c  
action c  
Activism c  
Adobe i  
Africa i  
ahh this is good shit na  
Ajax i  
Al Gore i  
Alexander Technique i  
Allah i  
alternative na  
american c  
American Football i  
anarchism ci  
anatomy c  
Anatomy Trains  i  
answers c  
Antarctica i  
Anthropologists c  
Apple ci  
Apple Inc. i  
Art c  
Art gallery c  
article c  
article review ci  
Artificial Intelligence c  
artistic na  
Asia i  
ASP i  
Asp.Net i  
Asp.Net Authentication i  
Asparagus i  
Atheism ci  
Atom na  
Bad ic  
bank i  
bars c  
Berkeley University i  
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Bible i  
bizarre c  
Blog ci  
Blog software i  
Bodhidharma i  
Bolivia i  
book ci  
bookmarker na  
Boston ci  
branding ci  
Bricoleur na  
BROG ci  
Buddhism ci  
business c  
C# i  
cafes c  
callcashbank freedom na  
camping c  
Cancer c  
Cancer rehab c  
cancer treatment c  
canoeing estonia ci  
cartoons c  
cash phasis na  
cellphone c  
Cerpus AS i  
Character entity reference na  
China i  
Christianity i  
cibera na  
cinema c  
citizen journalism i  
Climate change ci  
climate neutralisation ci  
climbing ci  
clubbing ci  
clubs c  
Coca Cola ci  
Cognitive Augmentation 
Languages ci  
cognitive science c  
collaborate na  
Collaborative Tagging i  
Collective intelligence c  
comic c  
comic strip c  
commercial c  
Commercial law ci  
Commonwealth of Australia i  
communication ci  
Community Development ci  
Community of action i  
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company c  
Computer ci  
computer parts ci  
computer science c  
Computer-supported collaboration c  
conciliation i  
conflict resolution c  
Consciousness ci  
consulting c  
Content management system c  
content structurering i  
Continent c  
control na  
Corporate blog ci  
Corporation c  
Corruption c  
Country c  
Crime c  
css c  
css2 c  
Cult c  
cultural diversity na  
culture c  
CXTM i  
cybernetics c  
Dalai Lama  i  
dark na  
Data corruption c  
data mining c  
datevalors account na  
datevaluation na  
datevaluer na  
David Soul i  
dbms c  
definition c  
del.icio.us i  
democracy ci  
Democrat i  
Democratic Party ci  
depth indexing ci  
Design c  
design magazine c  
design process c  
detente na  
Diagnosis c  
Dick Cheney i  
dictionary c  
digg i  
dinner c  
Dino Karabeg i  
directories c  
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directory c  
Disease c  
DNS ci  
download ci  
ducati ci  
Ducati Monster ci  
Dutch c  
Earth i  
ebook c  
economics c  
economie c  
economy 4G3W na  
ecotourism c  
edblogger na  
eDemocracy c  
edtech na  
edtech edblogger na  
education c  
e-learning c  
electronics c  
ellen pompeo i  
Elliott_Masie i  
email c  
E-mail etiquette ci  
energy efficiency ci  
English ci  
Enterprise Portals ci  
equivalence na  
Ethernet i  
ethics c  
etiquette c  
Europe i  
Exchange Server i  
Explorer Bar i  
Extension c  
FaceTag na  
Fair Trade ci  
faltcaravan na  
Famous people c  
Fashion c  
feed c  
File c  
File sharing c  
Findability c  
Firefox i  
Firewall c  
Flash ci  
Flash ci  
Flash Gordon i  
Flash Remoting i  
Flash website c  
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Flex ci  
flickr i  
FOAF i  
Folksonomy ci  
folktology c  
Food c  
Football ci  
Forum c  
Fox i  
Free software ci  
French i  
friend c  
friends c  
Friendship c  
fruit i  
FTP ci  
Fuzzzy i  
game c  
games for children ci  
Garden ci  
  %
instance 56 26,29108
class 85 39,9061
both instance and class 45 21,12676
not applicable 27 12,67606
total 213 100
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Appendix A.4: Tag usage 

The table show the number of times a tag has been used to tag bookmarks and how many 

relations it has to other tags. Relations created by our self have been removed. The table 

was copied from the live statistics page http://www.fuzzzy.com/stats/ at 20 April 2007. 

 

Tag name Used Relations  
Earth 0 8 
Continent 0 7 
Religion 1 0 
Fuzzzy 3 1 
vsm 2 5 
Sport 1 3 
North America 0 3 
RubyForge 1 4 
Cancer 3 0 
Cerpus AS 2 0 
cybernetics 1 4 
Anatomy Trains  3 3 
storytelling 1 0 
Australia (Continent) 0 3 
SOA 1 1 
Friendship 2 2 
Art 2 0 
science 4 1 
XFN 1 3 
microformat 4 3 
mofo 1 3 
University 3 0 
North Carolina 0 2 
stafford beer 1 3 
American Football 0 1 
Mixed Martial Arts 14 1 
tails 2 2 
software 6 2 
iCalendar 0 2 
SourceForge 1 2 
osx 1 2 
Hpricot 3 2 
vCard 1 2 
hCard 2 2 
hCalendar 2 2 
GTM 2 1 
Polyscopic Modelling 4 2 
SAP 1 2 
NetworkedPlanet 0 1 
ducati 3 0 
Bible 1 0 
social networking website 5 0 
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Meteorology 3 2 
CXTM 1 0 
Topic Maps Blog 2 0 
Commonwealth of Australia 0 2 
South America 0 2 
Europe 0 2 
Asia 0 2 
Africa 0 2 
Antarctica 0 2 
Eclipse (astronomical phenomenon) 1 0 
Kinesis Myofascial Integration 1 2 
anatomy 4 2 
massage 0 2 
trailer 1 1 
cinema 1 1 
ebook 3 0 
Eclipse (Open source development platform)  2 0 
China 1 0 
friend 1 0 
youtube 1 1 
indexing 2 1 
depth indexing 2 1 
Nation 0 1 
Planet 0 1 
Library 10 1 
Library 2.0 7 1 
cultural diversity 1 1 
svada 1 1 
nyheter 1 1 
Graham Moore 0 1 
Networked Planet Ltd 1 0 
Testis 0 0 
Topic Maps Portal or Online Application 4 0 
Topic Maps Conference 5 0 
innovation 1 0 
icon 2 0 
climate neutralisation 3 0 
Weather forecasting 1 1 
friends 2 1 
Christianity 1 0 
Qur´an 0 0 
Food 1 0 
dinner 1 0 
Art gallery 0 0 
Gospel music 1 0 
Gun control 2 1 
Crime 0 1 
NetWeaver 0 1 
sexy 0 1 
gossip 2 1 
Famous people 0 1 
XMLHTTPRequest object 1 1 
Nordlys 1 1 
solvind 1 1 
librarian 9 0 
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comic strip 2 1 
oss 0 1 
OKS 1 1 
visualization 4 1 
taxonomie 0 1 
content structurering 0 1 
search 155 0 
wikipedia 9 0 
education 33 0 
Football 0 1 
Winston-Salem 1 1 
David Soul 1 1 
Bricoleur 1 1 
control 1 1 
learning 8 0 
Elliott_Masie 1 0 
Novell 1 0 
informal_learning 2 0 
Tony_Karrer 1 0 
identity 1 0 
security 1 0 
systems_management 1 0 
Jay_Cross 1 0 
resource 3 0 
startup 1 0 
museum 1 0 
Boston 1 0 
Adobe 1 0 
digg 8 0 
robot 1 0 
directories 2 0 
internet dmoz 1 0 
business 4 0 
structure 1 0 
semantic 5 0 
collaborate 1 0 
publish 1 0 
learn 3 0 
teach 2 0 
Pride Fighting Championships 3 0 
Ixquick.com 1 0 
Ultimate Fighting Championship 8 0 
image 3 0 
tool 28 0 
publication 1 0 
game 1 0 
vlog 1 0 
flickr 1 0 
visual 4 0 
restaurants cafes clubs bars 0 0 
restaurants 1 0 
cafes 1 0 
clubs 1 0 
bars 1 0 
cibera 1 0 
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spain 2 0 
portugal 1 0 
latinamerica 1 0 
edtech 1 0 
edtech edblogger 0 0 
edblogger 1 0 
multi 66 0 
Yahoo 32 0 
MSN 8 0 
Life.com 5 0 
video 20 0 
web3 5 0 
torrent 7 0 
directory 22 0 
meta 35 0 
multimedia 1 0 
instant messenging 1 0 
dark 1 0 
macintosh 1 0 
bizarre 1 0 
norwegian 1 0 
Representational State Transfer 1 0 
Parser 3 0 
math 1 0 
sarcasm 2 0 
Extension 5 0 
energy efficiency 1 0 
Public transport 1 0 
New media 2 0 
ABAP 1 0 
Research Funding 1 0 
Fox 0 0 
Flash 4 0 
Photography 7 0 
photo 4 0 
SLR camera 1 0 
cellphone 2 0 
stock photo 1 0 
konsert 1 0 
womens issues 1 0 
social computing 1 0 
article 6 0 
ecotourism 0 0 
Paddling 0 0 
soomaa 1 0 
soomaa estonia 1 0 
canoeing estonia 1 0 
paddling estonia 1 0 
guitar 1 0 
conflict resolution 2 0 
immigration 1 0 
refugees 1 0 
thesis 2 0 
job 2 0 
index 3 0 
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map 1 0 
media 3 0 
technology 2 0 
answers 2 0 
tagging 4 0 
dictionary 1 0 
German 2 0 
French 2 0 
Italian 1 0 
Dutch 1 0 
people 7 0 
definition 1 0 
text 2 0 
4g3w 1 0 
action 1 0 
conciliation 1 0 
datevaluer 1 0 
datevaluation 2 0 
detente 1 0 
economie 1 0 
equivalence 1 0 
motivation 1 0 
paix 1 0 
personnel 1 0 
satisfaction 1 0 
substitut 1 0 
valeur ajoutee 1 0 
plusvalues 2 0 
webcashmotor 2 0 
webcashfishing 2 0 
wuw 2 0 
wuweb20 2 0 
""M.E.R.D.E"" 1 0 
""you-do-mark-your-money"" 1 0 
cash phasis 1 0 
datevalors account 1 0 
economy 4G3W 1 0 
putcashbank 1 0 
callcashbank freedom 1 0 
webdate 1 0 
webmatic 1 0 
webmoney 1 0 
opportunities 1 0 
James Brunskill 1 0 
Klaus Kinski 1 0 
faltcaravan 1 0 
zeltcaravan 1 0 
zeltanhänger 1 0 
outdoor 1 0 
camping 1 0 
download 2 0 
tracker 4 0 
feed 2 0 
bookmarker 2 0 
workout 2 0 
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????? 1 0 
hgskole 1 0 
Greys anatomy 1 0 
patrick dempsey 1 0 
ellen pompeo 1 0 
isaiah washington 1 0 
Alexander Technique 1 0 
Structural Integration 1 0 
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Appendix B.1: User interaction view selector 

The list below shows the filtering applied on the bookmarks listing view selector by users 

on Fuzzzy.com. Data has been anonymified. User names has been replace with x. Users 

not signed in are identifies as ‘Unknown’. The table was generated at April 20 2007. 

  

Selection user date 
OrderBy Unknown   17.03.2007 
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Location Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Location Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Overview OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Overview OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Location Recommended ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
Overview OrderBy Location Recommended ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 17.03.2007

Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
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Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location ResType Unknown 17.03.2007
Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Unknown 17.03.2007
Knowledge Overview OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Unknown 17.03.2007
OrderBy Recommended x 19.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Recommended X 19.03.2007
Mood OrderBy X 19.03.2007
Mood Knowledge OrderBy X 19.03.2007
Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy X 19.03.2007
Knowledge Overview OrderBy X 19.03.2007
Overview OrderBy X 19.03.2007
OrderBy X 19.03.2007
OrderBy X 19.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 20.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 20.03.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 20.03.2007
OrderBy Location ResType Unknown 20.03.2007
OrderBy Location ResType Unknown 20.03.2007
Mood OrderBy X 20.03.2007
OrderBy X 20.03.2007
Mood OrderBy X 21.03.2007
OrderBy X 21.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 22.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 23.03.2007
Overview OrderBy Unknown 24.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 25.03.2007
OrderBy X 25.03.2007
OrderBy x 25.03.2007
Mood OrderBy Unknown 28.03.2007
OrderBy Unknown 28.03.2007
Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007
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Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 31.03.2007

OrderBy Recommended Unknown 01.04.2007
OrderBy Unknown 01.04.2007
OrderBy Unknown 01.04.2007
OrderBy ResType Unknown 01.04.2007
Mood OrderBy X 01.04.2007
Mood Knowledge OrderBy X 01.04.2007
Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy X 01.04.2007
Knowledge Overview OrderBy Unknown 02.04.2007
Overview OrderBy Unknown 02.04.2007
OrderBy Unknown 02.04.2007
Mood OrderBy X 02.04.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy X 02.04.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy Location X 02.04.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy Location Recommended X 02.04.2007
Mood Overview OrderBy Location Recommended ResType X 02.04.2007
Overview OrderBy Location Recommended X 02.04.2007
OrderBy Location Recommended X 02.04.2007
OrderBy Recommended X 02.04.2007
OrderBy X 02.04.2007
OrderBy ResType X 03.04.2007
OrderBy Location ResType X 03.04.2007
Overview OrderBy Location ResType X 03.04.2007
OrderBy Location ResType X 03.04.2007
OrderBy Location Recommended ResType X 03.04.2007
OrderBy Location Recommended ResType X 03.04.2007
Mood OrderBy Location Recommended X 03.04.2007
Mood Knowledge OrderBy Location Recommended X 03.04.2007
Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended X 03.04.2007
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Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended X 03.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended X 03.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

X 03.04.2007

OrderBy Unknown 03.04.2007

Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 06.04.2007

Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 06.04.2007

Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 06.04.2007

Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 06.04.2007

Knowledge OrderBy Unknown 06.04.2007

OrderBy Location Unknown 08.04.2007

Mood OrderBy Unknown 10.04.2007

Mood OrderBy X 10.04.2007

Mood OrderBy X 10.04.2007

Mood Knowledge OrderBy X 10.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy X 10.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location x 10.04.2007

Mood OrderBy Unknown 10.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007
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Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

Mood Knowledge Overview OrderBy Location Recommended 
ResType 

Unknown 11.04.2007

 

The view selector components has been clicked 170 times by 9 logged in users + 

unknown number of users lot logged in. 

OrderBy=170, Mood=86, Knowledge=74, Overview=77, Location=73, 

Recommended=70 and ResType=78 times respectively. 
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Appendix B.2: User interaction Search 

The list below shows what users have searched for. Data has been anonymified. User 

names has been replace with x. Users not signed in are identifies as ‘Unknown’. The 

table was copied from the live statistics page http://www.fuzzzy.com/stats/ at 20 April 

2007. 

 

Search term user date 
roy Unknown 19.03.2007
ntnu Unknown 19.03.2007
aldaily Unknown 19.03.2007
brain Unknown 19.03.2007
lexin Unknown 19.03.2007
traf Unknown 20.03.2007
lexin Unknown 20.03.2007
tmrql Unknown 20.03.2007
info Unknown 22.03.2007
library Unknown 22.03.2007
addressbook Unknown 22.03.2007
contact management Unknown 22.03.2007
oulook Unknown 22.03.2007
whois Unknown 23.03.2007
Library Unknown 23.03.2007
lexin Unknown 23.03.2007
traf Unknown 23.03.2007
topic maps Unknown 24.03.2007
ahley tisdale Unknown 24.03.2007
ashley tisdale Unknown 24.03.2007
music X 24.03.2007
music X 24.03.2007
ashley tisdale X 24.03.2007
ashley tisdale X 24.03.2007
justin timberlake x 24.03.2007
topic maps Unknown 24.03.2007
sex man Unknown 25.03.2007
topic map x 25.03.2007
uio Unknown 25.03.2007
univers Unknown 25.03.2007
topic map x 25.03.2007
vg Unknown 25.03.2007
ontopia Unknown 25.03.2007
theory of critical mass 2003 Unknown 25.03.2007
wiki x 26.03.2007
vg Unknown 26.03.2007
using social psychology to motivate beenen Unknown 26.03.2007
ontopia Unknown 26.03.2007
wiki X 26.03.2007
wiki X 26.03.2007
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lexin X 26.03.2007 
babel X 26.03.2007 
lex x 26.03.2007 
vg Unknown 27.03.2007 
vg Unknown 27.03.2007 
global Unknown 27.03.2007 
post Unknown 27.03.2007 
vg Unknown 27.03.2007 
knowledge Unknown 27.03.2007 
Topic Maps Unknown 27.03.2007 
topic map x 28.03.2007 
information architecture Unknown 28.03.2007 
google x 28.03.2007 
semantic Unknown 28.03.2007 
the need for creating a tag standard Unknown 28.03.2007 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GiveALink.org x 29.03.2007 
http://www.vidipedia.org/ Unknown 29.03.2007 
http://www.vidipedia.org/Main_Page x 29.03.2007 
http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/ x 29.03.2007 
værmelding x 29.03.2007 
weather report x 29.03.2007 
glassfish Unknown 29.03.2007 
postba Unknown 29.03.2007 
lexin Unknown 30.03.2007 
lexin Unknown 30.03.2007 
ajax x 30.03.2007 
Elvis Unknown 30.03.2007 
magnolia Unknown 01.04.2007 
topic map Unknown 01.04.2007 
http://lii.org/ Unknown 01.04.2007 
estonia Unknown 01.04.2007 
canoe Unknown 01.04.2007 
canoeing Unknown 01.04.2007 
paddling Unknown 01.04.2007 
estonia X 02.04.2007 
russia X 02.04.2007 
estonia X 02.04.2007 
finland X 02.04.2007 
web 2.0 X 02.04.2007 
verkstedet x 02.04.2007 
side2 X 02.04.2007 
side X 02.04.2007 
imdb x 02.04.2007 
lutz Unknown 02.04.2007 
bb Unknown 02.04.2007 
km Unknown 03.04.2007 
lexin Unknown 03.04.2007 
lexin Unknown 03.04.2007 
omnigator filetype:pdf Unknown 03.04.2007 
omnigator Unknown 03.04.2007 
steven newcpmb Unknown 03.04.2007 
porn Unknown 03.04.2007 
japan Unknown 03.04.2007 
freebase Unknown 03.04.2007 
free Unknown 03.04.2007 
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free Unknown 03.04.2007
wellbeing Unknown 04.04.2007
well-being Unknown 04.04.2007
http://search.zeroweb.org/ Unknown 04.04.2007
hio X 04.04.2007
face X 04.04.2007
topic map x 05.04.2007
Azerbaijan Unknown 06.04.2007
taxonomy Unknown 06.04.2007
best p2p filesharing x 06.04.2007
roy Unknown 06.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 06.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 06.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 06.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 06.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 06.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 06.04.2007
topic Unknown 07.04.2007
topic map x 07.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 08.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 09.04.2007
db Unknown 09.04.2007
nederland Unknown 09.04.2007
netherlands Unknown 09.04.2007
evelien Unknown 09.04.2007
evelien x 09.04.2007
netherlands x 09.04.2007
knowledge Unknown 09.04.2007
MUSIC Unknown 10.04.2007
MUSIC Unknown 10.04.2007
TAXONOMY Unknown 10.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 10.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 10.04.2007
topic maps Unknown 10.04.2007
netjax Unknown 10.04.2007
internet Unknown 10.04.2007
internet Unknown 10.04.2007
hot Unknown 10.04.2007
fuzzywuzzy Unknown 10.04.2007
fuzzzy Unknown 10.04.2007
fuzzzy Unknown 10.04.2007
fuzzzy Unknown 10.04.2007
coffee X 11.04.2007
php x 11.04.2007
lexin Unknown 12.04.2007
info Unknown 12.04.2007
calibra Unknown 12.04.2007
armenian Unknown 12.04.2007
aN Unknown 12.04.2007
asm metal Unknown 13.04.2007
os Unknown 13.04.2007
mac os x Unknown 13.04.2007
free-mac-software Unknown 13.04.2007
music Unknown 13.04.2007
music Unknown 13.04.2007
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myspace Unknown 13.04.2007 
myspace Unknown 13.04.2007 
myspace Unknown 13.04.2007 
viableworld Unknown 14.04.2007 
john mayer Unknown 15.04.2007 
imposible quiz Unknown 16.04.2007 
precision Unknown 17.04.2007 
startpages Unknown 18.04.2007 
computer Unknown 18.04.2007 
topic maps Unknown 18.04.2007 
catia v5 r17 Unknown 18.04.2007 
crack Unknown 18.04.2007 
crack Unknown 18.04.2007 

 

Search total: 163 by 12 logged in users + unknown number of users lot logged in. 
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Appendix C.1: Source code project overview 

About 

Running the.Net solution requires an installation of Networked Planet TMCore Topic 

Map engine. TMCore is not open source or freeware and therefore not included on the 

companion CD. 

 

Listing of files used in project 

These files can be found in the root folder \source 

[Path] [Folder name] [File name] [Size] 

 

\admin.aspx 420 Byte 

\admin.aspx.cs 4,67 KB 

\AssemblyInfo.cs 2,72 KB 

\configuration.cs 1,78 KB 

\default.aspx 7,66 KB 

\default.aspx.cs 9,78 KB 

\export.xtm.xml 34,87 KB 

\Global.asax 77 Byte 

\Global.asax.cs 1,51 KB 

\myBookmarks.aspx 2,50 KB 

\myBookmarks.aspx.cs 2,55 KB 

\myBoomarksByTopics.aspx 1,73 KB 

\myBoomarksByTopics.aspx.cs 3,17 KB 

\myDesktop.aspx 2,86 KB 

\myDesktop.aspx.cs 3,94 KB 

\Omniscious.csproj 102,00 KB 

\Omniscious.csproj.webinfo 118 Byte 

\omniscious.sln 1004 Byte 

\PropositionAssociations.aspx 142 Byte 

\PropositionAssociations.aspx.cs 2,60 KB 

\PropositionNodes.aspx 128 Byte 

\PropositionNodes.aspx.cs 3,65 KB 

\Propositions.asmx 99 Byte 

\Propositions.asmx.cs 2,77 KB 

\SaveNode.aspx 112 Byte 

\SaveNode.aspx.cs 1,96 KB 

\SendPassword.aspx 1,89 KB 

\images\icons\document.png 779 Byte 

\images\icons\edit.gif 537 Byte 

\images\icons\favs.gif 567 Byte 

\images\icons\feed-icon-12x12.gif 552 Byte  

\images\icons\feed-icon_16.png 800 Byte 

\images\icons\handicap.gif 441 Byte 

\images\icons\help.gif 433 Byte 

\images\icons\hlink.gif 141 Byte 

\images\icons\hyperlink.gif 250 Byte 

\images\icons\info.gif 641 Byte 

\images\icons\inserttime.gif 239 Byte 

\images\icons\langmanager.png 1,67 KB 

\images\icons\link.gif 545 Byte 

\images\icons\linkWikipedia.gif 667 Byte 

\images\icons\loading.gif 2,49 KB 

\images\icons\loading2.gif 1,83 KB 

\images\icons\location.gif 389 Byte 

\images\icons\messaging.png 901 Byte 

\images\icons\openInNewWindow.gif 81 Byte 

\images\icons\person.gif 248 Byte 

\images\icons\picture.gif 630 Byte 

\images\icons\private.gif 120 Byte 

\images\icons\proof.gif 341 Byte 

\images\icons\question.gif 207 Byte 

\images\icons\quote.gif 88 Byte 

\images\icons\relation.gif 568 Byte 

\images\icons\relationVertical.gif 649 Byte 
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\SendPassword.aspx.cs 3,28 KB 

\test.aspx 626 Byte 

\test.aspx.cs 2,71 KB 

\ugh.txt 4,28 KB 

\ViewUserDetails.aspx 4,62 KB 

\ViewUserDetails.aspx.cs 5,21 KB 

\Web.config 5,93 KB 

\WebThumb.aspx 112 Byte 

\WebThumb.aspx.cs 4,67 KB 

\ajax\associationDelete.aspx 135 Byte 

\ajax\associationDelete.aspx.cs 3,29 KB 

\ajax\createBookmarkGetMetadataFromPage.aspx 162 Byte 

\ajax\createBookmarkGetMetadataFromPage.aspx.cs 3,07 KB 

\ajax\GetAggregatedLinksForTopic.aspx 153 Byte 

\ajax\GetAggregatedLinksForTopic.aspx.cs 2,37 KB 

\ajax\GetAssocsByType.aspx 131 Byte 

\ajax\GetAssocsByType.aspx.cs 1,54 KB 

\ajax\GetDescriptionAndAliases.aspx 149 Byte 

\ajax\GetDescriptionAndAliases.aspx.cs 2,40 KB 

\ajax\GetMyTagsListing.aspx 133 Byte 

\ajax\GetMyTagsListing.aspx.cs 2,64 KB 

\ajax\GetRelationsBetweenTopics.aspx 153 Byte 

\ajax\GetRelationsBetweenTopics.aspx.cs 3,54 KB 

\ajax\GetRelationsForTopic.aspx 141 Byte 

\ajax\GetRelationsForTopic.aspx.cs 1,59 KB 

\ajax\GetRolesForAssoc.aspx 133 Byte 

\ajax\GetRolesForAssoc.aspx.cs 1,44 KB 

\ajax\GetSimilarTopics.aspx 128 Byte 

\ajax\GetSimilarTopics.aspx.cs 6,45 KB 

\ajax\GetSuggestedTopics.aspx 132 Byte 

\ajax\GetSuggestedTopics.aspx.cs 4,48 KB 

\ajax\GetSuggestedTopicsforURL.aspx 144 Byte 

\ajax\GetSuggestedTopicsforURL.aspx.cs 7,51 KB 

\ajax\GetSuggestedTopicsPlain.aspx 142 Byte 

\ajax\GetSuggestedTopicsPlain.aspx.cs 3,04 KB 

\ajax\GetTagListing.aspx 127 Byte 

\ajax\GetTagListing.aspx.cs 5,87 KB 

\ajax\GetTagPlainListOption.aspx 143 Byte 

\ajax\GetTagPlainListOption.aspx.cs 4,96 KB 

\ajax\Global.asax.cs 1,41 KB 

\ajax\Global.asax___ 77 Byte 

\ajax\groupUpdate.aspx 123 Byte 

\ajax\groupUpdate.aspx.cs 2,56 KB 

\images\icons\required.gif 53 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_1.gif 91 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_2.gif 91 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_3.gif 80 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_4.gif 75 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_5.gif 93 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_6.gif 91 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_7.gif 91 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_8.gif 89 Byte 

\images\icons\rt_9.gif 70 Byte 

\images\icons\search.gif 591 Byte 

\images\icons\search_text.png 935 Byte 

\images\icons\statement.gif 587 Byte 

\images\icons\superFavs.gif 583 Byte 

\images\icons\supportedBy.gif 671 Byte 

\images\icons\supports.gif 657 Byte 

\images\icons\tag.gif 252 Byte 

\images\icons\tagNote.gif 137 Byte 

\images\icons\topic.gif 632 Byte 

\images\icons\unlink.gif 889 Byte 

\images\icons\user.gif 411 Byte 

\images\icons\user.png 818 Byte 

\images\icons\user2.gif 1021 Byte 

\images\icons\users.png 878 Byte 

\images\icons\voteDown.gif 595 Byte 

\images\icons\voteUp.gif 614 Byte 

\images\icons\warning.png 1,06 KB 

\images\icons\wrench.gif 558 Byte 

\info\default.aspx 1,80 KB 

\info\default.aspx.cs 1,05 KB 

\info\about  0 Byte 

\info\accessability  0 Byte 

\info\disclaimer  0 Byte 

\info\feedback  0 Byte 

\info\forDevelopers  0 Byte 

\info\guidelines  0 Byte 

\info\license  0 Byte 

\info\privacypolicy  0 Byte 

\info\about\default.aspx 4,15 KB 

\info\about\default.aspx.cs 1,07 KB 

\info\accessability\default.aspx 1,75 KB 

\info\accessability\default.aspx.cs 1,07 KB 

\info\disclaimer\default.aspx 4,80 KB 
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\ajax\ImportantVoteOnLinkDelete.aspx 166 Byte 

\ajax\ImportantVoteOnLinkDelete.aspx.cs 1,76 KB 

\ajax\importFavs.aspx 121 Byte 

\ajax\importFavs.aspx.cs 3,40 KB 

\ajax\importFavsGetStatus.aspx 139 Byte 

\ajax\importFavsGetStatus.aspx.cs 1,53 KB 

\ajax\importFavsStartup.aspx 135 Byte 

\ajax\importFavsStartup.aspx.cs 1,26 KB 

\ajax\linkAddAsFavourite.aspx 137 Byte 

\ajax\linkAddAsFavourite.aspx.cs 2,08 KB 

\ajax\linkDelete.aspx 121 Byte 

\ajax\linkDelete.aspx.cs 3,07 KB 

\ajax\linkRemoveFavourite.aspx 139 Byte 

\ajax\linkRemoveFavourite.aspx.cs 3,05 KB 

\ajax\linkRemoveTag.aspx 127 Byte 

\ajax\linkRemoveTag.aspx.cs 2,92 KB 

\ajax\linkUpdate.aspx 121 Byte 

\ajax\linkUpdate.aspx.cs 5,56 KB 

\ajax\RecommendedLinkVoteDelete.aspx 166 Byte 

\ajax\RecommendedLinkVoteDelete.aspx.cs 1,75 KB 

\ajax\ThumbDragDropSavePos.aspx 141 Byte 

\ajax\ThumbDragDropSavePos.aspx.cs 2,12 KB 

\ajax\topicAddAsFavourite.aspx 139 Byte 

\ajax\topicAddAsFavourite.aspx.cs 2,36 KB 

\ajax\topicAddForLink.aspx 131 Byte 

\ajax\topicAddForLink.aspx.cs 2,67 KB 

\ajax\topicCreateForLink.aspx 137 Byte 

\ajax\topicCreateForLink.aspx.cs 2,15 KB 

\ajax\topicCreateMultipleForLink.aspx 149 Byte 

\ajax\topicCreateMultipleForLink.aspx.cs 7,03 KB 

\ajax\topicCreateRelation.aspx 135 Byte 

\ajax\topicCreateRelation.aspx.cs 2,06 KB 

\ajax\topicDelete.aspx 123 Byte 

\ajax\topicDelete.aspx.cs 3,17 KB 

\ajax\topicFavouriteDelete.aspx 141 Byte 

\ajax\topicFavouriteDelete.aspx.cs 2,06 KB 

\ajax\topicMerge.aspx 121 Byte 

\ajax\topicMerge.aspx.cs 3,11 KB 

\ajax\TopicRefinementSelector.aspx 455 Byte 

\ajax\TopicRefinementSelector.aspx.cs 3,13 KB 

\ajax\topicsListing.xslt 2,17 KB 

\ajax\topicsSearchResults.xslt 1,07 KB 

\ajax\topicsSearchResultsforSelection.xslt 1,42 KB 

\info\disclaimer\default.aspx.cs 1,07 KB 

\info\feedback\default.aspx 2,15 KB 

\info\feedback\default.aspx.cs 2,88 KB 

\info\forDevelopers\default.aspx 2,78 KB 

\info\forDevelopers\default.aspx.cs 1,08 KB 

\info\guidelines\default.aspx 2,25 KB 

\info\guidelines\default.aspx.cs 1,07 KB 

\info\license\default.aspx 21,45 KB 

\info\license\default.aspx.cs 1,06 KB 

\info\privacypolicy\default.aspx 2,22 KB 

\info\privacypolicy\default.aspx.cs 1,07 KB 

\js\ace.js 15,01 KB 

\js\ajax.js 47,19 KB 

\js\chrome.js 6,25 KB 

\js\common.js 8,38 KB 

\js\effects.js 31,86 KB 

\js\MochiKit.js 166,90 KB 

\js\popup.js 15,35 KB 

\js\swfobject.js 6,21 KB 

\js\TransparentMessage.js 5,27 KB 

\js\wz_dragdrop.js 38,78 KB 

\js\ypSlideOutMenus.js 5,47 KB 

\js\scriptaculous  0 Byte 

\js\scriptaculous\builder.js 4,53 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\controls.js 28,30 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\dragdrop.js 29,93 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\effects.js 36,98 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\prototype.js 69,59 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\scriptaculous.js 2,35 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\slider.js 10,16 KB 

\js\scriptaculous\unittest.js 19,58 KB 

\link\BookmarkRanking.cs 6,43 KB 

\link\BookmarkScopeSelector.ascx 8,33 KB 

\link\BookmarkScopeSelector.ascx.cs 10,75 KB 

\link\BookmarksList.ascx 448 Byte 

\link\BookmarksList.ascx.cs 19,24 KB 

\link\default.aspx 2,05 KB 

\link\default.aspx.cs 1,87 KB 

\link\linkHelper.cs 12,91 KB 

\link\LinkProperties.ascx 7,45 KB 

\link\LinkProperties.ascx.cs 13,58 KB 

\link\LinkSummary.ascx 1,46 KB 

\link\LinkSummary.ascx.cs 2,82 KB 
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\ajax\topicsSearchResultsforSelectionWithRefinement.xslt 1,76 KB 

\ajax\topicUpdate.aspx 123 Byte 

\ajax\topicUpdate.aspx.cs 4,11 KB 

\ajax\updateLinkVisitCounter.aspx 145 Byte 

\ajax\updateLinkVisitCounter.aspx.cs 1,93 KB 

\ajax\userAddAsFriend.aspx 131 Byte 

\ajax\userAddAsFriend.aspx.cs 2,40 KB 

\ajax\userRemoveFriend.aspx 133 Byte 

\ajax\userRemoveFriend.aspx.cs 2,11 KB 

\ajax\userRemoveVote.aspx 129 Byte 

\ajax\userRemoveVote.aspx.cs 2,13 KB 

\ajax\userUpdate.aspx 121 Byte 

\ajax\userUpdate.aspx.cs 2,84 KB 

\ajax\VoteImportantOnLink.aspx 154 Byte 

\ajax\VoteImportantOnLink.aspx.cs 1,85 KB 

\ajax\voteRecommendedLink.aspx 154 Byte 

\ajax\voteRecommendedLink.aspx.cs 1,82 KB 

\ajax\VoteTagOnLink.aspx 129 Byte 

\ajax\VoteTagOnLink.aspx.cs 2,92 KB 

\ajax\VoteTopic2TopicAssociation.aspx 155 Byte 

\ajax\VoteTopic2TopicAssociation.aspx.cs 2,65 KB 

\ajax\voteUser.aspx 132 Byte 

\ajax\voteUser.aspx.cs 2,26 KB 

\assoc\assocHelper.cs 2,57 KB 

\bin\Janrain.OpenId.Consumer.Asp.dll 5,50 KB 

\bin\RSS.NET.dll 64,00 KB 

\bin\tmcore.dll 168,00 KB 

\bin\WebChart.dll 160,00 KB 

\css\main.css 13,08 KB 

\css\searchResults.css 621 Byte 

\export\default.aspx 1,89 KB 

\export\default.aspx.cs 2,04 KB 

\export\export.xtm.xml 107,14 KB 

\export\fuzzzy.xtm.xml 241,14 KB 

\flash\default.aspx 1,12 KB 

\flash\default.aspx.cs 1,02 KB 

\group\default.aspx 2,03 KB 

\group\default.aspx.cs 1,77 KB 

\group\ViewAllGroups.ascx 266 Byte 

\group\ViewAllGroups.ascx.cs 1,83 KB 

\group\ViewSingleGroup.ascx 5,24 KB 

\group\ViewSingleGroup.ascx.cs 8,54 KB 

\group\create  0 Byte 

\link\ViewAllLinks.ascx 526 Byte 

\link\ViewAllLinks.ascx.cs 1,16 KB 

\link\ViewSingleLink.ascx 14,21 KB 

\link\ViewSingleLink.ascx.cs 24,05 KB 

\link\create  0 Byte 

\link\follow  0 Byte 

\link\create\createLinkAlreadyExists.ascx 1,11 KB 

\link\create\createLinkAlreadyExists.ascx.cs 2,61 KB 

\link\create\default.aspx 3,25 KB 

\link\create\default.aspx.cs 5,16 KB 

\link\follow\default.aspx 123 Byte 

\link\follow\default.aspx.cs 1,73 KB 

\login\default.aspx 3,04 KB 

\login\default.aspx.cs 5,07 KB 

\login\forgotpwd  0 Byte 

\login\forgotpwd\default.aspx 1,40 KB 

\login\forgotpwd\default.aspx.cs 4,92 KB 

\menu\imenus0.css 2,37 KB 

\menu\imenus0.html 5,53 KB 

\menu\light_arrow_down.gif 835 Byte 

\menu\medium_purple_right.gif 843 Byte 

\menu\ocscript.js 15,58 KB 

\pageNotFound\default.aspx 1,21 KB 

\pageNotFound\default.aspx.cs 2,67 KB 

\RSS\bin  0 Byte 

\search\default.aspx 2,92 KB 

\search\default.aspx.cs 11,34 KB 

\settings\default.aspx 3,70 KB 

\settings\default.aspx.cs 1,57 KB 

\settings\customization  0 Byte 

\settings\import  0 Byte 

\settings\managebookmarks  0 Byte 

\settings\managesocialnetwork  0 Byte 

\settings\managetags  0 Byte 

\settings\managevotes  0 Byte 

\settings\customization\default.aspx 3,47 KB 

\settings\customization\default.aspx.cs 5,12 KB 

\settings\import\default.aspx 4,20 KB 

\settings\import\default.aspx.cs 2,77 KB 

\settings\managebookmarks\default.aspx 2,88 KB 

\settings\managebookmarks\default.aspx.cs 4,30 KB 

\settings\managesocialnetwork\default.aspx 2,76 KB 

\settings\managesocialnetwork\default.aspx.cs 4,46 KB 
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\group\create\default.aspx 3,12 KB 

\group\create\default.aspx.cs 5,04 KB 

\help\default.aspx 7,94 KB 

\help\default.aspx.cs 1,05 KB 

\images\arrowLeftBig.gif 114 Byte 

\images\arrowRightBig.gif 115 Byte 

\images\bgGridTrans.gif 49 Byte 

\images\chromebg2-over.gif 151 Byte 

\images\chromebg2.gif 110 Byte 

\images\chromebg3.gif 1,80 KB 

\images\footerLeft.gif 81 Byte 

\images\footerRight.gif 81 Byte 

\images\fuzzzFactor.gif 1,58 KB 

\images\help_scope.gif 5,15 KB 

\images\hs_logo.gif 1,23 KB 

\images\listDot.gif 63 Byte 

\images\logo.gif 7,00 KB 

\images\logo2.gif 6,93 KB 

\images\logo3.gif 6,80 KB 

\images\logo_and_slogan.gif 4,94 KB 

\images\logo_mini.gif 1,32 KB 

\images\networkedPlanet_logo.gif 1,83 KB 

\images\pdf.gif 296 Byte 

\images\progressbar.gif 3,14 KB 

\images\progressbar2.gif 3,02 KB 

\images\shadow.gif 3,47 KB 

\images\spacer.gif 79 Byte 

\images\top_bg.gif 736 Byte 

\images\uio_logo.gif 3,28 KB 

\images\viewSelector.gif 140 Byte 

\images\word.gif 77 Byte 

\images\avatars  0 Byte 

\images\bookmarks  0 Byte 

\images\buttons  0 Byte 

\images\flags  0 Byte 

\images\help  0 Byte 

\images\icons  0 Byte 

\images\photos  0 Byte 

\images\avatars\a1.jpg 1,70 KB 

\images\bookmarks\awaiting.jpg 1,33 KB 

\images\bookmarks\bNO_IMG.jpg 332 Byte 

\images\bookmarks\test.jpg 1,67 KB 

\images\buttons\add.gif 139 Byte 

\settings\managetags\default.aspx 2,80 KB 

\settings\managetags\default.aspx.cs 4,22 KB 

\settings\managevotes\default.aspx 2,99 KB 

\settings\managevotes\default.aspx.cs 5,01 KB 

\signup\default.aspx 5,97 KB 

\signup\default.aspx.cs 5,89 KB 

\stats\default.aspx 1,45 KB 

\stats\default.aspx.cs 9,06 KB 

\stats\line_graph.cs 10,93 KB 

\stats\line_graph.vb 16,30 KB 

\stats\linechart.aspx 944 Byte 

\stats\linechart.aspx.cs 2,69 KB 

\tag\default.aspx 2,06 KB 

\tag\default.aspx.cs 1,71 KB 

\tag\RelationWriter.cs 8,97 KB 

\tag\RSSbookmarksForTag.aspx 136 Byte 

\tag\RSSbookmarksForTag.aspx.cs 6,06 KB 

\tag\TopicHelper.cs 5,89 KB 

\tag\TopicRanking.cs 10,42 KB 

\tag\topicSummary.ascx 1,62 KB 

\tag\topicSummary.ascx.cs 2,84 KB 

\tag\ViewAllTopics.ascx 408 Byte 

\tag\ViewAllTopics.ascx.cs 1,85 KB 

\tag\ViewSingleTopic.ascx 7,67 KB 

\tag\ViewSingleTopic.ascx.cs 11,18 KB 

\tag\create  0 Byte 

\tag\create\createTopicAlreadyExists.ascx 1,27 KB 

\tag\create\createTopicAlreadyExists.ascx.cs 2,11 KB 

\tagcreate\default.aspx 6,58 KB 

\tagcreate\default.aspx.cs 14,60 KB 

\tagmapper\default.aspx 17,90 KB 

\tagmapper\default.aspx.cs 5,13 KB 

\user\default.aspx 2,01 KB 

\user\default.aspx.cs 1,76 KB 

\user\myFriends.aspx 1,93 KB 

\user\myFriends.aspx.cs 3,03 KB 

\user\userSettings.cs 4,88 KB 

\user\ViewAllUsers.ascx 455 Byte 

\user\ViewAllUsers.ascx.cs 3,06 KB 

\user\ViewSingleUser.ascx 7,28 KB 

\user\ViewSingleUser.ascx.cs 11,24 KB 

\utils\Authentication.cs 1,76 KB 

\utils\fuzzzySys.cs 1,63 KB 
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\images\buttons\addNew.gif 175 Byte 

\images\buttons\addToFuzzzy.gif 535 Byte 

\images\buttons\awaitingThumb.gif 719 Byte 

\images\buttons\buttonTemplate.psd 313,06 KB 

\images\buttons\cancel.gif 163 Byte 

\images\buttons\cancel2.gif 949 Byte 

\images\buttons\center.gif 504 Byte 

\images\buttons\create.gif 157 Byte 

\images\buttons\getFromPage.gif 681 Byte 

\images\buttons\help.gif 114 Byte 

\images\buttons\import.gif 155 Byte 

\images\buttons\info.gif 134 Byte 

\images\buttons\play.gif 156 Byte 

\images\buttons\refine.gif 159 Byte 

\images\buttons\related.gif 171 Byte 

\images\buttons\searchAndAddTag.gif 194 Byte 

\images\buttons\use.gif 136 Byte 

\images\buttons\viewAll.gif 174 Byte 

\images\buttons\viewSettings.gif 753 Byte 

\images\buttons\yes.gif 920 Byte 

\images\buttons\youTube.gif 1,21 KB 

\images\help\bookmark_toolbar.gif 1,72 KB 

\images\help\scopeselector.gif 7,80 KB 

\images\icons\action.gif 264 Byte 

\images\icons\add_section.png 916 Byte 

\images\icons\bitTorrent.gif 1,05 KB 

\images\icons\bitTorrent2.gif 541 Byte 

\images\icons\bookmarkArrow.gif 969 Byte 

\images\icons\bookmarkTagged.gif 628 Byte 

\images\icons\checkbox_checked.gif 66 Byte 

\images\icons\checkbox_unchecked.gif 54 Byte 

\images\icons\controlpanel.png 911 Byte 

\images\icons\create.gif 396 Byte 

\images\icons\date.gif 268 Byte 

\images\icons\delete.gif 554 Byte 

\images\icons\delete.png 437 Byte 

\images\icons\document.gif 408 Byte 

\utils\ImageManipulation.cs 2,47 KB 

\utils\Knowledge.cs 2,72 KB 

\utils\Stringer.cs 5,01 KB 

\utils\WebControls.cs 2,79 KB 

\utils\YouTube.cs 1,19 KB 

\webParts\breadcrumb.ascx 294 Byte 

\webParts\breadcrumb.ascx.cs 3,81 KB 

\webParts\pageFooter.ascx 3,76 KB 

\webParts\pageFooter.ascx.cs 1,65 KB 

\webParts\pageHeader.ascx 8,38 KB 

\webParts\pageHeader.ascx.cs 15,45 KB 

\webParts\TopicContents.ascx 441 Byte 

\webParts\TopicContents.ascx.cs 1,72 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperAdvanced_LinkOnly.ascx 691 Byte 

\webParts\TopicMapperAdvanced_LinkOnly.ascx.cs 1,10 
KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperAutoSuggest.ascx 1,18 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperAutoSuggest.ascx.cs 1,70 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperBySearch.ascx 2,34 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperBySearch.ascx.cs 1006 Byte 

\webParts\TopicMapperMyTags.ascx 1,12 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperMyTags.ascx.cs 1,25 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperNew.ascx 1,85 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperNew.ascx.cs 1,63 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperRefine.ascx 475 Byte 

\webParts\TopicMapperRefine.ascx.cs 979 Byte 

\webParts\TopicMapperSimple.ascx 3,41 KB 

\webParts\TopicMapperSimple.ascx.cs 1004 Byte 

\webParts\TopicMappingVerySimple.ascx 1,28 KB 

\webParts\TopicMappingVerySimple.ascx.cs 1,11 KB 

\webParts\topicsListingChildren.ascx 725 Byte 

\webParts\topicsListingChildren.ascx.cs 1,54 KB 

\webParts\topicsListingParent.ascx 698 Byte 

\webParts\topicsListingParent.ascx.cs 1,49 KB 

\webParts\TopicToolbox.ascx 1,40 KB 

\webParts\TopicToolbox.ascx.cs 969 Byte 

 

Total number of folders = 58 

Total number of files  = 1043 

Total size all files = 6494520 Byte 
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Appendix C.2: Source code CD  

Fuzzzy Source code files on CD contains database SQL create scripts, database backup 

and complete .Net solution. The database is a backup of the production site. All data has 

been deleted from the database in order to comply with our privacy policy.    
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